


S tNcLUDE V AT * PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY

vvor d w dp repulatron lor oual l\ relrabrl ly and performance at a realtstrc pnce Four mode s
ava able 1o surt the needs of the prolessronal and hobby market I e, lndustry, Letsure
lnstrumental and H Fr etc When comparng prrces NOTE al modes lnclude Torordal
Dowersupply lntegra heaLsrnk GlassfrbrePCB andDlveorcurtslopowercompattble
Vu ,neler Open and short c,rcu,t prooI SUpplied ready built and tested.

OMP10O Mk ll Bi-Polar Outpur power 110
watts RMS rnto 4 ohms Frequency Res
ponse 1sHz,3OKHz -3d8, THD 001%,
S N R -118d8, Sens for Max output
50OmV at1OK, Size 355 x 115 X 65mm
PRrCE f33 99 * f3 00 P&P.
ggP MF100 Mos-Fet Ourpur power I1O
watts RMS rnto 4 ohms, Frequency Res
ponse 1 Hz IOOKHz -3dB, Damprng Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V/uS, T H D Typrcal
O OO21o, lnput Sensrtrvrty 500mV, S N R

125d8 Srze 300 \ 123 )r 60mm PRICE
PRrCE f39 99 + f3 00 P&P,

OMP,/MF2O0 Mos-Fet Output power 2OO
watts R M S rnto 4 ohms, Frequency Res
ponse 1Hz - 1OOKHz 3dB, Damprng Factor
250, Slew Rate 50V,, uS, T H D Typrcat
0 001",,", lnput Sensrtrvrty 5OOmV, S N R

130d8, Srze 300 \ 150 X 1Oomm PRICE
PBTCE f62 99 r f3 50 P&P

OMP,/MF3OO Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts BM S rnto 4 ohms, Frequency Res
ponse 1 Hz 'lOOKHz 3dB, Darnprng Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V, uS, T H D Typrcal
0 0008"., lnput Sensrlrvrty 50OmV, S N B

130d8, Srze 330 \'147 \ 102mm PRICE
PR|CE f79 99 - f4 50 P&P

NOTE MosFersaresuppledasslandardllOOKH?bandwdtt)&lnpulSensLrvrySOOmV)[requrrcd
P A vers on (50KHz bandwidth & nput Sensrlrvrly /75nrv) Order Slandard or p A

Vu METER Compalrble wrlh our four ampltfters delarled above A
very accuraie vrsual drs,Jlay empioy ng 1 I L F D dlodes (7 g 4
red) IJlus an addtt onal on olf ndrcalor Sophrstrcated log c ro
circurts tor very last rrse and decay t mes Tough Inotr de(l t c
case w I r i nted acry c lront S ze 84 27 45rrrr
PRICE fB 50 - 50p P&P

Belier lo be 'Alarmed' lhen terr f red
Thandar's tamous'Minder' Burgla. Alarm System
Superror nr cro,rave pr nc p e Supp ed as lhree unrls
conrpleie w lh rnlerconneclron cable FULLY
GUAEANTEED
Control Unit Houses mrcTowave radar un I range
up lo l5 me(res adluslable by senslvty conlro
Three posrlron key operaled (ac a sw lch - oll lesl

armed 30 second ex I and enlry de ay
lndoor alarm E eclron c swept ireq siren
104d8 oulpul
Outdoor Alarm - E eclron c sweot reo siren 98dB
ouiput Hotrsed n a lanrper prool heavy duty nrela
caSe
Bolh lhe control un t and ouldoor alarm conta n re
cfarlleab e tlallerres vr'h ch provrde lu proteclron
dur ng nra ns lar ure Power requrrenreni 200/260 Vo t
AC 50/60H2 Expaodabe wrih door sensors panc
butlons etc Como ele w th nstrucl onS

SAVE t 138.00 usunr Pr ce 1228 8s

BKE's PRICE f89.99 r f4 0o P&P
) Wlry buy a c.rra.t of ol se I assembly boords

IDEAL f or Work
shops, Factones,
Oflrces, Home,
etc Supplred
readv burlt

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very besr rn qualrty andvalue Made spec allylosu I rodays
need lor compactness wrth hrgh sound output evels F nrshecl n
hard weannq blackvyn i"wr h prorecl vecorners gr leandcarry
handle Al mode s 8 olrns Fu range 45Nz 2aKHz S rc 20"
l5 l2 WalL5FMS percabner Senslvrly lW lmrr dB

OMP 1 2-1 00 Watts 1oodB Price f 149.99
per par r,
OMP 12-200Watts 102d8. Pricef 199,99
pef paif. De verv Securrcor f8 OO per pa r

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo
amps: Used the World over in clubs, pubs,
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin
toroidal power supplies XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled Three models (Ratings
R.M.S, into 4 ohms). lnput Sensitivrty 775mV

MF200 (100 + 100)W. f '169.00 Securicor
M F400 (200 + 200)W L228 85 Delivery
MF600 (300 + 300)W. f322.00 f 10.00

9" STEREO RACK AMPS

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to I5" up ro 400 WATTS R M S
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabrnet Plans. Large
S.A E. (28p) for free dbtails
POWEB RANGE
8',50 .S. Hi-Fi,
la oz . al v u-g rolnd a ty I x ng escutcheon Fes Freq 4OHz Frcq Besp Lo6KHz PF CEfl ab e w tlr black gr e t] 1 99 P&P fl 50 ea
12 1 M.S Hi-
50 oz magnel 2" al y va ce co I Gro!nd dl y f x nq escutcheon Dre cas( chrssrs Wtr re cone B-os
F req
25Hz Freq Resp ro 4KHz Sens 95dB PRICE f28 60 t3 00 P&P ea

McKENZIE
12" 85 WATT B.M.S. Cl285GP Lead guitar/keyboard/Olrco
2"allyvoicecollAlly@ntredomeBesFreq45HzFreq.Besp to65KHzSens 98dBPRlCEf2999
+ C3 00 P&P ea
12" 85 YyATT R.M S. Cl285TC P,A/Dleo 2" ally yolce coil. Twln @ne.
Res Freq 45Hz Freq Resp to 14KHz PRICE t31 49 + C3 00 P&P ea
15" 150 WATT R.M S. Cl5 Baer Guitar/Dlrco.
3"allyvoicecoilDie-castchassisRes Freq,lOHzFreq Besp to4KHzPRlCEf5787+!400P&Pea
10" 6() WATT R.M.S.1060GP Gen. Purp@e/Lead cuitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.
2" voice coil Bes Freq 75Hz Freq Resp to 7 sKHz Sens 99dB PRICE !19 99 + !2 00 P&P
10'200 WATT n.M.S. C10200GP Guitar, Keyboard, Disco.
2" voice coil Res Freq 45Hz Freq Resp to TKHZ Sens 101d8 PRICE !44 76 + !3 00 P&P
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. Cl5200 Hlgh Power BaaE.
Res Freq 40Hz Freq Resp to sKHz Sens 10'ldB PRICE C62 41 + C4 00 P&P
15'/o0 WATT R.M.S C15400 High Power Bass.
Res Freq 40Hz Freq Resp to4KHz Sens 102dBPB|CEC8952+f400P&P

WEM
5" 70 WATT R.M.S, Multiple Aray Dlsco etc.
l"voicecoilRes.Freq.S2HzFrcq.S2HzFreq.ResptosKHzSensSgdBPR|CE!2200+C150P&Pea
0" 150 WATT R.M.S. Muliiple Array Dl@ etc.
1' voice coil Res Freq 48Hz Freq Besp to sKHz Sens 92dB PRICE $200 + e1 50 P&P ea
10" x)0 WATT R.M.S. DiEco/Sound re+nrorement eic.
1" voice coil Res Freq 35Hz Freq Besp to 4KHz Sens 92dB PRICE C36 00 + 12 @ P&P ea
12" t)0 WATT R.M.S. Dieo/Sound re+nlor@menl ets.
1yr" voice coil B6 Freq 35Hz Freq Resp to 4KHz Sens 94dB PRICE e47 00 + C3 00 P&P ea

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Cone)
5 60 WATT R.M S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Oisco elc.
l vorce co l Res Freq 63Hz Freq Resp to 2oKHz Sens 86dB PR|CE t9 99 fl 00 P&P ea
61/;" 60 WATT B M S Hi'FilMultiple Array Disco elc
l" vorce col Res Freq 56Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 89dB PR|CEf1099. f1 50 P&P ea
8" 60 WATT R M S. Hi'FilMulriple Array Disco etc.
l/i'vorcecor 8es Freq 38Hz Freq Resp to20KHz Sens 89dB PBlCEtl299 fl 50P&Pea

1O" 60 WATT R M S Hi-Fi/Disco etc
l%"vorcecorl Res Freq 35Hz Freq Resp tolSkHz Sens 89dB PR|CEfl649. f2OOP&P

EZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA

nproveo irarS,iii.esoa-:. , a I :. i::--_j- a!: : :' t-:-: j.-a-a ..::::
cros5olfr rs nol litJ.!a t =:: _'::j_ :. ::jat : :r s' _: :j-:\:. : ::a-: :. : -.
nI)Te 12 pL]I .:: :S FREE EXPLANATOHY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED \TITH EACH nlE: ::

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality
cOmponents COmplete wrth rnstructtons.

FIYI MICROTRANSMrrTER (BUG) 9o/105MHz wilh vcry sensitive
microghone. Rsng€ 1m/300 mair6.57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
?tbo: fB 62 + 759 ?&P

W .v
o35
?.

RECEIVEF 27MH2 Rsnge up io 5O0 meir6 Ooubl€ @d6d modulation.
Fl@iv6r ouiput op€rotG ralsy w'i.h 2amp/24 voh ontaas ldeal br
msny sppli@lions Rseiver 90 x 7O x 22mm (9/'12 voh) Pricr;
f 17 82 Tr8nsmitter &) x 50 x 15mm (9/12 volt). Pricc: f 1 1 29
P&P +75o e8ch S.AE brcompls(elin, 3 watt FM

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREODISCOMIXERar-2 )., i. s
R and th,n
L y outstand
5 ual faders
u rhe fo low
3 Mrcs 4 L,
wrth taik over swttch Head0hone Monrtor
Pan Pot L & R MasterOutpul conrrols Our
put 775mV Srze 360 . 280 90rnm

Pr;ce f1 34 99 - f3 0O p&p

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER f t.OO minimum. OFF|C|AL
OROERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVERNMiNi!! . Bo-qtE9rqlcrlFlcEg tNcLUstvE oF v a,T. Car-E6 cciurvren

- 
- VISA/ACCESS/C,O,D, ACCEPTED

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE
r E eclronrc sDcedcontrol45& 33 .r p m r P us
M nus variable prrc r conlro r Bell dr ven a A rr

rr)rf urlr pla ter wrl r stiobed r nr r Cue iever r Anlr
skale (b as devrce) r Adt!sldb e counter ba anc.. i
Manual ailr r Srandard I " cartrrge I rrngs *
S!rp red cofrplele wrth cul oul ternpiare r O C
Operation9l4vDC 65mA

Prrce f35 99 t3 OO P&P

ADC 04 maq c lor aOove Pflce f4 99 ea P&P 5Op



E f ITI Mrcro-firnreture VHF transminer. The smallBst kii on th€ merk6t' measutrn-9 an f]
lncredrbre lTmm x 17mh lncludlng on'board mrc' super sens'trve fully 

-tr tune;ble0!6rFMband,gVop€rationiithrangeuptolmm"' " EIO'95 Ll

tr .w!oo tr
trtr
tr IVOL76 tr
trtrtru
! tcTxeoo tr
trl
trtr
O TDSX9OO tr
trtr

tr Send gx4 SAE fot tull catalogue ot these and othar surveillance kits tr

E ;lli,'-[flifflllli6l[:#^'#'&T,11'#iitl,T,?,"' EI E E

I trtrtrtr5trtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtr!trCtrUtrtrtrtrtrtrtrDDtrDtr[ I

Inf erak 1

STNGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I"
A computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and
so on.

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chiPs a 280 computer can have
and still CPU chip, an EPROM chip (up
to 32K), and a Pair ol 82554 UO (input
outputi lo waggle up and down. There
are ong included, but these are simple
"74LS" or "HC" parts

that no special or custom ch ULAs, ASICS
and thus there are no secre is the fastest
ished ol all ihe 8-bit microp possibly the

choapest too!

Bare Board
el7.50

(plus postage and VAT)

automatic horticultural irrigation controller

Bv dlsablinq the on-board Z8oA-CPU this card will plug into our
tnlerak I CPTM Plus disk-based development systems, so il you
don't lancy hand-assembling 280 machine code you don't have to!

The idea is (if you are a manufacturer) you Duy l-ursl one
develooment svstem and then turn out the choap SBC-Idevelopment system and then turn out the choap
svstems bv the hundred. lf you are really laz y we canlf you are really laz y we can writesvstems by the hundred. lf you are really laz y we can wrr

the program for you and assemble the SBC-1 cards so
you cai get on with manufacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems to us.

Greenbank
For more details write or
Greenbank Electronics ), 460 New Chester Road'
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead L422AE. Tel: 051'645 3391.
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NEW FROM SAGE AUDIO HrcHfEEsltPosstatE

, T PENFONNATCE

t'.1%![193y,

THE MOST ADVANCED HI-FI AMP IN THE WORLD
Following the success of the original SUPERMOS we now launch a higher powered
version with many new exclusive sound improvements not available on any other
amplirier, kit, board, module, or ready rade.

FEATURES:-
r Highly efficient distorlionless PURE CLASS A

throughout (low heat generation)
'. Top audiophile components inc best Sl!!D's

r Exclusively made matched custom semiconductors

. Minimal capacitor design (without DC servos)

r PSU sound colouration eliminated

0 Advanced PSU Jeedtomard ripple elimination including

internally separately regulated voltage AND current to

ALL stages using SAGE Super'Supply circuitry

. Total reactance (diificult speaker) drive capable

S\ZE24Ox lOOx loomm

THD O.OO01%, Slewrale 685v/us, f-3dB 0.5H2-350kHz, O/P Current 80amPs,
Damping lactor 940, tEnsient power (2ohms) up lo 1800w max.

PLUS ByinnovativetechnicaldesignwehaveeliminatedSindividualsoundcolourationcomponents
found in all other conventional amplifiers

ELIMINATED -1tni*e,resistors2)Zobel networks3)HFp0lecompensation4)Fixedbias
Vbe muhiplier and temp gen distortions 5) Capacitor sound

AND THERES MORE Sage exclusive CLEAN CLIPPING (notto be confusedwith soft
clipping) eliminat€s PStJ ripple from reaching the output even when severely clipped, this together with
individual regulated supplies to all stages (Super-supplies) T0TALLY eliminates PSU component sound
colourations, (A World first!l

COMING SOON TheSAGE'ACr/vE pt MzDE' clAssA preamp,THE
definilive match to the SUPERM0S power amplifiers

AND , wecan'tp thisad,torecerve
a lull stze tails including fl cheque, PO or
con ptu i"fitrtl8; cr40 (p&p e2).

OMNI ELECTRONICS
74 Dalkeith Road. Edinburqh EHl6 sDX ' 031 667 261'1

The supplier to use if you'Ie looking for
* A WIDE RANGE of components aimed at the hobbyist *

* competitive VAT inclusive prices *
* mail order - genelally by return of post *

* fast, friendly selvice *
- by mail order, telephone ordel or personal call

1988 CATALOGUE NOW READY - SEND 2x18p STAMPS

we do try to keep the goods we list in stock.
Whether you phone, write or call in

we'll do our best to help you.

Et Open: Monday-Friday 9.00-6.00 qr:- Saturday 9.00-5.00 
-

19" RACKCASES
t Suitable for inatruments, high quality mplififfi ild may dh€r apdidjons thd demsd $rengith and
prcl€siondlinish t NdimP
tront moufr ing plab, nof ixing
isolbrushed aluminium finishenhana€dwfthm
I F€ar box manutectured trcm 1 1mm seel f nish€d in biek Rack mounting orfr@ tuding Comes in quick

assembly flatpackagaspare hfit pilels Milable

ordercode ffilii"t:'ri fi,""f' D trbish Ede
1U-l0 '19x1.75 17x1.5x10 2.4k9 23-50
2U-10 't9x35 17x30x10 2gkg 2450
3U-10 19x525 17xs0x10 3skg 2550

1U-12 19xl 75 17t15x12 28kg e24.5O
2t)-12 19x35 17x30x12 33kg e25.50
3U-12 19x525 17x50x12 40kg C27.50
4U-12 19x7O 17x65x12 46kg S29.95

Plee add fg 0O P&P forthe firsl item and Cl 50 for sach additional item
No VAT to b€ added to the price
Aranoeof ipmenlsavalable,sa.e rordstails.Toordersendc I
Ouaniity d i/ho Equireludher inbrmdion dee $nd S.A E. s
orderswel

T.J.A. DEVELOPMENTS
Dept. ETl, 19 \lUelbeck Road,
Harrow, Mlddlesex HA2 ORN.
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clock in our free-to-enter date
matching competition

t2
Contrcl

firmly under control with an
explanation ofloops, open and
closed, Bode plots and other
such tools of the contool trade

I8
The Nonton
Differcnce
Ray Marston launches forth
with a short series on this much
underused breed of op-amp

2t
Behind Bars
Malcolm Brown explains how
to read those troublesome
baked bean cans with a full
explanation of bar codes in
general and the July ETI com-
petition in particular
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spotlight on sensors and trans-
ducers withthefirstof two looks

at this wide field

26
ontinues the

Circuit Theory look at op-amps
as differential amplifiers

PBDJECT 29
Digltal
Tramsistsr
Tester
Robert Penfold's tester checks
for the good, the bad and the
leakage

PHOJETT 3s
ruied Charger
Keith Brindley charges the
batteries other lst C/ass projects

cannot reach with this simple-
to-build charger for beginners

TO INTERNATIONIAT

PBOJECT 38
B r Buster
Pa ell explains how to
use thefree components on this
month's cover to protect your
home and valuables

o
rg
0
N)(a

PBOJECT 43

Pagc 43

really is iaster than a speeding
bullet with this ingenious gun
club companion to speed test
your pellets

49
e needyfrom

the ever ingenious readers o{

ETI
8-way Stereo Selector
Guitar Preshaper
Touch-conholled Pre-amP
Cheap Touch Switch
low Current Siren
Super Woofer
Spechal Spectrum 128
Envelope Generator
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in April, our man with the desktop i

caiculator and sharpened HB in his
mouth tells us that the price of trees
has risen something shocking this
se aso n

We deeply apologise and hope
that you will consider the extua coin to
be money well spent

I f fest Hr,de has introciuceci a neu
lfll/ -li-tin" (aie c">rgn;J for use
with rnembrane keypad swiiches The
case is sealed 1o standard IP65 so that
with hermetically sealed membrane
switches the whole unit can be safely
doused with Nescaf6

West Hyde has also aonounced
significant price reductions particularly

on Teko. Intemorm and Combicard
500 products which are benefiting
irom exchange raies and higher pro-
duction quantities.

Fcr iull details conract West Hyde.
9-10 Park Street lndusrrial Estate.
Aylesbury HP20 1ET TeL Q296)
20441,.

W H :.::: ;::.:,HT J : :.J:.JJ I;
reasonable motorised bell which pro
duces a 95dB ringing tone when
triggered The enclosure for the motor
is fully weather protected and the bell
dome is fitted with anti-tamper clamp
screws

The bells are available for two
roltages: 72V al 17 60+VAT and
24V atlT 90+VAT.

Contact Carters. A&G Security
Elecrronics lVrigle!, Street Oldham
Greater Manchester OL4 1HW Tel:
tibl b33 3033

pergamons iaunch of rlre CD-
I ROh4 ,.ersio:r c[ the l0-volume
Internatio.'ai Encyclopaedia'ot'
Educaiion inclu,les a fiee Hitachi CD-
ROM drive ',rith ever5, copy. The
Hjtachi drive is for iBl,[ compatible
computerc and has been left undedi-
cal€d so ihat other CD-RONIs mag
aiso be reac'l

The software for the encyclo-
paedia attenipts to be as simple icr use
a6. posslble so that casual use in
libraries and schcois can be encour,
aged. Search topics are de{ined in the
rdser! own worCs rarher ihati being
picked {tom the inclexing system,
Figrres and illustrations are iniluded
and:all displays may be printed out,.

Meanwhile Nimbus is embarking
on a series of discs aimurg tc plece ihe
entire World Heath Knowledge Basg
onto CD-ROM First i.r'lre series is an
AIDS inforrnetion and axpert sysiem,
with a diagnost:: ai.l io exanrine
s!,mptotn: anC identify diseases that
a physician shc.uld consider ireating,
Further deta:ls of such treatment can
ther be accessed

For details of Perganron'S CD-
ROM operation contact PCS, Ilead-
way Hcuse 56 73 Shoe [-ane,
London EC4P 4AB lel: 07"377
4918 Nimbus Records 15 in Wyestone
Le9's. Monmouth NF5 3SR. Tel:
(0600) 890682

new maii order service.foi com-
IaFonents. tools and eqUiprhent i5

being of{ered by EES.frdm their
Sourhamptor address, There is to be
no minimum order and a[l normal
credit cards can be used fortelizphone
ot wriilen orders

A,:aialogue is under productlon
and can be obtained by ringing the
rrumber below

Ore handy service that EES is

offering is one cff custoinised sheet
rrretal working for enclosures. includ-
ing hinging panel cutting and silk
screert rng

[:or fu]i details and the catalogue
contact ESS, Harrison House. Harri.
sdn Road, Swaythling, Southampton
SO2 3TL 'lel: (0703) 677766

6

f t is with grcat regrel rhar we have ro
lonnoun.e a l0p rise in the price ofIonnoun"." a l0p rise in the price of 

,

5;our favourire electronics mag. as of 
I

this montir

Despite our continued success 
]

s[rce the neu -look ETI was launcheC

:t-, a.

I vast selection of literature and lists

I lare up tor the price ot a stamp
this month

OmnG new mail order catalogue ol
componenls. tools and accessories is

now available for two 18p stamps Tel:

03l-667 2611 or visit the shop at 174
Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16
5DX

Welwyn has produced a compre-
hensive guide to its SM resistors (Tel:

(0670)' 822787) and Multicore has
written a trouble-shooting wallchart
identifying the problems of SM solder-
ing (Tel: (0442) 233233)

Hitachi has published an excellent
16-page guide to its CMOS and
biCMOS gate arrays and also a short
btochure on combo codec ICs.
Contact Hitachi, 21 Upton Road,

Watforci
224422

Rinal is giving awa,u a thermal
management slide rule to srop your
enclosure overheating (Tel: (0909)
567871) and [nstrumex has issued the
first update to jts Instruments for
Industry Blue Book Tel; (0753)
44a78

Handy for Chip In. Hamlin Elec
tronics has a 16-page catalogue of the
company's magnetic proximity
sensors Tel: (0379) 644417

Topax has a full colour brochure
of industrial mains conditioners (Tel:

01-977 0055) and lastly Axion Elec-
tronics has a free guide to CMOS
special functions from Turnpike Road,
Cressex Estate, High Wycombe HP12
3NR. Tel: (0494) 467616
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f,ollowing up oui cducation ;pecial
I - 

last month. a Lancashire-baseci
qoIllp6ny. is of{ering a coliection of
learning, and. projdct packages for
gihools; ' colleges and home

I 
qqnstructoi6.

l ' 'E1gatrc*1.. Success Ltci ls arr

. runusr.ralcompany- It has been set up
,by-'a gtoup o{ christian eiectroirics and
:l riting kr generate

llor a prc.lect in tha
Far 

'Ezist. The visior i.s io run trvo
schoois: one as a ice chargirig
lesidqntial conrputing school, and rire
other as a fiee sch,rol for th rrse ur:able
io pay, supported b-v the fees frorrr the

, first

'. . [i..is an amtritious project and
lEleclroriics Success are hoping to
.oeiretate the initlal capiial over the
'ne-x_t two years,

ere are {ive packages ranging
the f3U Elementary L-oarning

Package. (containing 125+ ccm-
porie$ts; 2 bboks and 2
the .1280 Complele
PxkAse (with 15 books. 30()0
aomponents, t€st ii-tstuumelts, 20 tc,ols
r.and-soldeiing fron)
': .pqfull details contact Eleclronics
Success. PO Box 10, St Annes on
Sda. Lancashire FY8 15A

M :'f ',?"' il,:,:l;,i.', 1 :lt n;:
market with 26 callboxes in L-ondon's
Waterloo station The units are cash-
free wilh payment made using
Mercury's own phone card, the
Mercurycard Unlike BTs Phonecard
boxes. the kiosks can also accept
Access, Visa, Amex and Diner's Club
cards

The design of the boxes has been
the sub;ect of some criticism Mercury
invited proposals from ten design
houses and has selected three final
kiosks to be adopted A range o{
klosks provides a'sympathy with en-

vironment' not availabLe with the
single BT kiosk, says Mercury

The three deslgns are an art-rleco
totem. a Gothic glass canopied
standlng kiosk. and a dreadful
classically columned box that is

unlikely ro be sympathelrc ang where
beyond the gates of :he British
Museum

However Mercury can be prouci c{
its technolog!'and pnce structure
Every- kiosk is directly ccnnected to
Mercurv s digital optical fibre netu'orl<

- although thjs does limit new
payphone slles tc areas aiready
covered bv its own network

-fhe payphone unit itself, supplied
by GPI-, is sensibly laid out with simple
instructions on LCD display and the
rrseiu! addiiion of a volume control
All units will be serviced daily and are
self {auit reporling

trhe charges are also lower than
FiT callbox rates by an average of 5%

iiniandl plus the major advantage of
p[ronccard units being 5p rather than
BT's 10p which will halve the cost of
brief locai calls

For more details contact Mercury,
90 lcng Acre. London WC2E 9NP.
Tal: 01-528 2000

'Tthe Digisound Modular
I Synthesiser projects that

appeared in ETI back in 1980 are now
available in kit form again

The original modules are available
in improved form iogether with a

range of nevr units includlng a key-
board controller and a sounrl sampler
Also available are analogue and digital
VCOs. a profusion of filter r-noclules,
processors and effects units

From these can be constrircted a

modest monophonic instrument or a
TanDram speciai like the cne pictured
here

The variety of components
makes price listing a le:rgthy busirress
but a catalogue with kit informaticrn
and price lists js available free from
Digisound, 16 Lauriston Road,
Lrndon SW19 4TQ Tel: 01-9.16
0467

fhe Young Elecuonic Desrgner
l, Awards sponsored by Texas

lnstruments and Citkit have grown
over the years into quite a major
event,

This year! awards ce(emony was

held in a plush london conference
centre with 'personalities' in
attendance and Education and
Science Minister Kenneth Baker
handing out the prizes of cash. cert-
ificates. trophies and TI calculaiors to
the winners in the three age groups

In the under 15 age group the
winner rvas Nicolas Adams {14) u'ho
had designed an ef{ective pillow
vibrator alarm to aleri deaf people thal
other alarms (clocks, smoke detectors,
burgJar alarms. etc) rvere sounding.

The 15-19 group winneq Paul
Dagiey-Monis (17), also won last!ear.
This year he again concentrated on
the disabied marketwith aradio llnl€d
panic button for exiSting alarin
sysLems i-r retirement hom€s and so
r)n

Hugh Mair (20) won the 19-25
category with a 20MHz digitalstorage
oscilloscope add-on for a PC along
with some impr:essive soJtrirare.

The cash prizes rang€d ftom 850
ior the runner up in the youngest
caiegory to 1500 fot the 19-25 winner
along with f600,/annum course
sponsotship, vacation gmployment
and a guaranleed job with TI after
gradr.ration.

Elrofessional proiotvprnu using a

Fcutromised version'of a-slandard
board is the service heing olfered by
Matrix Systems.

The initial boarci uses the lntel
8052AH BASIC together u,ith an on-
board EPROM progtammer, 8K o{
EPROM, 8K of sratic RAM, various
ports (for VDU, printer and so on)
Further hardware is then built on to
the board (pbnty oI space is avaiiabJe)

either by the user ot by Matrix who
o{fer production assistance form ASIC

dasign through to case desiQn.
As arr exampJe o{ the'ability o{

such a sy*ern, d CPU card, bus cdrd,
I/O card and ADC card can all be
replaced by one Matrix boarrl plus
three addiiional ICs to givr:)

16-channel 8 bit data sampllng with
24 wlag control iines

For more stu{f contact Mahix
Sysienrs, 356 SiJbury Boluevard,
N'lilton Keynes MKg ZLR, Tel: (0908)
604848

tFhurlbu is marketir d :, .\ I t'
I ua.rruay Den:n o g, . ,-r'-:',r .ei?i .

an lmproved version o{ the srccessful
1503

ln addition to n ormai f urcilons the
unit measures frequency uo to 4MHz
(7MHz with overflow rgnr:red) I'uith

l00Hzresolution and 0 (-)025o'o full-

S'ALE ACCUTAC\,'

Resolution for normal multimeter
functions ls 10p\{ 10mR and 1nA
Thp unii c an be powered from mains
or batteries and cc,sts f185 00 +VAT.

Contact Thurlby Electronics, New
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I I f itn relerence lo vour article on
W purr,.," physrcs rn Seprember.
may I expound an alternative view?

It is weli known that when an
electron meets a positron the result is

mutuai annihilation with formation of
two gamma photons, each with
energy of 0 51Me\l Conversely a pair
of photons at or above this energy can
interact to form an electronT posltron
pair The logical explanation is that an
electron therefore consists of a
0 51MeV photon constrained into a
circular path by its own relatrvistic field
A path length equal to the wavelength
gives a circle radius of 3 863 x
10 -13m with toroidal symmetry

Furiher, if the photoni plane of
polarisation rotates 36Co with one
wavelength then its lLeld becomes
consistent with that of a magnetic
dipole (perhaps wilh a small
gyrational component) How the
dioolar electrical{ield of a free photon
becomes a unipolar field when
constrained into a circular path I
cannot yet explain

Neutrinos are similar but have no
magnetic dipole or unipolar electric
field - my guess is that ihese are
analogous to AC rather than DC, with
their fields constantly inverting

I also propose that quarks are
sirnply leptons (electrons and
neutrinos) travelling at such high
speeds thar almost all their mass is
relativistic in nature

Henry Earle
Nottingham

Yes and no Yes, E:mc2 Yes, an
electomagnetic field can become a
matter fieid and vice versa But they
are not the same thing The
9 11 x 10 31kg rest mass of an elec-
tron can be released as a 0 51MeV
photon but the electron is not merely
a photon in disguise Photons only
travel at the speed o{ light because
they have zero rest mass - a phrase
which should not be interpreted as
meaning they might have mass in
some other circumstances

m: mo

No matter what circular path you
constain them in, pltotons are mass-
less Electrons cannot therefore be
made of electromagnetic energy and
the points about toroidal symmetry
and so on do not follow. You cannot
make matter out of photons without
changing them into something else -in which case the other arguments
don't really work

f cannor see how the Rirndom
lNumbe, Display (August 1988)
can work After every ten clock cycJes
a single digit will be back to its original
state with the same intervalbetween
it and the next digit A{ter ten states the
'random'numbers will wrap around

Adding tlme delag,s before a digit is

latched simply alters the intervals
between the digits

The only way for the circuit to work
is as a single counter from 000 to 999
stopped at random (or with a delay)
by the Tripetrimmers Committee

A Thorne
West Morrs. Dorset

You have assumed tltat all three
counters are locked in phase In
practice even if the oscillators were the
same frequency they vtould drift in
phase sr: that all combinations of
000-999 could be obtained

f have ju bv Makoim
IWrt*, iouo"ff in
your Sepiember issue and cannot.lei
his remarks pa-ss without c'omi:nent.

Speaker kits are bnly to _be. fouhd
in obscure electror-rics dedlers.and
through obscuie mail ordet firmsl We
are in our 30th year and with a f 1M
turnover are hardly obscure

I have sent you a copy o{ our DIY
speaker catalogue which may help to
bnng Mr llalmsley up to date Our
'Total'kits include cabinets in flatback
{orm These are accuratelg machineci
.{r-om lSmm MDF w,ith batfle aper-
tures, rebates, etc readg'cut We can
supply iron-on veneer lor the cos
rnetic finish of the cabrneis Con,
struciorc otten send us photographs of
the compiated speakels - usuallg
treauiifuily done anC the finish is
superjor to all butthe very best o{ the
ready'mades.

Edge glued 3,/+in chiptroard without
battens and then qovered wiih vynide
Yuk - tri:ak construcrion and
ptobably not airtight It! enough to put
potential coilstructors righi ofl the
idea.

Dick Stephens
Managing,Drector
Wiimslow Audio

lvlalcolmb obscuiity comments ii his
re;iew o{ Maplinb speaker kits were
diecieci at the 4pparertt lack af
speaker kits in the high street hiJ)
dealers today. There was a tiine when ,

mcsr hi-ii dealers sold speakers in kit
{orm as wel! as ready mad.e. We
acrcp! tiai lVilmslow Audio has been
r: ading for 30 9'ears and are happy to
hear ol ytaur ercellent turnaver,
ha,-t eve r. rhe iact remains lhat to the
vesr ma)onit o{ the audio-buying

commercial speakers are still rnade o{
chipboard and even without ihe
ubiquitous battens. the cabitetwe had
in the ETI ofiice for photogtaphy was
strong enough to surviv,e a fall down
the stairc (sorry Malcolm!) withaut a
scratch As to the finish, Malcolm
couid well have purchased some
veneer to tnake his speakers iook like
everyone elses bur the vinyi covering
and wood lront trame was chosen as
a tough and durablefinish which looks
bolh attractive and difterent- The
natefials chosen are alsa comtnen-
sumte vrith the low price of the Maplin
uritb.

We appieciate the extra ease ol
construalion of your Tbtai ki.ts
(ailhough the expense is cr:rres^
pondingl_v grealet) and we (ot,
Malcolm) would be happy to byild up
a review pab o{ one o{ your rnadels in
the future

f have ofren rvorrdereC about rhe bar
f code rrr mv beans alrd was lookino
for-uid to th" soluiion to you, pur.i
I am qujte at horne with binary, hex
and ehecksunrs but afier reading your
solution I still have no idea how to
ciecode my beans (l don't iven know
ivhat EAN stands for). [s this the best
your stalf writers can do?

While my blood is up, there is

another ihirrg. Although an occasional
jesr is welcome, I find gour schoolbogr
compu)sion to squeeze a pun into
every other line iiresome. Imagine
trying to find Mike Barwise's Brought
to Light series frorn the inCex in two
year's time. Any edltor that allowed
that piece to be published withor.it
laser or diode in the title should be
tarreC, feathered and hung out to dry,
head ciownwarcis, from the top of
Nelson's Column on a thin piece oI
srnng

I\iel Mackay
Hastings. East Sussex

OK we give ln The profusion of letters
demanding a detailed explanation o{
bar code enct-vption are answered on
page 21. lt took a whale page to
explain - the origit'tal soiution simply
did n,st have enough space to go into
detail-

As far the indexing, all artic.les are
ctoss referenced and appear under
both title and subject to avoid justthis
problem, P)ease putthatthin piece of
string away!

8
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f apan's electronics industry is

Glpiesently in a period of painful
readjustment to the outside world.

The willingness oI major manu-
facturers to expand and relocate
production facilities in Western
Europe and America is not simply to
facilitate the harmonious global elec-
tronics industry - as promoted in the
literature of the EIAJ (Electronics In-
dustries Association of Japan).

Japan's exports are suffering badly
from the continuing strength of the
Yen against the American dollar and
the move away from home pro-
duction is a direct result.

Tiade contracts are conducted
almost exclusively in dollars so that
products made with Yen capital are

more expensive on the world market.
Manulacturing abroad allows the
Japanese companies to compete
with Ioreign firms on equal terms,
(although this damages Japan's
balance of payments) . Many
products, particularly consumer
electronic equipment, are now being
sold back to Japan by Japanese
companies but are manufactured in
Asia, Europe or America

The advantages for other
countries are obvious - caPital
investme nt, employment
opportunities since most oI the
workforce will be local, not to mention
a major reduction in JaPanese
imports Japan, in ihe guise of the

EIAJ, carelully takes into account local
communities and industries to ensure
mutuaI prosperity and minimising of
any initial resentment of the Japanese
working practices.

However, the rising yen is not the
only problem facing the Japanese
economy. There is also the increasing
competitiveness of countries in Asia
such as Taiwan and South Korea -the NIEs (Newly lndustrialising
Economies).

Products from Asia are not only
gaining global market ground but are

beginning to encroach on Japant
home territory. Combined with
attractive prices courtesy oI the yen,

Japanese imports of video equipment
Ior instance rose by almost 300% last
year, colour televisions by almost
900%. While they remain as only a

fraction of the vast Japanese pro-
duction, gains of this magnitude need
little time to make significant inroads
The climate that is promoting imports
to Japan shows no signs of change
and the Government can do little in
the face of continuing international
demand for improved access to
Japan's home market.

In 1987 the home market for con-
sumer equipment in Japan exceeded
the export market for the first time.
This is mainly down to the export
market being lost to NIEs and the
ellect of the strong yen, as well as il
belng supplied by Japanese manu-

fach.rers abroad. Exportreductions -
particu larly to the US, now at haff their
1985 levels - ledto an 11% decline
in home production. The reversal in

relative importance of imports and
exports marks a major change to the
structure of the industY.

Home demand hasbeen boosted
both by some shong stimulative
measures taken by the government
and by the inhoduction of new
products - HDTV, digitalaudio, CD
video and DBS receivers. The
decreasing hkelihood oI HDTV being
accepted as a global standard will
reinlorce the domestic market as the
major driving force lor consumer
equipment in the next few years.

In confrast, performance in the
field cf indusfial electonic equipment
shows less cause for Japanese con-
cem koduction rose by just under
10% last year with computer Per-
ipherals (US markets) and wire com-
munications doing especially well.
Domesnc demand for the former is

also booming and this sector of elec-
tronics seems to be relativelY
bouble-free.

Thirdly comes the component
industry. Ahhough exports of all
components increased (ironically
often through use by those NIE
consumer equipment manufac-
turers), the demand for each area is

unsble, with the o<ceptions of PCBs
and lf,Ds.

There has also been a good deal
of trade friction in recent Years
regarding dumping and subsequent
pricing regulations of memory chips
between Japan and the US. The
semiconductor indushy suffers ftom
painful cyclical supply shortages and
gluts (we are at present in a DRAM
memory famine with prices more than
four times their 1986 levels).

Japanese companies lost perhaps

$4 billion in the early eighties bY

continuing production while US and
European companies were movingto
other areas. The reward was to
massively enlarge the Japanese share

of the market and to give them what
is now estimated as a two year lead in
processing techniques

With memory demand now
booming again only the JaPanese
have been able to me€t demand and
large profits have resulted. The
Japanese are however well aware that
the {uture is far Irom assured.
Motorola and Siemens are re-starting
memory production and NIEs,
notably South Korea, are biting
increasing large chunks from the
market. The Iuture seems to be

clouded by political issues to a far
greater extent than in the early years
of the decade.

For more information contact the
EIAJ, 1 Deans Yard, Westminster,
I-ondon SW1P 3NR. TeI 01-799 9811.

BBC Radio Show - 30th September -9th October
Earls Court, london 'Spectacular extravaganza'to celebrale2T years of BBC
Radlo 1, 2, 3 and 4 Exhibition, live shows, etc Contact BBC Radio Show
PO Box 100, Chatham, Kent ME5 BLJ
Electronic Displays 88 - October 4-6th
Wembley Con{erence & Exhibition Centre, London Contact Blenheim Online
on 01-868 4466
Computer Graphics 88 - October 11-13th
Wembley Conference & Exhibition Centre, London Contact Blenheim Online
on 01-868 4466
Digital Signal Processing Seminar - October 13th
Heathrow Penta Hotel, London Coniact ERA Technology on (03721 374741
Desktop Publishing Show - October 13-15th
Business Design Centre, l-ondon Contact Database Exhibitions on 061-456
8383
ASIC Awareness Seminar - October 17th
L-ondon One of three dates in UK section of tour Contact organisers and
sponsors LSI Logic on (0344) 426544
Satellite Systems For Mobile Communications And Navigation -
October 17-19th
IEE. London Conference organised by IEE Contact IEE on 01-240 1871
Internepcon - October 18-20th
Metropole Exhibition Centre, Brighton. Contact Cahners Exhibitions on 01-891
5051
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Southern Electronics Show - October l8'20th
Brighton Contact Trident lnternational Exhibitions on 10822\ 614677
Teslmex 198E (Electronic Testlng & Measurement) - October
1E-2fth
Business Design Cenhe, london. Contact Network Events on (0280\ 815226
ASIC Awareness Seminar - October 17th
Cambndge One of three dates in UK section of tour Contact organisers and

sponsors LSI logic on (0344) 4265M
IC Outlook - October 19th
Centre Point Building, london Market overview seminar Contact Dataquest

on 01-583 9171
ASIC Awareness Seminar - October 17th
Manchester One of three dates in UK section of tour. Contact organisers and

sponsors LSI togic on (0344) 426544
Commercial Awareness And Business Skills For Young Engineers -
October 2l-23rd
Strand Palace Hotel, london Contact IEE on 01-240 1871

SMECTS 88 - October 24'25th
Surface Mount Electronic Components Seminar Post House Hotel, Heathrow,

London Contact Components Technology Institute on 10425| 73578
INTRON (Irlsh Electronics Exhlbition) - October 26'28rh
RDS Main Hall. Contact SDL Exhibitions on Dublin 01-900600
lnstrumentation Wembley - October 26'27th
Wembley Conference Cente, London. Contact Trident lnternational Exhibitions

on (0822) 614671
ITEX 88 - November l-3rd
Barbican Centre, London. Information Technology Exchange backed by DTI.

Contact Cahners Exhibtions on 01-388 9871.
Engineering Products And Technology - November (date to be
finalised)
Exhibition and Conference Centre, Doncaster Contact Trinity Exhibitions on
(0895)/58431
Electronic Information Deliuery - November E-9th
Tara Hotel, london. Contact Blenheim Online on 07-868 4466
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BARGAIN COMPONENT PACKS
Befill those empty component drawers at a
fraction of the normal price and don't be caught
without that odd resistor or capacitor to
complete your project All components sup-
plied are to full spec, and are not seconds or
surplus stock
Pack A: 650 x 25 watt resistor 47R-10M
Pack 8: 60 x Badial electrolytes'1ul-

'l000ut

Pack C: 30 x Polyester capacitors a or
0 01 uf-1uf

Pack D:35 x horizontal presets 1k-'1M
Pack E: 30 x lC sockets 8, 14, 16 pin
Pack F: 25 x Red smm LEDS
Pack G: 25 x Green LEDS
Pack H: 30 x 5mm LEDS 10 Fled.

u.zs ffi ffi
c3.25 #? ffi
e4.50
!3.00 6} €i
t2.00

S:33

10 Green, '10 Yellow 12.50
El.00

21212
t2.25

tvpe).

ad to . doort ll, prdu. M q lny odEr
inrudd d.tdq ard will qod6 . Edo.i sb.

Thi! kir lncludes
rll cmpomnlc
(+ tmsfomd
to mko r sni-
tiv. lR Edvs
wilh l6 logac
wtput! (O- 1 5V) Etrich wirh Dir.Ur intrrfte
circuilry (BlEy., t i!c8, ltc - dstdl. updiad)
on be used to iwirch up to 16 itrm! of
eqJipment on or otf tomolaly. Tha output!
mcy b€ lilch€d lto lh€ lut reciv.d codel or

NOW lN STOCX lhese q anl sizsslar Ends 12

7 r l2inswiidelveroverl2volb2mmAlnbflght
' sunlighlandll 5vollsmmAonalypca B.ilish
.- summer day (dull and overcast) ln brighl sun
.. shrne we measured 17 volls (opsn c rcu t) and a

shoncrcurcunenrolover40mA HUNoREDS
OF USES IN THE CAB OA CABAVAN E G

High quality meter with
features normally
found in meters costing
much more e g
DISPLAY HOLD,
MEMORY, CON
TINUITY BUZZER and
1OA AClDC current
ranges High accuracy
and automatic opera-
tion 6 must ,or the
prolessional or serious
hobbvist Size: 1 27 x 69
x 25mm

AC Volts: O-2-20-2oo smv
DCVolts: 0-20Om-2-20-2OO-1oOOv
Ac current: o 2om-2}Oma 11.2%) o-1 oA l2%l
DC Current: 0-20m-2OOmA(1.2%)0-10A(1.5%)
Resistance: 0-2OO-2K-20K 2OOK-2M ('l%)
an^1i^"irw R",,cr 

^horzro. 
6 ,n ^hh

rcmnr!ry (on during tmlmisds) by lpr
cifying tho deoder lC snd r 1 5V rtlbilisod
supply ir lvailsblo to power enorul circultE
Supply: 24OV AC or I 5-24V DC !r 'lOmA.

suppliss are inconvenronl or coupld lo a €ad ac d bauery and
smpl6lnvederWU could burd your*lra sellconlaind ma ns supp
lor low power appliances Et4 !
SrockNo303145 (+1175lorp&pontotaord€

whici ia .ml to rodu@ dE lrd .@d
rtqlkld. Th. "doo" @n b. elirn.d ro prodE
bartr nngiio ,aom r T@br to an Alqbn aid
mbiE ci@hry to pod@ r 6Ddo.n dba ol
b.rl. giving . lw .oli.rb rfld.

Ths cmpar*on trrnsmitter i8 tho MK 18
which opocic! frm o gV PP3 batrory lnd
giver a rrngo ol up to 6ott, Two koy6o6rda
ore lv€ibble-JilKg (4-wsy) lnd MXIO (16-
wavl- d.mndino on rh. numb.r 6t dnilfr ra

nrs Kil us€s pna* conrot
@chniquBslovarythepw€r n

a marns oad by m6ans olad c
control vollags The conlrcl
vollage (whrch mav b€ derved
rom a mlentiometer lhem sbo ulod

MKl0 Trunlmin€r
MKO 4-Woy Keybord... .........,
MKtO l6-W!y Keybo.rd. .........

ct6.30
f7.50
t2.20

. i6-55

lob€varid kom fiom 2 toSvolls tovary rhetoad pow€rkomzero
maxrmum and an amp ifer s rnc odd lor smattervolaws The crc
s mains rcwE.ed and canconrol up o r kW iilhs klac ts Iiled wDLIoOOK This value-for-mon€y 4-way chaser ffi1kW pBr chenn€l !19.25 Applcalons include lighUng conkolleG lor slaos and theatre,

DUImX _ A lowe coat uni-directional version
of the abovs Zero switching to reduce
inlorferenc€ 110 80

tempralureconrollec Thekltincldes a pilnted c rcu tboard

l5

allowingaudio'b€at'/lighlresponse TIP r ma6 xtrr comarn lil nrce8atry oompoF
Mr..hd fiil| i6.rEFri^^e.6d.E L

zero voltage switching, automatic level control
and built-in macrophone 1kW perchannet 815.60

Th. O(8OOO( i..n t-w!y sqErcd kit with brJih
h opteircltr.d .qrd to ligh inFr wt*$ ffi
mpLG whh . p.E-progcmm.d EPROta @
ulnlng EIGHTY - YES 8Ol diftddt ..quM
lE{rdirg .tnd..d i!.ting .nd cfies Mim..
Th. KIT Md.. ful inrtMbns .rld !S @rp@
m. (Mn thc FCI sffi@l .nd r€qui@ 6ly
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A Touch Of Spring
For Winter

December ETI

The December issue of ETI continues some of the themes in

this month. There's the next part of the Burglar Buster free

project with the constructional details and the PCB free on the

tover. To continue the speed measuring theme (see the

Chronoscope in this issue) we have the first DIY radar speed gun'

Good for both vehicles and fast moving friends, this portable unit

gives direct readout in miles per hour'

For those dark winter nights there's an all-electronic thermostat

to drag your central em int mPle

wire-in ieplacement those jobs,

the ETI thermostat curate even

tells you the temPerature.

Is that all? Of course not' The December ETI is brimming over

with goodies to make the winter seem shorter. There's the usual

favou-rites - Chip In and Circuit Theory plus the News stories

that matter, the readers' letters that natter and reviews that are

really good (well you try and think of a suitable work to rtryme

with'atter'. Answers on a postcard, please. . .)

Winter wouldn t be the same without ETI. Don t miss your copy.

,_ out,-
November 4th

The articles mentioned above are in preparation but circumstances maY prevent publication

MakeADate
It's competition time again - and time is the right word (as are date

and year) because this month ETI has teamed up with Maplin to give

away six of Maplin's 2O0 gear calendar clocks to lucky readers who
can solve the cryptic puzzlebelow.

These clever and stylish clocksfeature 12or24 hourtime display

along with date and year and a complete calendar for the current
month. There's an alarm buillin too with a four minute snooze

It's an ideal way to keep track of time and a certain way to be sure

you never miss that all important first Friday of the month when ETI

is published!

Winning one of these clock/calendars cou ldn't be simpler' All you

have to do is to match up ihe ten dates below with the ten cryptic
. So, if yo long since'

rite'4/ll lue. When
in the list, nd address

e no later ber, to:

ETI Clock/Calendar co mPetition
1 Golden Square
L-ondon W1R 3AB

The first six correct entries out of the editor's deerstalker will win a
clock/calendar each.

N
k<
LrelI
F

l-7-1 Remember,Rn-"-bnrl- / I

Fools l-7-1
l-7-l Next Erl a-a-1

Spooky l- / I

a/-a-) Garfield's Birthday a /-1

Old Long Since

Massacre

Great Ending

Red

Silent Night

Name

Address

1/4

4/17

24/12 31/tO 74/2

37/t2 t/5 5/17

19/6

17/tl
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Although micros now
seem to rale our lives,

they can't do
everything. Keith

Brindley shows how
analogue techniques in

sysfems control will
never be overtaken by

those nasty little bits

COI\{TROL STRATEGIES
ortunately for us, most things in the real
world are analogue. Digitaltechniques can
only be utilised to good advantage in the
approximation of how they function.
Analogue techniques stillneed to be con-

sidered, even if a digital representation is to be the final
result.

Control
Any electronic system requires control of some sort.
Whether it's a simple power supply or a guided missile,
some intemal part conhols the output. In the power
supply, voltage regulation and stabilisation ensure

load in the case of the power supply, or wind direction
in the case of a guided missile.

Second is known as feedforward control shown
in Fig.1b where factors which might change are
monitored and actions are taken to counteract the
effects of the changes. This method is still a point and
shoot'procedure but the system is adapted according
to the factor changes.

Finally, Fig.1c shows closed-loop control
sometimes called'feedback control'in which part of
the final output is compared with the requirements
and a control signal (sometimes called an enor signal)
adjusts the system.

Of the three strategies, the closed-loop one is
arguably the best because it alone measures th e effects
of the outside factor changes. Feedforward control
measures the factor change itself, re-aligning the
system to suit. Open-loop control, of course, takes no
effects into account at all.

This is not to say that feedback control must be
used as the control strategy. Far from it, feedforward
control is very effective as long as only a few factor
changes occur - and can be a lot cheaper than
equivalent feedback control systems. The problem
arises when there are too many factor changes (so that
measuring and correcting circuits become too
involved and expensive) or when unforeseen factors
change and no correcting circuits exist, or when gain
variations occur. Often, a combination of feedback
and feedforward methods is used.

Defining Feedback
Most readers will be aware of feedback (it's how allop-
amps function) but a quick definition of terms involved
wouldnt go amiss. Fig.2 shows a general block
diagram of a feedback system and can represent
anything from a single op-amp circuit to a complex
stage in a large control system. The amplifier has a
gain of G and the feedback has a gain H. The input
i is summed with the output of the feedback loop f,
such that an error signal e is produced, where:

e:i -f
Note that the enor signalis input mrnusfeedback.

This means that the system is a 'negative feedback'
system. The minus sign can be thought of as signifying
that the output signal has been inverted, or turned
through 180o. This is an important point. Positive
feedback systems exist of course but are usually only
used in oscillators and such like.

We can work out, that:
{:oH and o:eG

'-eGH
which, rearranntrn, ;;:; the system error:

:I" 1+GH
If the quantity GH (known as the 'loop gain'

because it is the overall gain of the closed loop) is large
then the 1 in the denominator is irrelevant, so
e:i/GH. Conversely, the input i:eGH.

Now, the output o:Ge, which means we can
generalise the system gain (because gain
output/input) as: GeleGH or l/H. That is, so long
as the loop gain is large, the system gain becomes
entirely independent of the amplifier gain. So, the
general closed loop feedback system can be repre-
sented by a single block, as shown in Fig.3.

The lact that gain variations can be made virtually
irrelevant is the realreason why closed loop feedback
systems represent the most versatile control strategy.

OUTSIDE
FACTOR

(c)

Fig.l Three control stratogies (al open{oop control
(bl feedforward control (cl closed-loop control

,-1EE
F{zEL]

smooth DC voltage output. In the guided missile some
technique ensures the missile hits the target.

There are three basic stategies used in any con-
tuolled system. Readers will probably be familiar with
the stuategy names although it's still worth summaris-
ing what they are. First is open-loop confrol, shown
in Fig.la. It's a sort of 'point and shoot' method in
which the output of the system is specified and the
system merely attempts to achieve it. If all things
remain equal, open-loop control will produce the
required output. However, open-loop control does
not take into account factors which may change -

Fig.2 A generd closed{oop feedback control system
block diagram



Fig.3 With a high-gain amplifier the general closed-
loop feedback system simplifies to a single stage
effective system

Stability
In a simple system comprising one or even two {eed-

back stages, stabilitg (or rather lack of it) is usually no
problem but in rnore complex control systems, with
perhaps three or more stages, a potential exists for
instability The probiem is that any closed ioop
feedback system has a phase shift between input and

output. Further, this phase shift is not constant but
varies with applied signal frequency.

Generally, instability will occur if at any particular

frequency a total phase shift of 360o occurs when

overall gain is equalto or greater than unity. At a phase

shift of 360", the negative feedback has, in effect.
turned into po sitive Ieedback and so the system will

tend to instability, oscillating or even locking up at the

frequency at which lt occurs. If we remember the

introduction to negative feedback given previously,

we know lhat negative feedback is the equivalent of
a 180o phase shift in the feedback loop, so only a
180" phase shift in the overall system will create a total

of 3600 phase shift.
How can the designer tell if a system is going to

be unstable except by building the thing and tirrning
on? Well, there are complex mathematical methods
of modelling s-vstem performance but there is an

extremely simple grapl'ric approach which will do

equally as well. This concerns Bode plot diagrams,
which many readers willbe familiar with. These show
a circuit's performance in two graphs - one of gain

variation in decibels with frequency and one of phase

shift with frequency. Fig,4 shows an example, It's the

fact that any frequency phase shift as well as gain is

represented that allow the Bode plots to be of use

lnitiatly, the whole closed-loop system has to be

considered without its feedback loop - as an open-

180") The second stage is a perfect amplifier, with
cain o a bandu'idth greater th

of our so no phase shift occu

stage er low-Pass filter with
20dB shift uP to 90o. None
';:dual plots show any tendency to instability because

.:e phase shift in any single plot is never as high as

1E0c with unity gain (0 dB).
Now. with series coupled gain stages (as these

:iree stages are) the overall gain can be calculated

=:mp)y- by multiplying together the individual gains.

.-lo'r'ever. because the first of the two Bode plots has

a erlical axis of gain in dB (it is logarithmic) the over-
:.. gain can be plotted linearly simply by addingthe
.-ree gains together, Similarly, as the'.rertical axis of
::,e second of the two Bode plots is a linear measure-
:--::rr of phase the overallphase shift can be calcuiated
:-. aciding the three phase shifts.

The final pair of Bode plots becomes that of

F:= 7. This shows that a phase shift of 180o occurs at

a :r.cuenc-u o12.ZkHz, when the gain is unity. That,
:.-:s ihe i80o phase shift of the negative feedback
: :: :ise l{ when the feedback loop of Fig 5 is closed,

ETI NOVEMBER 1988

means that a total of 360o o{ phase shift occurs. So,

according to this estimate, when the feedback loop
is closed, the system experiences positive feedback
at that frequency and will oscillate!

That's all well atrd good you may say, but this

estimate i coP. So how do we

reallykno the sYstem when the

feedtack I timate good enough?

conttol Pngineers
method of interPre
as the Mcho/s chart,

a collection of oper: looP gain

corresponciing to the resultant
ptrase shi{ts. A Nichols chart is

the horizontal axis is o{ oPen-1

the vertical axis is of open-loop gain. On top of these

perpendicular axes are superimposed a large number

of plots of closed-loop phase shifts and gains

Its use is pretty simple, although tedious From
the results of the linal pair of Bode plots from the

previous example, plot a line of points corresponding

io gain and phase shi{t at a nurnber of frequencies'

-15

-20
z

-4

-45

a

ou
o

I

Fig. 4 A possible pair of Bode plots. The upper plot has gain (in dB) as the vertical axis

*ih fr"qr"n"y as the horizontal axis. The lower plot has phase shift (in degrees) as

its vertical axis

Fig.S To model a control system. it is necessary to
initially conslder the system as an openJoop control
system without its feedback looP

13
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Fig. 6 The Bode plots of the three stages of the system of Fig. 5

This is shown in Fig.8. Generally, you should always
mark the frequencies on the Nichols chart, too. But
as room is linrited here, frequencies aren't marked in
Fig.8 but the direction of increasing frequency is -this is important, as we'll see later,

Now from the closed-loop axes, take off
measurements oi gain and phase shifts at those
frequencies and re-plot them onto a new pair of Bode
plots, as in Fig 9, to see what the closed-loop frequency
response is really like As we would expect, the phase
shiftamountsto 1800 at2.2kHz, whenthe gainisafew
dBs above unity gain. Sq tliis method proves the system
will be unstable too.

Incidentally, control engineers have a rule-of-
thurnb when using Nichols charts ',vhich alleviates the
need to re-draw the ciosed-loop response on a final
Bode plot. This is: if the closed loop frequency
response phases to the right of or intersects the
0dB/ - 180 c open-loop intersection when viewed in
the direction of increasing frequency, the system is
unstable. In the example of Fig 8, the curve intersects
the intersection, so we know the system is unstable.
However, if stage 2 of the system had a lower gain
then the curve would have passed to th,e left oI the
intersection and so the system would have been stable.
With experience, control engineers can read informa-
tion from a Nichols chart as easily as from a Bode plot.

The amount by which a stable system's response
passes to the left of the intersection can be referred
to as a 'gain margin' -- the amount of gain which, if
added to the system, would cause the response curve
to pass ihrough the intersection Aiternatively, it can
be referred to as the 'phase margin' - the amount of
extra phase shift which, if added to the system, would
cause ihe curve the pass through the intersection.

Controllers
In the simple systems we have looked at so far, stages
have been iittle more than amplifiers or filters. There
are many more types of stages used in control
systems. For example, o{ten a stage may follow a
mathematicai equation of an integrator, in that the
output is an integral of the input. The stage could be
modelled by the expression:

7 rr
ourput:- I inputdt' ltJ o

where Tr is the rntegral time of the controller,
generally adjustabJe with {ront panel controls or
presets.

Other types may be'proportional' - the output
is simply the input multiplied by a constant factor (a
simple amplifier is a proportional controller), again
adjustable with controls

Others may be Herivative' in that the model is one
of mathematical differentiation, following the
expresslon: _ di

outPut: I 
- _

dt
Sorne controllers are combinations of more than one
type, the most common probably being the 'pro-
portional plus integral' controller, also known as the
'P + I' controller or simply the 'PI' controller and may
be modelled by the expression:

1 r r
output:K(lnput+; I

fi ) ornPuroq
Similarly, the 'proportional plus integral plus

derivative'controller or P+l+D or PID controller is
common. In fact, generally speaking, any mathe-
matical model can be used as a conirol system stage,
given that the electronic circuit equivalent can actually
be made

Which controller to use in any given system
depends largely on the system, of course, and it's the

FR EOUENCY

E
0
e

-

0

4)

-80

-120

l

200

-240

2AO

-320

lkH: 1&Hz lookHr
F BEOUENCY

Fig.7 Estimate of final pair of Bocie plots of rhe system in Fig.E, found by adding
together gains and phase shifts of all three pairs of plots at each frequency
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engineer with skill and experience who musi design

the controi system to suit.

Loop P
Single- -loop control systems, as we've

,n"i, . licated enough. Sometimes, the

engineer has to resort to a more complicated version

of ihe closed-looP strategY.
arises e

syste s affec ba

the c inking en

ack system of Fig.2 and 3, the stage gain

as 1/H as long as the amplifier gain G is

high. In reality other factors matter too. The

simplified expression relies on applied signals being

rvi at

so an

ata
suf{iciently high gain is available oi possible within the

bounds of the overall system performance.

The answer to the problem is constructing

nuiti-loop closed-loop systems. Such methods are

often used where disturbances would otherrvise be

uncontrollable. Fig scade control'in whlch

:\!o control loops within the other' Two

controllers are use he inner loop and one

:or the outer. Oi course, cascade control is only

:.rssible i{ there is s6me intermediate stage capable

.::,er gain outer IooP.
Often cascade control is used to reduce the time

- : . sta nt of a part of the process. although the inner

.--: should generally only be placed around the

--,- r:i-cnenl with the srnallest time constant'
Orerall benefits of cascade control are a wider

:::,:.ridth rvith significantly greater reduction of
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Fig. 9 Final Bode plot estimate of closedJoop frequency response of the system of
Fig. 5 when its feedback loop has been closed. Taken from closed-loop response as

shown on the Nichols chart of Fig. 8

Fig.8 A Nichols chart showing open and closed-loop
gain and phase shift axes with a frequency response
curve, taken from the results of the Bode plots of
Fig.7, transfered onto a Nichols chart
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K(e1+1/Tt rTe

CONTROLLER 2

K(er+1/T lTerdt)

Fig.10 An example of cascade control, a multi-loop closed-loop control strategy. Disturbances in the inner loop may be greatly
reduced by cascade control

WATER
LEVEL

Fig. 11 Feedback control, used with the cascade control example of Fig. 11 to reduce the elfects of
disturbances which take place outside the inner cascade loop

inner loop disturbances. More and more loops can be
used, if enough intermediate stages exist. However,
each cascade as you might expect makes the
engineer's job more difficult in that modelling of the
system and consequent stability forecasting become
increasingly complex.

Feeding More Forurard
Finally, let's not forget feedforward control, where a
disturbance is measured before it has an effect on the
confool system and counteracting measures are taken.
Coupled with a cascade control system such as in
Fig.11. feedforward control can be effective in
reducing the effects of a disturbance outside the inner
cascade loop.

One specific example of feedforward control is
'ratio control'. Here a control system is used to
maintain the ratio of two variables. A possible system
might exist in a car's fuel injection system, where the
ratio of fuel to air must be strictly maintained so as to
ensure the correct mixture is always taken into the
engine's combustion chamber. Fig. 12 illustrates such
a system. The mass of air being sucked into the engine
is measured, the amount of fuel required to give
correct fuel{o-air ratio is then calculated by a
controller and a valve (the fuel injector) ensures
exactly the right amount of fuel is added.

*;

mfw
fr",- 

u -*$

h
ffirJ

FEEOFORWABD
LOOP

FUEL & AIR
MIXTURE

Fig.12 Ratio control. A specific case of feedback
control used to control the ratio of two variables in a
control system. The example shown is of an auto-
mobile fuel injection system in which the incoming
air mass is measured and from this measurement a

controller calculates the length of time a fuel
injection valve must be opened to present the
correct amount of fuel to the combustion cylinder
such that exactly the correct ratio of fuel-to-air is
sucked into the cylinder
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EASIWIRE

.t

Construct your electronic circuits the new, quick and easy-to-learn
,vay. WITHOUT solder: with Circuigraph Easiwire from BICC-VERO

,'.i rth Easiwire all you do is wind the circuit wire tightly around the
:cmponent pins No soldering, no chemicals, no extras, simpiicity
:self Circuits can be changed easily, and components re-used.

lasiwire comes in kit form. lt contains all you need to construct
:lcuits: a high-quality wiring pen with integral wire cutter, 2 reels of
.uire. a tool for component positioning and removal, a flexible
.jection moulded wiring board, double-sided adhesive sheets,
3prrng-loaded terminals and jacks for power connections and an
.struction book. Of course, all these components are available
seDarately too.

-: :ake advantage of the special introductory offer, complete the
:r-3on on the right and send it to:

Please rush me Easiwire kits. retail price 818 -;

special introductory otfer t15 - (includes p & p and VAT)

I enclose cheque,postal order for...,........,, made payable to
BICC-VERO Electronics Ltmited

piease debit my credit card as fottows: EI
Card Number

Expiry Date

Name ,....

Address

Signature

or phone 0489288774 now with your credit card number
(24-hour answering service).

BICC-VERO ELECTRONICS LIMITED,
= a'ders Road,
_--^^ =^A=avE Lrru.
Sl-:l'rampton, SO3 3LG

VERO
ELECTRONICS



Ray Marston presents
the tirst part of hts
guide to the current
differencing op-amp

zE
-EEz

lN2+

lNl+

tN1-

OUTl

OUT2

tN2-

lN4+

lN3+

Fig. 2 Connections of the
LM39OO quad Norton op-amp
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THEITTORTOI{
DIFFEREIVCE

ost popular op-amps (Fig. 1a) give an
output proportional to the difference
between their two input terminal
voltages and are thus known as
voltage-differencing amplifiers or

VDAs. There is however a type of op-amp which gives
an output voltage proportional to the difference
between the currents applied to its two input pins

These devices are known as current-differencing
amplifiers or CDAs Figure 1b shows the standard
symbol of the CDA, also known as a Norton op-amp.

The two best known Norton op-amps are the
LM3900 and the LM359. The LM3900 is a low-cost
medium performance IC that houses four identical
op-amps in a 14-pin PIL package (Fig 2) and can
operate from a single-ended 4-36V power supply
Each of its op-amps has a unity-gain bandwidth of
2 SMHz with an open-loop gain of about 70dB, and
gives a large output voltage swing. This lC is

particularly useful in DC and low frequency
applications where several op-amp stages are needed
in single-ended supply circuits.

On the other hand, the LM359 is a very fast dual
Norton amplifier in which each op-amp has a unity-
gain bandwidth of 30MHz with an open-loop gain of
about 72dB, and in which most of the op-amp
parameters are externally programmable This IC is
particularly useful in video and high frequency
amplif ierlfilter applications.

The LM3900 and LM359 operate in a very
different way to conventional op-amps and require
the use of special biasing techniques. We will first take
a look at the LM3900 and next month we'll move on
to the faster LM359.

Inside The Box
The LM3900 incorporates four identical current-
differencing op-amps, each having the circuii shown
in Fig 3 To aid understanding of the complete circuit,
Fig 4 shows six simple stages in the development of
the final design

Figure 4a shows a basic inverting amplifier circuit
Q1 is a common emitter amplifier with a high
impedance (constant-current) collector load, and
gives a high-gain inverting action. Q2 is an emitter
load The high frequency response of the complete
amplifier is rolled off by C1, to enhance circuit stability

Note that the output of this circuit can swing to
within a few hundred mV of both zero and the positive
supply rail voltage, and that its overall current gain
equals the product of the two transistor current gains,

Figure 4b shows how the current gain of the
above circuit can be increased with little loss of
available output voltage swing, by adding PNP

transistor Q3. The output of this circuit can typically
source up to 10mA (via Q2) but can sink only 1.3mA
(via Q2's constant-current generator).

Figure 4c increases the sink current by wiring Q4
so that in over-drive conditions it gives class-B
operation.

Figure 4d shows transistors Q5 and Q6 used as
constant-cunent generators (biased via a network that
is built into the LM3900 IC)

Current Mirrors
The Figure 4d circuit forms the basis of each of the
LM3900 amplifier stages, but gives an inverting
action. The non-inverting LM3900 requires the
assistance o{ the current mirror circuit of Figure 4e,
which is made up of two matched and integrated
transistors and simply draws an output current that is

almost identical to the input drive current.
The input current is fed to the bases of both Q7

and Q8. L-et's say both have current gains o{ x 100,
and both are drawing base currents of 5prA In this case
both collector currents are 500pA plus both base
currents. The input and output currents of the circuit
are ihus almost identical (within a few percent), ir-
respective of the inpui current magnitude.

Figure 4f shows the current mirror circuit
connected to the basic Fig 4a circuit io give the
current-differencing action of the Norton amplifier
The mirror circuit is driven via the non-inverting input
terminal, and the mirror current is drawn from the
inverting input terminal. also connected directly to the
base of the Q1 amplifier stage Consequently, the base
current of Q1 equals I- I+. This is the difference
between the two input currents The complete
amplifier (back in Fig 3) thus gives the current-dif-
ferencing op-amp action already mentioned.

Note that since both input terminals of the op-
amp are connected to transistor base-emitter
junctions, both inputs act (in voltage terms) as virtual-
ground points Consequently, these CDA circuits can
be made to act like conventional voltage-differencing
op-amps by wiring high-value resistors in series with
their input terminals, so that the input currents are dir-
ectly proportionalto the input V/R values When this
technique is used, there is no upper limit to the

Fig. 3 Circuit of each of the four identical
op-amp stages of the LM3900

v"*{\rr"*eff}r
va+ *.,/ \+ fla,,/

(al

Fig. 1 (al A conventional op-amp.
(bl A Norton op-amp



(a )BASIC INVERTING
AMPLIFIER CIRCUiT

(b ) IIVIPROVED INVERTING
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

( c ) IMPROVED AMPLIFIER,
WITH BOOSTED OVERDBIVE

+VE

?
I

lfteu.=t,*

( d ) CONSTANT CURRENT GENEBATORS
ADDEDTOTHE(c)CIBCUIT ( e ) cURBENT MIRROR ClRcUlT r r aASIC \JOBTON OP AMP

Fig. 4 Development of the LM39OO op-amp circuit

available input common-mode voltage range of the

LM3900 op-amp

Biasing Techniques
The basic amplifier stages of the LM3900 have high

current gains, and the output of the amplifier starts

to swing down through the half-supply point when the

input bias current of Q1 starts to rise above 30nA or
so This input current is normally equal to the

diflerence between the two input terminal currents,
which should normally be restricted to the range
0 5;rA to 500pA (ideally about 10pA).

in linear applications an op-amp is normally
b:ased so that its output takes up a quiescent value

of half-supply volts to accommodate maximum
undistorted signal swings, and Fig. 5a shows how the

LM3900 can be biased to me€t this condition.
R1, R2 and C1 generate a decoupled hatf-supply

ielerence voltage, which applies areference current
io the non-inverting terminal via R3, and a negative
jeedback current is applied from the op-amp output
ro the inverting terminal via R4. The basic action is
such that the op-amp output automatically adjusts to

such a value that the two input currents equalise and

hence reduce the internal Q1 base current to near-zero

about 30prA) - in Fig. 5a this occurs when Vo,t
equals V."1 In practice, the single reference voltage
.ource can be used to apply biasing for several op-amp

stages.
A variation oi lhls biasing sy-stem is shown in Fig.

5b. The non-inr"erlrng lerm:nal is biased from the
positive supply rail v:a R1 rvhich has a value
approximatelr-- doubie tnat of R2. causing the output
to bias at a quiescent ,'ajue of half supply volts A
rninor defect o{ this bias:ng iechnique is that it allows
supply line ripple to br:a^ iirough ro the output, with
gain of 0 5

Note that in Figs 5a anci 5b. the input signal is

shown connectec Io :i-e :nr'erting terminal of the
amplifier but in prac::ce ii',e signalcan be connected
to either input

Figure 5c sho,,,,s a: ahematlve biasing technique
that can be used r,. her. rhe op-amp is to operate only
as an invening amp,:-er In rhis case the non-inverting
terminal is drsab,ei. a:d leedback potential divider
R1, R2 is appiiei berieen the output and the inverting
terminal Consec.uei:ii s:nce the inverting terminal
acts as a transistor base emitter junction (V0", about
0.55V at 1OirA l.as :he output automatically takes

up a quiescenr ia:ue of V-n x (1+R1(R2)). This is
'bbout 6V *iIi ihe component values shown.

Linear Amplifier Circuits
Six ways oi us.ng rne LM3900s op-amps as linear
amplifiers are shoiin in Figs 6 to 11. In Figure 6, R2
and R3 bias t:e o-lrput to a quiescent half-supply

R1
2M2

l.2xR2l

rru o+{
c1

( b } SUPPLY LINE BIASINC

Fig. 5 Methods of biasing LM3900 op-amps for linear operation
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AV = _R2lR1
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I
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filn

Fig. 6 lnverting AC amplifier with
supply-line biasing

Fig. 7 lnverting AG amplifiet with
N xVbe biasing

AV. R2lR1

Fig. 8 Non-inverting amplifier



Fig. 11 DC voltage-following
buffer

value, and the input signal is fed to the inverting
terminalvia R1. The voltage gain is determined by the
R1, R2 ratio - this acts as a x 10 inverting amplifier.

Figure 7 shows an alternative x 10 inverting
amplifier, in which biasing of the type in Fig 5c is used
and the gain is determined by the R1, R2 ratio.

Figure 8 shows a non-inverting amplifier with a
gain of approximately ten. Supply-rail biasing is again
used, but the input signal is applied to the non-
inverting pin via Rl.

Fig. 9 Wideband (20O kHzl high-gain (x 1001
amplifier

The LM3900 op-amps are fairly slow devices
with slew rates of only 0.SVlprs, and thus very limited
useful bandwidths. Figure 9 increases the useful
bandwidth by connecting an external common emitter
transistor to the output and transposing the input
connections of the standard amplifier. This makes a
x 100 'compound' amplifier with a 200kHz
bandwidth.

Because of its very high overall gain, this circuit

may be unstable if care is not taken in layout. R7 and
C2 can be used to slightly reduce the bandwidth and
enhance stability if required.

7,suA+
rook

Fig. 1O High-voltage amplifier with x 1OO gain

Figure 10 shows the same circuit modified to give
a peak-to-peak output voltage swing of 150V (or
whatever voltage is used to power Ql) . Note that the
output voltage of this circuit has a quiescent value of
75V, causing 7.5pA to be fed to the non-inverting
terminal of the op-amp via R2. To give correct biasing,
R3 (powered from the 15V supply rail of the op-amp)
must also apply 7.SprA to the inverting pin of the op-
amp, as shown.

Finally, Figure 11 shows how to connect an
LM3900 op-amp as a unity-gain non-inverting amp-
lifier or voltage following buffer The input is
connected to the non-inverting terminal via R1 (giving
the non-inverting action) and R1 and R2 have equal
values thus giving unity gain (note that the circuit
would give a gain of x 2 if R1 were half the value ofR2). E

zE
c=z
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PCB Manufacturcfi -
Whichto choose?

With scores of PCB manufacturers
falling over themselves to make your con-
ventional boards, it can be very difficult to
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You could however, choose a PCB
manufacturer with more to offer. Such as,
assembly, panel printing, final build and
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BEHIIV,DBARS
he bar code competition of the July 1988
issue caused quite a response Not only did
many readers enter (and most got some-
where near the truth) but it stirred up an

inquisitiveness among many as well

lt seems there is a strong desire to know how to read

a can of baked beans and so this shori article will
describe how the EAN13 bar code system works.

A European Article Numbering (EAN) code is

now prin are likelY

to buy in uniquelY
identify 3 turer and

shipper and by the retail store. The codes do not

themselves contain price information but merely

identify the item ior the retailer's point of sale computer

which can then look up the price and description of

the article.
There are four EAN code systems in use The

EANS system contains just eight digits and is used

mainly for in-{actory tagging, quality control and the

like by manufacturers.
The EAN13 system has 13 digits and it is these

codes which are to be found on the proverbial baked
bean tin

Of the 13 digits the first two or three classiiy the

code into broad categories. Codes starting with 978
and 979 {or instance are books as these prefixes

identiiy the International Standard Book Numbering
(ISBN) system.

Most of the prefixes identi{y the country of origin

of the product. Each country operating ihe EAN
system has its own regulating body to assign the rest

o{ the code. ln the UK the body is the Article
Numbering Authority (ANA) and the UK prefix is 50.

The ANA assigns five digits to the manufacturer and

five io the item identifier. You will also see a number
of codes starting with numbers between 20 and29 as

ihis signifies an in-store code.

Breaking The Code
So how are the numbers actually encoded? Welt -
extremely complexly! This system is far more

complicated than the simple black/white onloff
sustem used in the Bar Code Lock project in the July
:SSUE

The 13 digits are represented by 12 groups of

.et,en equal width bars (either black or white). It is in

effect a 7-bit code From the first six of the 12 digits
:nis produces, a 13th digit is decoded This is usually
'.,.ritten below the bars at the start, outside the bar

rartern. The last digit of the 13 is always a checksum.
The two 'fields' (the groups of six digits) are

=eparated and surrounded by a'guard pattern' of two

:lack bars separated by a white bar (the centre guard

::self is surrout-rded by white bars as wel[). These do
.ot contribute to the code itseli but serve to initialise

each read and to determine the speed of movement

-: the reader over the barcode or vice versa

The {irst field is made up of code patterns from
::rher of two sets, set A or set B (see Table 1). Set A
:afierns are odd parity with bar seven black, bar one
.,;i:te and either three or five black bars in total Set

3 patterns are even parity with bar seven black, bar
:::e rvhtte and either two or four bars black. The

-cond field is made up of codes from set C. These

l
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are also even parity with bar one black, bar seven

white and either two or four bars black in total. Set C
is in fact the reverse of set A

The choice of the sequence of set A or set B

patterns for the digits of the first field determines the

derived first digit. Tab)e 2 gives the set patterns for the

derived digits 0-9 The second field is relatively

straightforward with all six digits taken irom pattern

set C.
The final digit of rhe code is the checksum This

is calculated by the foliot"ing complex {ormula:
C: (10- ((3 x (D2+D4- D6 +D8+ D10+D12) +Dl
+D3+D5+D7+D9-D11) MOD 10)) MOD 10

The Competition
The July competition 'oarcode (as you will all know
by now) representeci the crgits

45 54 49 6574 69
which are the ASCII coces :n hexadecrmal{or ETIeti. ,

The derived digit uas therefore 4 and from Table 2 .

it can be quicklg' seen lhar ih:s requirs a pattern set

sequence of ABAABB The checksum is:

By popular demand
Malcolm Brown
reveals the truth
behind the pretty
patterns on your
grocenes

C : (10- ir3 x ,5 -1-9--c+4+9)+4+5+4+6
+7 +6t \tOD i0 , MOD 10

: (10-ir3x35-32r MOD 10)) MOD 10
: (10-i1:1r-r I1OD 10)) MOD 10
: (10-0i \IOD rC
:0

Table 1 can :'c'.i sa :sed to determine the bar patterns

required for each c:g:r las shown in Table 3).
So there ;-,ru irai e it. lt may seem like an awf ully

complicatec rnelhod of labelling your groceries (and

so it is) bur ar ,eas: noru you can wander around the

supermarkel::'r:pressing the shoppers by picking up

a can of beans ani announcing proudly Aha! This is

a can of bearsl' - Saturdays will never be dull again.

Set sequence Derived digit
AAAAAA O

AABABB 1

AABBAB 2
AABBBA 3
ABAABB 4
ABBAAB 5
ABBBAA 6
ABABAB 7

ABABBA 8
ABBABA 9

Table 2 The set patterns for the derived digit

mmmilffimL[[mssr*
mmmffimmmmmmsrrr"*

Iilflilffiililffiffiffi!ilss:'**
Table 1 The thre€ pattern sets used in the EAN system

DERIVED 4

r GUARD

ITlTl SET A 5

IIII SET B 5

IEL SET A 4

IEII SET A 4

III SETB 9

]rTTN SET B 6

[II] GUARD

EN SETC 5

ITITN SET C 7

IIN SET C 4

rrrm sET c 6

III] SETC 9

III SET C O

r GUARD

Table 3 The competition barcode
revealed
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MAKIIITG SE'IIrSE'
ith increasing automation and
computerisation of tasks in all fields
of engineering from design, testing
and production through to the con-
trol of everyday appliances like

washing machines and cars, a vast variety of sensors

and detectors has come into being These are the

fundamental mechanisms by which computers and

controllers observe the outside world and without
them no control system could operate

There are two basic sub-divisions into which all

sensors fall - the continuous or static state monitors

and the transition or event detectors. The first group
(group A) provide an output which indicates the

current state of affairs at any given moment and which

is able to track with changing input.
The second group (group B) provide tro output

at all until the monitored state changes. When this

happens an output is provided. which indicates that
something has happened but gives no in{ormation
about the size or degree of change

Wiihin each of these two caiegories there are

many alternative sensing techniques and it is in many

cases even possible to make the same device operate

in either mode. There is also a third category (a rather

grey distinction, however) which delivers information

about the order of change (grouP C),

The Great Detectives
We will now look at some real world things we can

detect and at a selection of commercially available
devices for detecting them. The following is a random
iist of detectable phenomena:
sound, light, heat, magnetic field, electric current,
speed, proximity, motion, acceleration, position,
frequency, displacement, pressure. This list is not
exhaustive but it shows the variety o{ stimuli available
to the properly designed robot or automation.

L-et! look at each in turn, bearing in mind that
many overlap in mechanism or purpose Sound can

be detected by means of a microphone within certain
frequency limits (say, Z)Hz-2OkHz) The microphone
converts airborne pressure waves into electrical energy
by electromagnetic means (moving coil or dynamic
microphones and ribbon microphones) or by piezo-

electricity (crystal microphones).
The former method delivers a current output and

the latter a voltage. The output oi either device may

be measured continuously via an amplifier (group A)

or integrated (averaged) (group C), or it may be used

10 trigger a comparator set at a critical threshold to
provide a group B event detector

Sound can, however, also be used as a detection

medium for other events such as distance and speed

and as a communication channelfor more complex
:rformation transfer. Typical devices are the ultrasonic

=ansducer and detector and the doppler module
The ultrasonic transducer and detector are a

'icudspeaker' and'microphone' designed to operate
at frequencies above the audible range (30-60kHz) ,

--r-ith normally very narrow operational bandwidth
Irstead of the 1000:1 frequency range of the

:onventional microphone and loudspeaker, you can

a\pect a range of say +10%' Working at these

iequencies and narrow bandwidth has the advantage

:I being inaudible, not being afiected by normal
zr'"ironmental sounds and beingvery directional. The
:-:gher the frequency, the less the sound waves
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disperse, which is why'tweeter' units in hi-fi systems

are frequently so complex and expensive (as we don't
want high directionality in a hi fi tweeter)

Distance is measured by emitting a stream of
short'bleeps' and measuring the time before the bleep
is reflecied back from the target (the echo time) . This
is how ASDIC and SONAR work The directionality
o{ ultrasound is use{ul here. as it allows comparatively
accurate target selection For this purpose, the
frequency of emission is relatively unimportant but the
bleep length must be short and the echo delay timer
has to be very stable. A block diagram is given in Fig. 1

Speed along the transmission axis can be

measured by doppler shift using the same kind of
transmitter with a more sophisticated detector which
has a wider detection bandv,''idth A continuous signal

at a very stable frequency is emitted towards the target
and the frequency o{ the reflected signal is measured.
If the target is moving touards the sensor, the

wavelength of the return signal is compressed. raising
the frequency I{ it is moving away, the wavelength is

stretched. resulting in a lower frequency Relative
speed between the sensor and target can be very ac-

curate)y determined in this way (FiS. 2)

As a communicatron channel, ultrasound has

several advantages It passes through dense, opaque
and electricallg shielding media (water, concrete,
plastics and so on). it is easily detected and coding is

simple. Its disadr antages are short link distance and
low data rate The trvo most common communication
techniques are pulsed carrier (the transmitter emits a
series of discrete bleeps) and frequency modulation
or FM (the transmission is continuous but the
frequency, varies tvith time) Arnplitude modulation
is not a recommended method as it is prone to fading
(just tike AM radio)

Light is another very familiar sensing medium
Some monrhs ago I introduced the optical interrupter

Mike Barwise turns
his attention to the
enormous rznge of
sensors available

ULTRASOUND
WAVE FRONTS

IONE
GENERATOR

#^'JE+P"Y,ilB

ilr{r(i()l)l)l)

Fig. 1. The principles of sonar detection

fl) |i) ) )l) ) l

\"\"
.S'-?it"T.?H

Fig. 2. Doppler shift speed measurement
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Fig. 3. A refractive fluid
level sensor
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and we have recently been discussing the esoterics of
fibre optic sensors. However, in the real industrial
context, there is a plethora of alternatives. The
mechanism of the reflectance interrupter can be
modified by the inclusion of a lens system to allow
operation over distances or 300mm or more, while
the transmittance interrupter can be split into two
separate boxes and used over distances of several
metres in burglar alarms and so on.

However, there are many more subtle and
sophisticated optical sensors. A direct spin oIf from
the ordinary interrupter is the opticalfluid level sensor.
In place of the free path between the emitter and
detector there is a piece of glass or plastic which has
a refractive index such that the light from the emitter
falls on the detector via the reflected path while it is
dry. If some other medium (a fluid) covers this
material, the resultant change in its refractive
properties causes the light to escape without falling
on the detector (Fig. 3).

Of course, photocell light meters are well known
and used {or many light monitoring tasks from
photography to health and safety, and in level
detectors such as burglar alarms but there are some
tricks up our sleeve still to come

There has been a recent fashion for domestic
exterior lightlng which switches on when someone
approaches, rather than just when it gets dark These
lighting units use a device known as a pyroelectric
detector. This consists of an element made of a

complex metallic doped ceramic which exhibits a
change in conductivity when exposed lo changing
infra-red flux. Under constant conditions, no output
is obtained so this is a group B sensor. It is remarkably
sensitive and can detect the change in flux due to body
heat as a person moves across its field of view. These
devices need quite a lot of care in handling, as they
are subject to damage by over-intense illumination
and are prone to some unwanted effects such as piezo-
electric action (they are vibration sensitive). However
they are very useful for the detection of thermally
emissive bodies. A typical detection circuit is given in
Fig 4.

One of the more sophisticated applications of the
pyroelectric sensor is the sorting of objects of differing
temperatures. For this, a thopper' is required
Although the sensor only detects changes in intensity,
the magnitude o{ the output change is proportional
to the intensity change. A rotating vane set (a

'windmill') between the sensor and the objects to be
monitored rotates at a constant speed (Fig. 5) and the
sensor monitors the objects and the vane set
alternately. A continuous sequence of comparisons
is made between the vane temperature and the object
temperature The vanes must of course be maintained
at a constant temperature.

The detection of heat is a field where some rapid
progress has been made in recent years. The earliest
and most common heat sensors with electrical output
are thermocouples These are twisted or welded
junctions of dissimilar metals which generate a voltage
proportional to the temperature of the junction. They
come in various types with differing characteristics and
all have the advantages of general robustness, small
size and the ability to withstand very high
temperatures. However, they are not very linear in
their response and their signals require considerable
amplification for normal uses. Most common appli-
cations are furnace temperature control and the like
where the fairly long response times ()0 1s) and
+0 5"C precision are not limiting factors.

Next to thermocouples, thermistors are the next
oldest group A or continuous temperature sensors.
These are in effect resistors with a large linear or non-

linear temperature dependency. They are positive or
negative working - the resistance increases or
decreases with temperature - and can be obtained
with a sharp transition temperature between cold and
hot resistance, as well as a linear characteristic.

Thermistors have severe limitations on accuracy
and tolerance but they serve well in applications such
as inrush limiting in high current circuits (high wattage
negative linear characteristic), over-temperature
protection (low to medium wattage positive rapid
transition characteristic) and the like. They can also
be made very small and can substitute for
thermocouples in many applications.

It is well known (and frequently complained
about) that semiconductor reference diodes are
temperature dependent Typically, a two-terminal
current reference will have an output current which
drifts linearly with temperature. I suppose this
characteristic struck some clever person as interesting
and they came up with the temperature sensor. The
current drift with temperature has been increased and
rendered more lineai. until we get a device (such as
the RS590) which delivers an output current
proportionalto absolute temperature over the range

-55 to +150oC. Thus OoC is represented by
29821t4, as the device is referenced to Absolute
temp. Feeding this current through a transimpedance
amplifier or measuring the voltage drop across a fixed
resistor carrying this current gives us a voltage
proportional to temperature.

RECOMMENDEO PREAMPLIFIER

DIMENSIoNS lN mm

4. Pyroelectric detector, a typical circuit
detector unit construction



The capacitive ProximitY deteci
similar principle, except that the other
the tuned circuit is influenced by the d

and working distances are generally smaller
Motion and acceleration are two o{ the most

to detect re.

of motion ran
ed to line to
to tracking ath

moving object. A whole issue o{ ETI would not be

large enough to cover the subject in depth, so next

month we will pick a few simple systems

In the meantime, examples of all the sensors

discussed here should be available {rom decent

component stockists.
Eunn -o.e clever is National's LM35 which is a

direct temperature to voltage sensor This has a power

pin, a ground pin and an output pin, the two versions

have working ranges of 0 to 1000C and -40 to +
110oC respectively These devices are quite simply

foolproof and in addition have no offset.

The {inal sort of temperature sensor to be

mentioned is the assortment o{ mechanical devices

- thermostats and thermal switches These depend

mainly on bimetallic elements. wax filled bellows, gas

expansion and so on. They are widely used as

emergency limiting devices but they are really too slow

and too inaccurate to be considered in the same

context as the other sensors mentioned here.

Magnetic field and current sensors have long
been based on conventional electromagnetic effects

- a current carrying conductor is surrounded by a

magneiic field proportional to the current flowing, The

commonest technique has been to cause the magnetic

field to influence an inductive component in the

detection circuit, altering the resonant frequency of

a tuned circuit or direcily inducing a current which can

be measured
However. some time ago a gentleman called Hall

discovered the Hall effect whereby the behaviour of

certain semiconductor devices is influenced by

magnetic fietds. Small devjces (the size of TO220
transrstors. for example) are now available. which are

influenced byr quire small magnetrc fields, such as can

be induced by a bar rnagnet about 4mm by 12mm

The Hall effect sensor delivers an output voltage

provide on,toff su itching
Having alread9 l,--okeC ar speed sensing in terms

of doppler shift iechn;oues isound). let us move on

to proximitg' iereci:cil.
lndustrial prorrm:t; cetectors are generally based

on rnductrve capacrlie anC optica) techniques We

have discussei rca cr::ca. der lces. so let's look at the

others The induct," a p:orlnrity' detecior works very

like the metal detec:cr usei by treasure hunters. An
I-C tuned circu:r c:.a:-.g:. ::s irequency of oscillation

when a conduci:ia r,aiar:al :s brought close to its

inductive compo:.?1: Tiase sensors are normally
used io detecr prese:.ce ,'r acsence of objects, rather
than their djsta:-cz :: pc.::lorl arrC they have working

in borlng cgii;-,ir-ia. :.::sl:.lgs and frequently come

with ded:car. i :. ::: :. .:::tr ::''
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Paul Chappell
continues to look at
op-amps used as
differential amplifiers
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Amplifier is shown in Fig 1.

This circuit arises from a bull-at.a-gate approach
to the problems I mentioned last month. If you
remember, the main shortcomings of IC3 and its
associated resistors as a differential amplifier were its
sensitivity to the output impedances of the drive circuit
and the critical dependence for good common mode
rejection (CMR) on the matching of R1,/R 2 to R3 / R4
Attacking these defects directly, what do you do?
Buffer the inputs and trim the resistor match, of
course!

It's easy to be unkind about thi you
have to remember that it arose in the op-
amp ICs when designers were still m une
with discrete component circuits than with piastic
packaged amplifiers. If your discrete instrumentation
amplifier is affected by source impedances, what more
natural than to use a FET or Darlington to buffer the
inputs? Figure 1 is the result of appJying the same in-
stincts to an op-amp circuit But il you have three
whole op-amps at your disposal. there's a darn sight
more effective way to use them than thisi

Figure 2 shows the most common high perfor-
mance configuration. The only difference between
this and Fig 1 is the addition of three resistors, but
what a difference they make!

The first thing to notice about the circuit is that
because lC1 and IC2 act to maintain their respective

als at the same volt he
ll bev._ andatth rr
thing to spot is th ch

flows through R7 must also flow through R5 and R6.

Suppose the circuit is driven by a pure common
mode input - th vinl_1 and
v.,_, change in vo e amount.
Th'e voltage across and so will
the current through it. If the current is unchanged, so
will be the voltage across R5 and R6. The result is the
input voltages, the - input terminals of IC1 and IC2
and the outputs of IC1 and lC2 all move up and down
in unison. The signal is passed to the outputs of ICs
7 and 2 without alteration.

Now picture the situation where the two inputs
are varying differentially. Since the input voltage
appears across R7, by Ohm's law
calculate that any difference in volta
by 1+(R5+R6)/R7 by the time it
outputs of ICs 1 and 2. The values of R5,6 and 7 are
often chosen to give front end gains of 1000 or more
in instrumentation amplifier circuits.

The situation we have, then, is that IC3 and its
associated resistors form a differential amplifier which
is no better than the one described last month. To be

more accurate - its exactly the same! The difference
is that. with the frontend turbo charger in place, the
differential component of the signal is already 1000
times bigger in comparison to the common mode
component by the time it hits R1 and R3. This means
that. ln theory at least (and not so far off in practice),
lou can add 60dB to the CMR figure that would be
achieved by IC3 alone!

If you think I'm about to tell you that the values
of R5.6 and 7 have to be chosen to some absurdly
tlght toJerance, you're wrong! For reasons which won;t
be apparent from this simple analysis of the circuit, it,s
a good idea to make R5 and R6 the same value but
matching them to 1% is more than enough. In pre-
packaged instrumentation amps (lCs or hvbrid cir-

OP-AMPS
arrying on from last month,s
investigation of a simple differential
amplifier, we now have the turbo-
charged versions. The first pretender to
the title of Ultimate Differential

vin(+)

Fig. 1 Last month's circuit with added front ends

Fig. 3 Additional trimming capacitors for
compensation

Fig. 2 The improved 3 op-amp circuit

Fig. 4 The 2 op-amp compromise circuit



cuits) R7 is usually an external resistor chosen to set

the gain of the circuit and (within reason!) can be any

value you like.
The requirement that R1 and R3 should be

driven from low resistance sources is settled by the

very low output resistances of ICs 1 and 2. In op-amp
and resistor versions of the circuit, final tweaking oI

CMR is usually made by trimming the value of R4.

The circuit still has the requirement that the

output resistances
v. . . should be v
iritu{ resistances o{
resistances we are
those of IC1 and 2 which will be several orders of
magnitude higher than those resulting from the

resistors in last month's circuit. One thing you have to

watch is not to spoil this advantage with the bias

resistorstothe *inputterminals of IC1 and 2. In Fig'

2 I havent shown any..bias resistors at all. The ideat

situation is that the input op-amps should draw their

bias current from the driving circuit. If this is not
possible, you've got a bit of juggling to do to make sure

ihut th" resistors are large enough to have negligible

effect on the CMR but not so big as to cause excessive

use the circuit for (say) audio rather than instrumen-
tation purposes, the general scheme is to settle for a

lower differentialgain (otherwise you'll have frequency

response problems), to aim for a lower CMR (other-

wise you'li be disappointed!) and to trim the low and

high frequency CMR individuallY.
The next circuit (Fig 4) aims to achieve similar

results to Fig 2 but with only two op-amps lt's not

often seen but is an excellent compromise between

the cheap 'n' cheerful single op-amp circuit and the

full blown instrumentation amplifier
If last months circuit was a pair of scissors, this

one is a nutcracker! Figure 5a shows the situation

where the two inputs are at the same voltage' and lt's

fairly clear that the condition for the ouput to remain

at 0V under these conditions (and therefore {or any

common mode component of the input to cancel) is:

R2/Rt:R3/R4.

Figure 5b shows how an output is generated

when the inputs are at different voltages. As with last

month's scissors, you can push the analogy as far as

you like if you find it helpful.
The circuit has Fig. 2's advantage of high input

resistance but also two of the serious flaws associated

with the single op-amp circuit: there's no way to trim
the gain and CMR independently and the CMR is

critically dependent on the matching of two resistor

ratios.

Fig. 6 The improved 2 op-amp circuit

Both of these defects can be overcome by the
addition of a single extra resistor, as shown in Fig. 6.

The action of R5 is very similar to that of R7 in Fig.
2. The differential input voltage appears across it by
the action of IC1 and IC2 maintaining their * and -
inputs at the same voltage and it allows you to'steal'
extra differentialgain from the circuit without affecting
the CMR trim.

That completes our tour of differential amplifiers
but before I go Id tike to show you one more circuit.
It's not a differential amp but it's another circuit which
relies on the matching of two resistor ratios for its per-

formance, which you're probably becoming rather
wary of by now! You may also be able to spot some
similarities between this circuit (Fig. 7) and last month's

subtractor.

The :cea is ihat if R1, R2:R3/R4, the output
cufienr r,':li 'ce crecrly proportional to the value of v'n

and tuill har e a t aiue independent of the resistance

of the load In other rvords, the circuit is a voltage to
curent con\ ener

Mg reasons for showing it to you are threefold.
It's another example of a circuit which works well on
paper but not so well in practice (in fact, this one is

so bad that I've only once seen it used!). The reason

for rts shortcomings are the same as those for the
differential amps, it's another circuit where the
problems are caused by the configuration rather than
the qualiry ol the op-amp. It is also (l think, anyway)
fairly inscrutable so you might like to exercise your
brain cells by trying to come up with an intuitive
explanation of why it works! Working out the 'formula
is easy enough but how would you convince someone
with no algebra whatsoever that it does (in theory,
anyway) do whai it's supposed to? You have ten
minutes,starting. . NOW

1i",,

^tt
i

i Frs. 7 Not a diffrerrtid amplitrer btn a circuit with
imanY fautts in common

Fig. 5 The nutcracker analogy fot Fig, 4
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DIGITAL
TRAI\rS/STOR

TESTER

his transistor tester was developed to fulfil
the need for a unit that would provide a

quick and convenient means of testing DC
current gain (\") and leakage, Some
other testers are inexpensive to build but

provide only basic go/no-go checking or are relatively
slow and difficult to use

There are also some simple but effective circuits
based on moving coil meters but the relatively high
cost of meters these days makes these designs less

Fig. 1 Basic test circuits for NPN and PNP
transistors

attractive than they once were. On the other hand,

an equivalent circuit using a digital readout is
substantially more complex but not necessarily much
more expensive A 2-digit display gives better
accuracy than most of the moving coil meters

currently on sale and certainly more ihan adequate
accuracy for this application.

This design has proved to be quick and easy to
use in practice. lt can test both NPN and PNP devices

and has two gain ranges 0-99 and 0-990. This enables

reasonably accurate checks to be made on anything
{rom low gain RF and switching devices through to
very high gain audio devices.

An over-range indicator is included on the 2-digit
LED display and simple leakage tests can also be

made using the unit. Power is obtained from an

internal 9V battery.

Ibsting Theory
Most simple transistor testers operate using the basic

test set-up of Fig. 1a. Battery 81 supplies power to the
test device with the correct polarity and meter M1
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Robert Penfold scorns
the analogue and lets
his digits do the
testing
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the digital transistor tester

COLLECTOR

OVEB-BANGE
INDICATOR

registers the flow of current in the collector circuit The
current flow from the collector to the emitter is
normally very low and would typically be about one
microamp or less for a silicori device This is termed
the 'leakage'current. Providing a small forward bias
current to the base terminal results in a much larger
flow of current in the coliector circuit The current gain
of the transistor is equalto the collector cunent divided
by the base current.

In this case R1 provides a smallreference current
to the base of the test device The higher the gain of
the device, the greater the collector current that will
be registered on M1. In fact the circuit can be arranged
so that M1 provides a readout direct in current gain
For instance with the value of R1 chosen to give a base
current of 1pA and M1 having a full scale value of
1mA (1000gA) M1 would accommodate a current
gain range of 0-1000

This assumes the leakage current is very low and
is not inflating the collector current flow but as
explained previously, with silicon devices the leakage
current is almost invariably insignificant.

Fig. 1a shows the test setup for NPN transistors
but the arrangement for PNP testing is essentially the
same and is shown in Fig. 1b. It is just a matter of
reversing the polarity of the battery and the meter

This type of testing has a slight flaw in that it is
not checking the gain at specific collector currents and
voltages These both vary according to the gain of the
test component (high gain giving increased collector
current and reduced voltage). The uncertain collector
voltage is not of great importance as quite large
variations in this factor have a minimal effect on ihe
gain of test components Variations in collector current
have a greater (although stillfairly small) influence on
current gain Results are perfectly acceptable in
practice provided test components are not tested at
very low collector currents. The use of two or more
measuring ranges ensures that low gain devices can
be checked at an acceptable current and also that they
will give a high enough reading to provide reasonable
good accuracy

System Operation
The block diagram of Fig. 2 shows the general
arrangement used in this transistor tester. The unit
breaks down into two distinct sections, one providing
the display and the other converting current gain into
a suitable driver signal for the display circuit The bulk
of the circuit is used to provide the display.

The display sectiotr is a simple frequency counter



Fig 3 The circuit diagram of the display section

HOW IT .WORKS

The display section (Fig, 3l is built around two Cl\'l0S 401'108E

capability and they directlydtive the comm0n cathode LED tlisplaYs

via cLiuentiimiting resistors. The canr/ outpui o{ lCOis used to drive

a po$ gdred m lC5 er slgnal

is onl 105 if a lC6 ates the

oved LED for d;S warning

that the,rnain display Ieadlng . The overflow indicator

the otherwlse unused decima ent ofthe most signllica

display digit,

The low f,equency oscirlator uses tvvo gates of iC I wi,ed as

inverters afld connected in ihe standard basic C[/0S aslable

co . The oscillator operates at apprcximately e

to ten action in the control iogic citcuitthis e y

abo two ieadings Per second.

he control logic circuit is built around lC2, which is a Cl\'40S

4017BE one-of-tendecoder. 0utput 0 (pin 3J going high resets the

and notlust the 0ne beLonging to the least signi{icant digit, Outptlt

9 drives the laich inputs of the counter ehips and latches the new

readrng prior to a new cycle commencing and the eountem being

reset, lClc is used to invert thls signal so as to give the negative

latching pulserrequired by lC6 and lC7. Note that ouiputs 2 to B of

lC2 as weit as its carry output are lefi unused A[so, one gate of iCi

is Ieft unused but lts inputs are ti€d to the positive supply rail ln order

to prevent spurious operation,

Power is obtaineo from a 9V battery btit a small 5V regulator

provides a well regulated 5V supolY lor the entire ctrcuit, 
-lhis 

ensures

the unit provides consistent results as the battery voltage drops,

ln the input circuit (Fig: 4) R1 I and R 20 form a centre-tap on the

supply lines and this drives the base terminal o{ the test dev]ce v a

one ol two switched current limiting resistors lR21-R22), These

provide the unit wlth lts two measuring ranges and SW2 s r-rsed to

select the desired baseteed resiitor, Bv driving these resistors irom

lne mid-supply voltage there is no need to bother wiih any NPN IPNP
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Fig 4 The circuit diagram of the input section
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circuit. This is controlled by the Jow frequency
oscillator and a simple logic circuit. First the two
decade counters are reset to zero and then a gate at
their input is activated. Input pulses then flow lnto the
2-digit counter circuit until the gate pulse ends
Another pulse from the control logic circuit then
activates the two latches, which store the count and
feed it through to two 7-segment decoder drivers The
2-digit display therefore shows the number of puises
received during the gate period.

This cycle is then repeated, wjth the decade
counters being reset again. Note though that resetting
the counters does not affect the latches and the old
count is displayed until a new one has been taken and
has been fed into the latches. The unit accordingly
provides a continuous readout which is ,paut"ea
approximately twice per second. If the count goes
beyond 99, this is detecied by a monostable driven
from the second counter, and this activates a warning
LED

The display circuit requires the collector current
of the test components to be converted into a
proportional frequency This is not difficult and all that
is needed is a CCO (current controlled oscijlator)
har !ng a reasonably linear control characteristic. This
leaves a slight problem in that the CCO operates as
a current sink which will operate properly with pNp
devices (which act as current sources) but is
incompatible Lvith NPN transistors which act as current
sinks and must be fed from a current source The
solution to the problem is to drive the CCO direct from
PNP transistors but to drive it via a current mirror for
NPN transistor testing

A current mirror is a very simple circuit which
provides an ou equal but opposite
to the input c One pole of the
NPN,i PNP swi ollector test socket
to the input of the current mirror or the CCO, as
appropriate. The other poJe connects the emitter test
socketto the appropriate supply rail A bias generator

provides two switched base bias currents and these
provide the unit with its two measurrng ranges

Construction
Apart from the usual off-board components (controls.
sockets. and battery) all the con-rponenis fit onto ihe
printed cjrcuit board. as detailed in Fig 5 All the ICs
are CMOS types and the usual anti-static handling
precauiions should be observed when dealing with
these In particular. they should all be fitted in sockets
but should not be plugged into the circuit until the unit
is complete in all other respects

It is also advisable to fit the displays in sockets
Apart {rom eliminating the risk of them sustaining hear
damage when they are fitted to the board, this is alsr,
advantageous in that it raises them clear of other
components on the board. Remember that the dis
plays must be positioned just behind a window cut il
the front panel and this will not be possible if other.
components protrude significantly hlgher above the
board. 0 5 and 0.56ir.r displays are compatible with
the PCB layout but the larger type general)y seem tc
offer slightly higher brightness for a given LED currenr
The displays must be common cathode types

A dozen link wires are required and these can be
made from the leads trimmed from the resistors, F:-
singie-sided pins at the points where connections tc.
off-board components will be made

A plastic and metal case having approximaie
outside dimensions of 180 xl2Ox39mm wi..
comfortably accommodate all the components. Thr.
assumes a reasonably small batiery such as a pp3 ::
used The current consumption of the unit is quiri
high at around 65pA and if a small battery is used ;:
must be a 'hlgh power' or nickel cadmiur:
rechargeable type.

The four controls and the test sockets ar;
mounted on the Iront panel but the case is use:
vertically so that this effectively becomes the top pane.
I used a 3-way DIN socket for SK1-3 and *o.t rrn.'
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Fig. 5 Component overlay and inter-wiring diagramsfor the digital transisito. testel

PARTS

:-ai' 2 I :'l5orccmrnoncaihode7-segrnent

: -rl i\

MISCELLANEOUS

r, 81 9V [PP3) battery

' SKl 3 3'Pin DIN socket

SW1,3 SOSi toggle

I ', I SW4 DpDT toggle

r PCB.Caseii80r.120x39mm),EattervollplUsockets.tionnectiilg

wtre. Nr:ts and bolts

rtr
ItrE
ErlnFl

nansistors will connect satisfactorily with one of these.

An alternative would be to use three 1mm sockets

inounted in the same triangular pattern Either way,

a set of test leads terminated in small crocodile clips
',i ill be needed in order to make connections to unco-

cpe s.

circuit board is mounted on the rear

pan he case, using 12mm stand-offs so

:ne fronts of the displays are brought suitably close to

ETI NOVEMBER 1988

the iront panel, A window for the displays must be cut

in the front panel This is not too difficult using a

coping saw or fretsaw to make a rough initial cutout
and then carefully filing this out to precisely the

required size Some red display window material is

then glued in place behind the cutout
To complete the unit the hard-wiring is added as

detailed in Fig. 5 This is all pretty straightforward and

should not give any difficulties.
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In Use
After giving the wiring the usual final check, switch
the unit on and observe the display This should an
initial random number, followed about half a second
later by 00, If this does not happen, switch off at once
and recheck the wiring.

Assuming all is well, try connecting a few test
devices to the inpui sockets, remembering to select
NPN or PNP, as appropriate It is unlikely that any
damage will occur to silicon devices if the wrong
setting is inadvertently tried but greater care should
be exercised when dealing with germanium devices
With silicon transistors the leakage currents are
generally so low that a 00 display should always be
obtained when making leakage tests. Any other
reading almost certainly indicates that the device
under test is faulty.

The situation is less straightforward with
germanium transistors, where quite high leakage
currents are not unusual. Lzakage readings of up to
about 8 are quite normal but anything much higher
than this would suggest the device under test is of
dubious quality. Remember that gain readings must
be adjusted downwards by the apropropriate amount
if a significant leakage level is detected For example,
if a transistor has a leakage level of 6 and a gain of 45
is measured on the x1 range then the true gain of the
component is only 39

The tester can be used to check diodes. With the
cathode terminal connected to the collector socket
and the anode connected to the emitter socket, there
should be an over{low indication with the unit set to
the PNP mode. With SW4 set to the NPN position,
the display should read zerotor silicon diodes and a
very low reading should be obtained with germanium
types,

Calibration
In common with many transistor testers, this one has
no means of adjusting readings for calibration
purposes Provided C2, C7, R2, R27 and R22 a)l
have tolerances of 57o or better, the unii should give
good accuracy The vagaries of transistor gain
parameters are such that there is little point in getting
too pedantic about the accuracy of a simple transistor
tester. Also, io calibrate the unit it would be necessarv
to have a reliable transistor teste r or reference devices
having accurately known gains

Beware of the transistor checkers built into some
multimeters The accuracy of these ranges often seem
to be unspecified and the h1" range of my analogue
multimeter seems to under-iead bv about S07.!

The best calibration source iJ probably a few
transistors which have had their gains accuratelg
checked by feeding them with accurate base currents.
measuring the resultant collector currents and then
reaching for the calculator to work out the current
gains This is the method used to derive the optimum
values for the prototype. If you wish to calibrate the
finished unit, despite the difiiculties involved, trim the
value of R2 to give the unit the correct level of
sensitivity.

BUYLINES
None of the components used in this projectsshould cai.rse particular
problems, All are available irom usual sLrppliers, The pC B is available
from the ETI PCB service as detaifed in the back of this issue.
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I{iCdCHARGER
ost read€rs will know the benefits of
nickel cadmium cells - they are
secondary cells and, as such, may be
recharged when flat. Their only real
disadvantage (the high purchase

Table 1 shows how the denominator isleqtculalelltortherequred
::rarge currents in the ETI NiCd Charger, , ' ' ' ,,,,, , 

,

price when compared with primary cells) is more than
outweighed when you consider that they can be
recharged over 500 times during useful life

Naturally users of NiCds need a charger, many
of which are available over the counter. The ETI NiCd
Charger has one advantage over most of these
commercial counterparts in that the cell type is

selected with a rotary switch, so that most available
types (in fact, all popular types) may be recharged

This switched selection means those cells and
batteries of lower capacity (PP3, AAA,AA) can be
recharged at a higher than usual charge rate, thus
reducing the time till charged This can be most useful
if you're in a rush - a PP3-sized NiCd battery can be
charged from flat in a little under 20 minutesl Details
of charging procedures are given later.

Construction
Two methods of construction are offered: PCB or
stripboard Neither method creates any particular
problem but the usual procedures and care should be
taken, depending on your chosen method

The PCB component overlay is shown in Fig,3
while the stripboard layout is in Fig 4. There's nothing
difficult in either Solder in the links first (there's only
one in the PCB) followed by circuit board pins if you
use them (we recommend them!) If you're building
gour project on stripboard, now is the time to make
all the track cuts Next, solder in passive components,
ensuring capacitor C1 is inserted the right way round
Finally, insert and solder bridge rectifier BR1 and
integrated circuit IC1, making sure they are both the
right way round

Now, drill the case to mount the circuit board.

HO\v IT WORKS

E

Fig.l Circuit of the ETI NiCd Charger

Batteries flat? Find out
what shape they should
be with Keith Brindley's
simple charger.

tri+

_VE

Fu-wave rectification of the transformeis 12V AC outpr:r is

periormed by bridge rectifier BRl (see Fig.1l. The resuitant DC vohage

,s smoothed by capacitor C1 Io around '17V (12 <r2t

lntegrated circuit lC1 is a 7805 voltage regulator which, under

normal circumstances, would regulate this to a highly stable and

regulated 5V DC output, However, the confiection of a resistor

between the lC's cutput and its common conflection changes its

0peraticn from a voltage i'eguiator t0 a coflstant qurrent generator

iFig 2), Cutput current 0f the constant curreflt geflerator is given by:

loqt=ln*1eg

3JI,
V

't=R
*here V is the regulator nominal voltage. So:

,V1o' =6+lts

8,, switching into c,rcuit oifferent values ol resistor, diflerent
:lnstant currents may be g€nerated, BqStdtorvalje9 are cqlcu]eted

:,i rearranging the above formula, Sq that; : , '. . . .

Fig.2 Showing how a 7805 voltage regulator lC
be configrured as a constant current generato.,
suitable for recfiarging NiCd cells
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GREEN/YELLOW
(EARTH)

EARTH TAG

PUSH TERMINALS

Fig.3 PCB component layout and wiring

Capacity Cunent at 10h l*t-l,a Calculated NpV
(mAhl charg rate lmAl lmA) resisrance (R) lRl

1 l 6.5 770 820

1 I I 3.5 370 390

50 45 5 100 120
120 1 1 5,5 43 47
220 215,5 23 27

400 395.5 12,5 1 5

Table 1 Listing NiCd cell/battery types. capacities, charge rates and
calculations for resistances used in the ETI NiCd Charger

THEORY

switch SWl, terminals, fuseholder, grommet and
transformer. Case markings should be applied now.

Mounting the circuit board depends on which
constructional method you've chosen The pCB is

withafi nthe
ase. The using
ads. Inte io be

bolted to a heatsink or, if you u
to the back panel of the case.
the requirement for a heatsink
case provides a second fixing point for your circuit
board, too. Mount all the remaining paris.

Following the wiring layout in Fig.3 or Fig 4, wire
his is where ns come
ircuit board ion, and
ple job to m nections

between parts.
No setting up is required but a check can be

made on operation if you possess that most useful
piece of test equipment, a multimeter. You,ll also need
at least one NiCd cell (a low resistance resistor - say,
1R0, provides an adequate simulation). Coflnect the
multimeter and the cell(s) or resistor in series and set
your multimeter to read at least 350mA FSD Turn on
and check that current values correspond
approximately to those given in Table 1 in the practical
current column. If differences of more than just a
couple of percent are found, check all components
for polarity and value

In use, you'll need a cell holder of some
description, depending on which size of cell. and how
many, you want to charge. At the charge rates used(a maximum of 340mA) no problems will be
encountered if you want to use cheap plastic cell
holders. PP3 and PP9-sized batteites can be
connected to the Charger with simple battery
connector clips

Nicd

type

PP3 1 10

AAA ]80
AA 5OO

PPg 1200

c 2200

D 4000

hactical

curent {mA}

12

48

48

115

200

340

i 'r C: ce ls are rated by capacity - rhe total amount of electrical
:^:'gi expressed in Ah or mAh - which can be obtained from them
'-;1 ; rL.tily charg€d state, ln common with other forms of secondary
:: : :" s capacity lgiven the notation c) depends on the rate o1

: s:'a:!? so t'sbesttoexpressC underfixedconditions - usually
:': '::: !r " ch brings the cells to an end-point of lV in five hours _
-.^r. ,: rrtr rate

:':- :r s c6p66i1y i,17e can calculate rates of charge so thatthe
:. s ,', 'c: ce damaged by excessive currents. A couple of rules_

0r-:"":-: ^:5 nete ell
hL:- r.:--in.:"i df
Thls ; ;e ,, ir ch

dischar_c:c t,: iA cu

10A crr.:n:'c. 6 rinutes (0,1h) and so on,

ProDrer: :a^ a.ise however, because youcannotalways besure
a ce i siirii\ c s;rargeC sothecell maybecomeoverchargedbefore
the ca cu atei ,ec^a,ge cycle time has elapsed.

under cetair ccnc,irons, an overcharge may not cause damage.
Many cel s lmost s rgie cells, such as AAA, AA, C and D-sized cells)
are vented so the gases g ven oil when overcharged are released to
the atmosphere, Sone cel s on the other hand (button cells used in
the constructron of PP 3 a nd PP 9-srzed NiCd batteries) are not vented
and will explode if overcharged,

This is where thb second ru e-of-thumb comes in. lf a cell or

110 ^^
ffix60=1sa

tell us the battery can be recharged in a little over 1 
g m inutes, lf you're

going to do this, mind you, keep checking the battery temperarure,
particularly towards the end of the cycle, And for the sake of your

livrng room's decoration, don't forget the battery,s on chargel
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PARTS LIST
BESIST0B$ (%W S%r,unles stated)

B1

a2

B3

fl4
R5

R6

820R

390R

120R

47R

27R,lW

158.2W

1000I, 2SV qlectrolirtic laxial for PCB,

single-ended for strip)

220n polyegter

SEMICONDUCTORS

Bnl W005, or similar,, 1A bridge'rectifier

lC1 7805 5V voltage regulalor

MISEELLANEOUS

FSI 500mA fuse & holcler ''

SW1 6-way rotary switch

T1 12V 6VA mainstransformer

CAPAC TOFS

LI

PCB or stripboard. Case. Knob. Terminals. BattelY holder: Wir0,

BUYLINES
N portents is,

al nd at yo ail

is the ETI

Fig.4 Stripboard lai-out wiring, and track cuts on reverse



Paul Chappell stands
by to repel burglars
with this simple alarm
to use the free
components on this
month's cover
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BT]RGLARBTISTER
y this time next year, if statistics are any-
thing to go by, over five hundred ETI
readers will have become victims of
burglary. I don't mean to imply that there
are civil service bureaucrats beavering

away somewhere over ETI-related crime figures, I'm
just assuming that electronics enthusiasts have about
the same chance of being burgled as anybody else,
and doing my sums accordingly.

The aim of this project is to make sure that our
readers are no longer a representative sample of the
population. If most of you build the alarm system (and
since the components and PCB are free, there's no
excuse not to!) then perhaps only a hundred or maybe
only ten or possibly none at all will suffer burglary!

A simple alarm circuit with some of the more
popular detection devices is shown in Fig. 1a. The
sense circuit consists of a complete Ioop of wire which
visits each of the detection devices in turn. As long
as all the switches remain closed, the controlbox sees
the loop as a short circuit. If any single switch opens,
the loop is broken and the control box causes the bell
to sound. Cutting the wire in the sense loop also
sounds the alarm

For this very basic circuit, all youU need in the
controlbox would be a relay and a mains trans{ormer.
If the relay drew its coil current via the sense loop,
breaking the loop would cause its contacts to open

Figure lb is about the simplest circuit you could
get away with. I'm assuming here that the bell is self-
powered and regards the situation where it has the
transformer's secondary voltage apptied to it as
'normal' and looks upon losing that voltage as a signal
to ring. The reason for doing things this way around
is to make sure the alarm rings i{ someone cuts its wires
or yanks out the control box mains plug.

When the key switch is in the bff position, the
bell is always supplied with a voltage and the relay can
pull in and drop out to its heart's content as people
open and close the doors in the house. When the
switch is turned to the bn'position, as long as the loop
is closed the relay willbe energised and its contact will
be closed.

As soon as the loop is broken, the relay drops
out, its contact opens to withdraw power from the bell
and the alarm rings Since the contact is also in series
with the loop and the relay's own coil, restoring the

PRESSURE MAT

SENSE LOOP

I

IL
CONTBOL BOX

{b)

Fig. 1 A typical alarm system. (a) The detection loop.
(b) The simplest possible control circuit



loop won't stop the alarm from ringing. It must be
turned off with the key

With little more than a relay (and another relay
and some batteries for the bell) we already have a

working circuit with a certain amount of resistance to
being tampered with What more can be added? The
answer is that it depends just how secure you want
to be and how much you want to spend on the alarrn
Most systems have more sophisticated anti-tamper
arrangements (although Fig. 1b won't stand {or having
its loop wires cut, shorting them together will knock
out every switch downstream of the short!) Some have
several loops, so that if one is out of action the others
will stitl be on the alert. It's simply a matter o{
anticipating possible weaknesses and doing all you
can to overcome them.

One little problem with Fig. 1b is how do you get
out of the house once the alarm is turned on? You
have the choice of either leaving the front door
without a loop switch or of putting the key switch
outside the house Both put a point of weakness in
the system - the first for obvious reasons, the second
because any self-respecting burglar could lay his
hands on the tools to uproot the switch and could then
de-activate the alarm without dif{iculty.

Most alarms overcome this problem by allorving
time for entry or exit through one particular door.
Once you turn on the alarm you have maybe thirty
seconds to leave the house and close the front door
before the switch is armed. When you come back in,
you have the same amount of time to dash to the
control box and turn the alarm off.

The ETI alarm, using just the free PCB and
components, is a two loop system: one sense loop
and one anti-tamper loop. There is also space on the
PCB for timed entry and exit circuitry which you can
add if you wish. The resulting alarm can be used with
just about any commercial detection apparatus from
pressure mats and window foils to infra-red beams and
body heat sensors. Heaven help the poor burglar who
comes within range!

The Circuit
The alarm circuit you can build with the free
components is shown in Fig. 2 It has two Joops

one to sense any attempt io break into your house.
:he other to detect interference wjth the wiring or
::ttings. Both loops must be closed to prevent the
aiarm from sounding

In the bff position, the key switch supp)ies 17!'
:o the alarm sounder and allows the relay to pulL :r
'.r henever both loops happen to be closed In the bn
position the relay will only remain energised as long
as both loops are intact As soon as anything 1s

::sturbed, the relay drops oui, removes the 171'
s-rpply to the alarm sounder and also breaks the cir-
:uit to its own coil so it can't pull in again even i{ the
.:ops are restored. The only way to stop the alarm
::om ringing is to turn it off with the key

Figure 2b shows a suitable power supply (you
:3n use any l2V mains transformer) and Fig. 2c is a

.::nple alarm sounder. Under normal conditions the

=:under's relay will be energised and the battery wiJl

:-:arge via D1 and R2 As soon as the control circuit
:;moves the power from ihe sounder, the relay drops
-:i (D1 prevents the battery from holding it in) and
:,-.e battery becomes connected across the bell

In the conholcircuit, R3 drops the surplus 5V not
-aeded by the 12V relay, R2 and C1 help to avoid

=::idental triggering of the alarm by interference
: :ked up on the loops, R1 sets a suitable loop current

=:c base drive for Q1 and D1 protects Q1 from the
. gn voltage that would otherwise be generated on

:=noving current from the relay coil
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ANTI.TAIVIPEB
LOOP

NOTE:
Dl 4 = I N4O01
OR ENCAPSULATED
BRIDGE RECTIFIER

NOTE:
D1 = 1N400r

ON

OFF

TO ALAR[4
SOUNDER

NOTE
01 = 8C544
D1 = 1N4144

ANTI TAV?::

Fig. 2 The Burglar Buster circuit, (a)The main control
box. (b) A suitable power supply. (c) A simple alarm
sounder, (d) Aherations for an always-on anti-tamper
loop

lnstead o: :e-activating the alarm entirely, you
might prefer to ,eai e the anti-tamper loop running at
all times Figure 2d shows how this is done: the extra
standb5: pos:ron on the key switch disables the sense
loop but keeps the anti-tamper clrcuit in operation

The Anti:Tamper Loop
The usual '"vay to wire an alarm system is shown in
Fig. 3 and since all commercial fittings are intended

TO ALARM
SOUNDER

300R
co tL

o1

B

NOTE
01 = 8c548
D1 = 1N41la

RELAY N/O
CONTACT

.tr
ItrE
ErlnFl
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to be used this way, it's as wellto stick to it! Both paird
of loop wires travel together along a single four-core
cable. Whenever a detection device is to be fitted, the
cable enters a junction box. (Some of the more
complicated devices such as infra-red sensors and so
on will have an internaljunction strip but the principle

is exactly the same), The wiring inside the junction box
looks complicated but the idea is just to allow the sense
loop to be broken by the detection device and the anti-
tamper loop to be broken if anybody removes the
cover to interfere with the wiring.

If a burglar attempts to interfere with the wiring

MICRO
swtTCH

CONTBOL BOX

(FOB DOOR etc)

JUNCTION
BOX

JUNCTION
80x

TO OTHEB
SENSING
DEV ICES

(b)

LEAF-SPRING CONTACT
SPRINGS APAFT WHEN
COVER SCREW BEIV]OVED

SENSE
WIB ES

THE WIRES BARED
BUT WHAT NEXT?

SENSE WIRES

ANTI.TAMPER
!1/tRES

Fig.3 The anti-tamper loop in action. (b) Wiring a standarddetectorunit.(c) Thestrippedwiresintheloop
tell a would-be burglar nothing



elsewhere, he u:ill be faced with four wires (Fig. 3c)
What does he do? Cutting any one of them willsound
the alarm, and so will shorting either of the sense wires
to either of the anti-tamper wires Will he risk shorting
two wires together to see what happens? Not if hei
got any sense!

The control trox can protect itself against attack
in the sanre way - a micro switch held closed by the
lid can be wired in series rvith the anii-tamper loop to
prevent anybody getting at the insides. Another pair
of wires on the same circuit can run up to the belljust
to conf use the issue if anybody has a go at the wiring
but unless the burglar carries a 17V power supply in
his tool kit he's not going to be able to do much harm
there

Parts and Equipment
Just about any electronics catalogue willoffer a range
of br.rrglar alarm parts: junction boxes, suitable wire,
proximity detectors, pressure mats, window foils, and
so on. Much of the equipment you can make yourself
quite easily To wire up doors, {or instance, you could
simply use a micro switch in the door frame (on the
hinged side of the door) mounted so that the plunger
is held down when the door is closed. It's usual to fix
a metal plate to the door to prevent the plunger from
digging a hole in the wood

Proximity detectors (in this case, a posh name for
a reed switch and magnet) are considered to be more
reliable than micro switches and once again you can
:ix up a reed in the door frarne and magnet on the
joor without having to go {or the commercial versions
u,hich come encapsulated in plastic but apart from

:hat are exactJy the same).
The most impcrtant thing is to get all the doors

and windows wired up Once you've done that, you

i INTERBEEB f49.95
1 The lnterbeeb unit connects to the BBC
, micro's lMHz bus expansion connector

and is supplied complete with its own
porver supply unit.

The interface unit is housed in a plastic

' case approx 4lzx3x1in wlrich contains the
i top quality double sided PCB and interface

con nectors"
. 8.bit input port
o 8.bit output port
o four switch sensor inputs
o four relay-switched 12V 1A outputs
o eight channel multiplexed analogue to

digital converter
o precision 2.5V reference
o external power supply
o 15.way expansion bus

All sections of the interface are rnemory
rapped in thelMHz expansion map for
-aximum ease of use and compatibility
.,, :16 pyisting peripherals.

The expansion bus provides all the data

=rd address/control signals for the addition
- iurther DCP modules or home-built
:er ices. All the information required for
- s ng additional devices is included.

can add more exotic devices at your leisure. I hardly
need point out that you'll find all kinds of alarm-related
projects if you flick through the pages of your back
numbers of ETI.

Key-operated switches are readily available from
component suppliers but if you're keen to save money
you could nip down to your local car breakers (no, not
the type who say 'ten-ten till we do it again' or
whatever. I mean the ones who sell odds and ends
from old cars) and buy an old ignition switch. As long
as they've also got the key. that is!

The relay needn't have a coilresistance of 300R
on the dot - a common resistance for small relays
seems to be 280R and thats just fine If the resistance
is too far out, you'll have to change the value of R3
to suit Calculate the current taken by the coil at 12V
then choose R3 to drop 5V at ihe current you've just
calculated. Even easrer - make R3 about 5,/12 of the
coil resistance, to the nearest preferred value, or
perhaps one notch beloi,', to allow for the voltage drop
across Q1 and the supply vohage drop under loaded
conditions Try io avoid coil resistance below about
250R - it increases the dissipation in Q1 and R3
unnecessarily

Next Month
Theres not much point in staning on the construction
right now - you haven I got the PCB yet [t will arrive
on the cover of next months mag. so start queueing
at your newsagent r.ghr ariag'l (Or take out a

subscription )

I will also be teliing 9ou hor,, to adapt the circuit
to give timed exit ani enuu - there's room on the
PCB forthis too There rilll be a bleeper to let you
know that you haue th:r:1- seconds to escape from the

house before the alarrn erupts and deafens you. .

and all kinds o{ things bes:Ces Don't miss it!
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INTERSPEC f29.95
The lnterspec unit pluSs directly onto

the expansion edge connector oi the
Spectrum to provide a full range of
interfacing faci I ities.

The unit is housed in a plastic case
approximately 41r1x3x1in w hich contains the
top quality double sided PCB and interface
con nection s.
o 8-bit input port
. 8-bit output port
o four switch sensor inputs
o four relay-swilched l?tr 1A outputs
o eight channel muJtiplexed analogue to

digital converter
a 15-way expansion bus

All sections of the interface are l/O port
mapped and designed ior maximum com-
patibility with existing Spectrum
peripherals. Power is supplied through the
Spectrum edge conneclor.

The expansion bus provides all the data
and address/control signals for the addition
of further DCP modules or home-built
devices. Connection is by multi-way PCB
connector and all the information required
for adding f urther devices is given.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR SPECTRUM AND BBC MICRO OWNERS

Now your computer can take control for
an affordable price. These tried and trusted
interfaces from DCP Microdevelopments are
offered at f20 off the normal price.

Both units are extremely easy to use from
both Basic and assembler/machine code and
are supplied ready built and complete with all
the documentation you need.

To order by post fill in the form below (or
a copy) and send it with your remittance to

ASP READERS'SERVICES (RO ET5/6)
I Hall Road, Maylands Wood Estate,

Heme! Hempstead, HP2 7BH
Please make cheques payable to ASP Ltd.
Overseas orders add f5 (lnterspec) or f10
(lnterbeeb) for airpost.
Access and Visa card holders can also place
their order by phone on (0442\ 41221
Allow 28 days for delivery.
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CHROATOSCOPE

chronoscope is a device for measuring
the velocity of an air gun pellet. Those
of the shooting fraternity willrealise how
useful a chronoscope can be, to check
the consistency of the gun, monitor its

:ower output and compare how different pellets
:erform.

Commercial products are available but as usual
:ey are expensive! This unit can be built for less than
..alf the cost and perform equally as well

The chronoscope is basicalLy a counter with start
:r,d stop sensors. A pellet passes through the start

=ensor triggers the counter. covers a measured
r:stance and halts the counter by passing the stop

-rsor, The pellet velocity can then be calculated from
::-: display reading Pellet velocities cover a wide

=rge bui typical values are 500 feet per second (0.22
::libre) or 800 feet per second (0 177 calibre).

lnfra-red LEDs and photodiodes are used in two
.-:rups of three to detect the moving pellet Three

-:rsors are used to ensure that the small diameter of
- .: pellet is reliably detected by providing a large det-

=:::on zone (see Fig. l) 0177 calibre pellets are

==aller. faster and more difficult to detect but this
.::angement works well

The chronoscope is mains powered, although it
::: easily be modified for battery operation. The

-.piay is a four digit LED type with a separate LED

=. ar overflow indicator (counter exceeded9999)
- .a Cisplay units are 0 5 prs counts of frequency

-l.iHz. this value being convenient {or the formulae

-=scribed later.

Construction
- . chronoscope has been designed to maximise the

--- :i printed circuit boards to ease construction Only
--ri rompon€nts (infra-red emitters) are mounted

-..:a:ately Following the component over)ays (Fig

- - and 5) assemble each PCB with the smallest
:,::..:onents first - wire links, then resistors. lC
i-,::.erS cdpdCitors, transistors with regulators and the
:-:--.s:ormer last

DoubJe check polarities. Use reasonable caution
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when soldering semlcor.c::::,:rs Dont keep the iron
on the joint too [ong Dc :c: :rserr rhe lCs yet Note
the regulators require a sll:s:antiai heatsink which
should be made up as =:-.c,,:. :r Fig 6

The digital dispiag :s ces:gred to plug on to the
main board using 0 i:: :.,-:. PCB connectors Wire
links could be usec ru: ara :cr recommended

On the subjeci o: .,,::: ..:.;s make sure that you
solder the three irnis -.::ar ihe displays before
inserting them in piaca T:.a ::splau board is secured
to the main boari 

'r 
r:: .:-.a.. rghr angle brackets using

the holes markec T:.a sa::.2 :upe of brackets secure
the sensor boari '. e:,.:.. '- :e\i to the plastic sensor
tube

The LED cr ::.: ::.:.au board should stand
shghtly off the bca:: :: ::arch the seven segment
displays - a i.a.,srs::: ::rc.rnting pad can be used
here The sensor'::a:: :eads specialattention when
mounting the s:x ::.:ra :e: phorodiodes. These are
soldered on ihe :rl.;. ..:e oi the PCB and must be
exactly six inc.ra: a?3:: :o :lleftic units around here!)
centre to cen:re -.. :i-.a ccnponent overlay to align
the photod:oce: 3s ::.oi! n Ensure the sensitive face
is to the PCB :ra:.: .:j: .i hen soldering to the board
(see Fig 7 :c: ?:-::::.ode details). with the type
markings to :i^-. -: :-.:::-rent side

The pre.ei pole:rometers are not the usual 0.4in
standard Rpe a.: n.rag be difflcult to obtain (see

Buylinesl Sclcer r:e -1-rray ribbon cable to ihe sensor

fl

PHOTODI ODES

Fig. 1 The enlarged detection zone

INFHA+ED

[-{

Paul Brow shoots off
about an ingenious
device to measure the
speed of air gun
pellets.

I
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Fig. 2lal The circuit diagram
of the chronoscope main board

LSD

CABRY

HO.w IT WORKS

BCD
ruI1

H31
ISOR LED5

-NC

R30
10k

C1-7 are the segmcnt drivers. 08'and Ott are dlgit (riyers
.-,-t,oreringl, ii

rre sensor board controls:lC1 inhibii..Six very high gain

operational amplifiers together i!i1h their ossociareC photoc|odes

form the detectors. lnfra-red light lrom l- ED6 causes a cunent flow

in D1'3 hotding the non-inverting inprts beiow the bias voliage set

by RVl

It light to any photodiode is interrupted mcmentarily ihe non,

invertlng lnput rises above the bias voltage, causing a high ourput

Theoutputsleedan 0R gate iCTb Anyone causes bistable lCBato

be set dri,ring lC'1 inhibit high via 015 and start ng the counter, An

identica[ anangement lC9, lC7, i07a wiii reset lCBa and stop rhe

counter lCTa 0R gate allows reset froni S\ii 5, Ci4, D10 and 0i6,
D1l monitor the bias setup, bcth l-EDs set just off, for maximum

senshivity.

C1 5 ate power supply decoup ing iir s!rUiess unwanted spikes

and noise,

The power supp y i5 6 standarr:1 bridge feciifigr capacitor

arrangefient, supplying two voltage r"dgr atOfs iC4 anC lC5 for 5V

and 12V respectively, C1'B prcvides deccupl ng for the lCs

LED2

F{
LJ
ErlF-EE
tr*

boarc Th:s rhen pJugs on to the main board with a

0 irr PCB connector (SK4)

Soiier :,irn ribbon cable to the infra-red LEDs
and agai: use PCB connectors to piug on to the
sensor boarc observing polarity The LEDs are fitted
to the spec:ali9 made brackeis (see Fig 8) using
standard LED c|ps

The marn cou nrer PCB is fairly straight forward
but note the transiormer pinout arrangement- I have
notlceci var-iarions among suppliers The DIL switch
SW1 is optional anc can be replaced with links to save
costs Secure the regulators to the heatsink with
suitable nuts and boits

The boards m ust be mounted in a case for mains
safety' and to enclose ihe photodiodes from external
Iight sources A suitable tube. 55,/a inches long was

used in the protoiype to proi€r.tt the electronics from
stray pellets and to give ther un ji .l rnore professional
f inish A piece of plastic guiter rl,c-rv,,nplpe (2 jn

diameter) is idea Thp rr.rbe" inlra rer-1 e;ritter brackets
and sensor board arr: sec,rre d to a brse plate, made
{rom plain SIiBP alunrir,urn or fibleglass

Secure the tube r:errir;:!i'v lo ihe baseplate ani
then position the sensor PCl3 an,:L LED brackeis to
mark the fixinq holes See Frg 9 icr tire case layout
Secure the sensor chassis ariil moln board to the case
with small self tappi;rg s,:rer,vs I-ig iC shcwsilre pane
drilling details The sensor hoie in ihe froni and rear
paneJs is large (1f'zin) I used a Q-Max hole punch
for this but if you don't have one. tfrerr drill small hcle:
inside a rnarked circle and file to finjsh (!,ou'll wish yorr
had bought a Q-Max punchr)
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+12V

rtr
ItrE
EflnFl

lc6I
PIN 4

6

D2

+12V

NOTE
lC69 = TL084
lC7 = 40758
lC8 = {138
O14,15,16 = 8C547
Dl-6 = TlL100
LED6,7 = TILS

R34
330k

HS
330k

D3

R32
1 80R

R36
l80R

c14
1oon

OV

Fig. 2(b) Ciicuit diagram of the sensor board

Unfortunately, the rectangular hole for the
display must be drilled out and filed laboriously, unless

9ou also have a suitable rectangular punch Paint the
rnside surface o{ the front and rear panels near the
sensor hole with matt black paint to limit stray light.

tc7,8
PIN 14

Fit a red diff user ianv piece of red transparent plastic
film) behind the fronr panel to enhance the display
digits Slide the panel rnto the case slots - you will
have to 'bow' the panel sLghtlg to clear the reset switch.

ED6
J,l

+12V

LEDT

ffiB

FiS. 3 The component overlay for the counter PCB
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t3e?a

Fig. 4 The component overlay for the sensor pCB

Fig. 5 The component overlay for the display PCB

Note that a mains onloff switch is not used The
LivelNeutral wires are soldered directly to the board
and exit via a grommet in the rear panel Cut a slot
for the grommet so that the rear panel can still be
removed easily. Finally, a mains plug fuse of 3A or
less should be fitted.

Set-up And lbsting
Caution!The PCB tracks near the toansformer are live!
Before inserting the ICs, check allthe connectors are
made and power up. Check that 5V is present across
IC1 pin 14 and IC1 pin 8. Check that 12V is present
across C15 on the sensor board. Power off and if all
is OK. insert the ICs.

Set the 4-way switch bank all off Power up and
the display should illuminate. If you have an
oscilJoscope. you could check the clock circuit There
should be a 4MHz square wave (roughly!) at IC2 pin
8 and 2MHz at lC3 pin 9

Set up the sensors in normal light conditions
(with no snong direct sunlight and shield them from
artificial lights) Adjust RV1 and RV2 so that LED8
and LED9 just go off Press RESET and the display
should now zero Intenupt the infra-red beam at D1-3
The counter should clock happily and overflow!
Interrupt the beam at D4-6 and the counter should
stop If all is well. fit the cover and prepare for the final
testing with an airgun Be careful! Air weapons are
inherently dangerous and should be used with care!
If you have a pellet trap. fine - if not, make one! A
cardboard box with an opening 4in square, with a
thick (1in to 2tnl piece of wood (or l/t steell in the end,

stuffed with old rags should be OK. Place this behind
the chronoscope pellet'exit' within a foot or so This
will catch your pellets safely and avoid shooting next
door's cat

Fabricate a mount for the rifle muzzle so that it
rests centrally and straight, at the chronoscope 'inlet'.
Zero the unit and fire a pellet through the tube, into
the trap. You should obtain a reading without
overflow.

Trouble Shooting
lf the unit does not trigger, check that stray light is not
interfering with the sensors and re-adjust RV1 and
RV2 If this fails, suspeci tbelC2,3 clock circuit

If the clock is started but will not stop, re-adjust
RV2. (Check you are shooting straight, too!) No
display at all means the 5V supply is missing or that
SWlc is on

A corrupt display shows a fault around Q1-7 or
IC1 and a missing digit signifies a fault in Q8-11 or IC1

Battery Operation
To use the chronoscope with a 12V battery for
portable, on-the-range operation, omit Q1, BR1, C7,
C8 and IC5 and link the two outer pads of IC5.
Connect the battery to the * and - pins of BR1

A 12V rechargable battery is recommended due
to the fairly high current consumption of the chrono-
scope (typically 450mA)

Results
The chronoscope display actually shows only the
number of clock cycles measured between the pellet

Type Cal. Grains
Eley Wasp 0 22 74.55
H ustler 0.22 72.4
Milbro Caledonian 0 22 13.0
RWS Superpoint 0.22 14.34
RWS Superdome 0.22 14.33
RWS Hobby 0 22 12.2
Bulldog 0.22 13.9
Barracuda 0.22 20.7

Eley Wasp O 177 7 .2
Silhouette 0 177 9.15
Milbro Caledonian 0 177 7 .85
RWS Superpoint 0.777 7.9
RWS Superdome 0.177 8.3

Table 1 The pellet weight for a selection of
types

F{
EJ
Frl
c=E
tr..
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PARTS

BESISTORS laII

fl16,26,27

R7{3
814 20,

22,25

R21,28,45

R2S,30,40,

4243,46

R31

R32,36

R33 35,

37,39

fl41,44

RV].2

CAPACITORS

C1

c2,3i0,16,

11,18',l9

c4,5,7,9,

13,14

C6
ao

cl1
c12
c15

LIST
]iW 5%unless othewise stated)

1k0

ik8

r00B

4kl

tuk

1808

180R 1U/

330k

680,q

50k horiz preset

'109 16V axial electo ytic

10n polyester

100n polyester

2200p25U rad a electroiylrc

1n0 oolyester'

47 y 16"! recta etecirol'ltrc

100y 16V rao ai eiectroll,l 6

22fu21\'l ax ai e ectrciyt c

SEMICONDUCTORS

rcl
)c2

C3

ic4

C5

ILb,Y

ici
lc8

c]-7
Q8-11,13

012,14,15J6 8C547 {8C107 or simllar)

-iD 1-4

_iD 5,8,S

_iD 6,7

li.6
311

\4]SCELTANEOUS

,-:lo
:-j

,aa
:'.'

-":'.: ?

:-

zNltl40E

74LSC4
't 

4LE1 4

78,-5

7812

T1084 0R TL0?4 quad op amp

40758

40138

BC212i-

ac184L

FND 500 Iz in 7-segment display

Red LED

TtL38 infra-red LED or similar

TlL100 or simllar

\/V005

4-way PCB conneotol

2-way PCB connecioi

10-way PCB connector

5-way connector

4-way angled PCB connector

2 way angled PCB ionnectot

10 way angted PCB coRnector

5-way PCB connectoi :

2.way PCB connector

push button SPST

0.12 0 12V 0.5A PCB mounting mains

transformer

4MHz erystal

lase. lC sockets. Display filter. 2in drain prpe, Cable, Nuts and

: :::.r-rq the front and back sensors. To calculate the
. = = : ri the pellet or tbe power of the gun. some cal-

- :::r.s must be performed.

: -,-lL:distance
time

: counter {requency x measured distance

display reading

l:a measured d jstance is 6in (1/2f11 and the clock
---,-<::, is 2MHz so:
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rd
ItrEtl
ETIm
F+

14omm- --- - -

EEND HERE 9OO
HOLES 3mm

J..
I

I

Fig. 6 The heatsink for 1C4,5

ve locity' s):2000000x12
d:spiay

POSITION FOR
REAR BRACKET

Fig. 8 The bracket to hoid
the sensor diodes in place
{front shown)

I
_t

T
=nl

I-[
10

TYPE CODE
TH IS SIDE

Fig. 7 The TlL100 photodiode

PELLET TYPE: ELEY WASP (7 2 grains)
READINGS: 1188, 1178, 1194, 1180.

tt77.
1182, 1t76, 1.209, 72A7.

1 163

AVERAGE OF ABOVE READINGS: 1185

VELOCITY : 1,000,000 : 843fr/s
1185

POWER : 843x843x7 2 : 1736
450240

Table 2 Typical results obtained by the
author
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O rvr:

--t
M3 Ioi

IR LED
BBAC K ET

PHOTO DIODES

Fig. 9 The layout of the major parts of the prototype chronoscope

DISPLAY PCB

The power output of the gun can be calculated with:

power (ftlbs) : velocity 2 x pellet weight

450240

The pellet weight is in grains (438 grains:1
ounce). If you don't know the pellet weight your local
airgun stockist should be able to help Some are given
in Table 1 Alternatively, the author can supply a list
for common peJlets (see Buylines).

Typical resuits are shown in Table 2, obtained
using a BSA Mercury S 0.177 calibre air rifle. Note that
the legal power llmit for an air pistol is 6ftlbs and for
a rifle 12ftlbs, above which vou need a firearms
Iicence

To conclude, we should stress again the care that
must be exercised when firing guns and rifles through
the chronoscope. Always use a pellet trap of some
sort.

---
VENTS ALREADY PUNCHED OUT 3a

(17:in DIA)

lo ,-r+
I-fr

10'

Fig. 1O Case cutouts for the recommended case

F-'t
EJ
Erlt-l
EE
tr

BUYLINES
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8-way Stereo Selector
D. Ian
East Molesey

his circuit provides noiseless remote selec-
tion and routing of eight audio signals,
either stereo or balanced pair monq using
simple non-locking push-switches.

The BCD counter IC2 is disabled
from counting IC1's lMHz clock rate by the wired high
on pin 1 A momentary closure of SW2, say, is suf-
ficient and the switching action is eflectively

9 --n13 - tZ B3

TECHTIPS
debounced. The code 0010 is now present on all the
ICs so that LED 2 on IC4 is now lit and inputs A2 and
82 are connected to the outputs of IC5 and IC6.

SW8 selects BCD 1000 inhibiting the 4051s and
providing an bfP facility ICs 5 and 6 may, of course!
be remote from the selection and indicating circuitry

- advantageously sited with respect to the audio
signal paths.

The power requirement is only about TzmA
above that required by the LEDs Select R3 to suit the
supply voltage assuming 25mA for the LED (so 140R
for 6V, 260R for 9V 380R for 12V 500R for 15V and
so on).

k*h6*.{'e:
+**$.=#

NOTE:
lcl = 4O11
lC2 = 4518
lC3 = t1028
1C4,5,5 = rO5l
(l1 = 8C109

;"#1 tr
gk2 -\-- I I

rN? +

c4
1oon

i*OT E:
lC1 = rLO72

Guitar Preshaper
L Harvey
Hastings

ome upmarket bass and guitar amps are
fitted with a preset tone circuit to give an
instant clean modern sound without the
tedious EQ setting. In this circuit IClb
filters high and low frequencies then re-

:::rcines ihem to produce a frequency response
.::roximately as shown This produces a clean bright
, - -:,C for either 6-string guitar or bass.
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The circuit can be built as a footpedal powered
from a PP3 (no power LED is included to extend
battery life). If fitted in your amplifier between preamp
and power amp then the buffering and level shifting
circuitry can be omitted leaving just the components
between A and B



NOTE:
lcl = 4081
tC2 3= &75
lc4 = e43
lC5 - lM1037
lC6 = LMr035
lC7 = {81
rc8 = €01
!C9 = 616
lc10 = 555

VOLUME

R INPUT

22On

22On

10n

10u

S0n

10n

L INPUT
l00u

22On

10n

47u

-t -?. I l^,,

TTTT+
TAPE IN TUNER IN

lcla -

R1
100k to" .lc1h

NOTE
lC1 = 40e38
01 = 8c237
02,4 = 8C337
O3,5 = 8c327
BZ1 = KSN 1005A
PIEZO TRANSOUCER

Touch Controlled
Pre-amp
A J Bird
Walsall

touch controlled pre-amp with touch
plate selection of inputs and volr-rme,
bass, treble and balance can be easily
constructed with the help of the
LM1037 and 1035 audio control ICs.

The touch plate sensors relg on the tied inputs
of the AND gates (lC 1, ll, 21, 31, 41) floating low
and being taken high by a touch on the plate"

IC2, 3 form a latching arrangement so that
each touch on an input selector plate will set the
relevant flip-flops and reset the others.

The four flip-flop outputs are used to switch
on a pair of inputs to IC5 through to IC6. This uses
the DC voltage from the four identical volume,
bass, treble and balance circuits to filter and
attenuate the stereo channels.

The DC control voltage is obtainecl by
weighting the 4-bit output from up/dowr-r counter
IC13 (23, 33 and 43). The counter is clocked by the
555 timer in astable mode and enableC to count up
or down by IC11 and IC12.

Cheap Touch Switch
R J Fletcher
Penzance

his circuit, originally designed as
the switch of an alarm system for a
disabled person, takes advantage of
the high input impedance of the
2N7000 'FETlington.' The high value

resistor R1 pulls the gate of Q1 to the positive rail. If
the operator's finger is placed across the sensor
contacts, the gate voltage falls close to zero. This
switches Q1 off.

Q2 acts to invert the signalfrom Ql and so the
relay is normally de-energised. R3 and R4 provide
the correct voltage at the base of Q2. C1 adds
some delay to overcome any 'contact' bounce
from the sensor,

The type of transistor used for Q2 is not
critical and nor is the supply rail voltage R1 may be
reduced to 10M to reduce sensitivity. \A/ith a value
oI 22M it was found the switch could be activated
by breathing on the sensor! For the protctype a

small piece of stripboard was used for the sensor.

Low Current Siren
G Landry
South Africa

his efficient circuit provides an
output of 10V RMS (approx 103d8 at
1m) at a current consumption of only
30mA.

Low frequency oscillator ICla
varies the frequency of audio oscillator IClb by
switching in and out C2.The rapidly varying audio
signal is gated by IClc to output amplifier stage
Q2,3 and an inverted signal is passed to Q4,5.

The piezo transducer is connected between
the stages with 20V peak-to-peak across it.

Resistors R5 and R6 serve to limit the current
and stabilise the output stages.
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Super Woofer
Philip Day,
Ponteland, Tyne and Wear.

The right channel is driven in antiphase and the
right hand speaker is reverse connected to restore the
phase.

C1 and C2 as shown give a crossover at about
800H2 - other values could be tried

The single bass speaker is bridge connected
across the antiphase outputs via inductor L1 This has

Itr
frl
Ef
rn
EJtn

n
l-{
Itrr-l
14tl

Fl
E"n

the incidental advantage of cancelling out in-phase
hum and vertical turntable rumble

Note that for a system playing records only, the
inverting IC circuit could be removed be reversing one
half of the stereo cartridge

RIGHT PHASE
Alr4PLlFlER INVERTOR

LEFT
SIGNAL

LEFT
AMLIFIER

100k

NOT E:
l'-l = 7 41
Ll = 3mH

Spectral Spectrum 128
K. D. Hedger,
Gt Yarmouth, Norfolk.

his circuit modifies the Spectrum 128 to
allow selection of any one of eight different
palettes, each with eight colours. This
makes full use of the 64 colours available
from the Spectrum 128's video chip, the

TEA2000 The palettes are selected by a simple'OUT
instruction from either BASIC or machine code

Inside the Spectrum 128, 7ou will see that the
three unused inputs of the TEA2000 (1C36) are tied
to ground with R96,R97 and R98. With these resistors
carefully removed, this circuit ORs WR, IORQ, A6,
A5 and ,A4 together to detect an 'OUT 3f instruction.
The corresponding data is latched from D5,6 and 7
onto the outputs of the enabled IC2 These outputs
iR0,G0 and B0) connectto the right hand pads of the

removed resistors and so to rhe colour inputs of IC36.
The four components fit on a small piece of

stripboard which can sjt !n the Spectrum case.

T. Allgood,
Hornchurch, Essex.

his envelope generator was designed to
boost the per{ormance of my ancient
monophonic synthesizer which came
equipped with only one. This way I can
control either the VCA or VCF with each

jenerator It's a no frills ADSR generator and it's small

=rd cheap
C1 charges at a rate set by the attack pot when

NOTE:
rcl = 4001 BE
tc2 = 4016 BE
IC4 = LF 352 OF EOUIVALENT
D1,2 = 1N4148 lC4 PIN 8 lcl 2=PlN 14

Envelope Generator

tc1.2 = PtN 7

lc4a,b PIN 4
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NOTE
lC1 = 741532
lC2 = 74L515
TR1 = BC109
P IN 7.1C1 = OV
PtN 14 tC1 = -5V
PtN 12 tC2 = OV
PrN 5 tC2 =.5V
R0=PrNls)
B0 = PIN 4 ! lC36 O\ SP:CrlU\t
cl=PtN2 )

the gate goes high ,dr in€ Srdrt of a note) At a certain
voltage (set by R\r2 rne fi:p'flop of lC1a,b resets and
C1 discharges at a rai? ser b9- the decay pot until it
reaches the voltage sei c5 rhe sustain pot When the
gate is remor.eci ,nore ct'r C 1 discharges through the
release pot

RV1 sets ihe nax:mum sustain level which
should be set ro ma:ch the ,, oltage controlled device
IC4 buffers rhe '' o.tage across C1 for the output

I used il:s c

excellent re;ui:s

m 
-ruunI o E\.' To - 1s*

a Moog Rogue with



ETIPCB
SERVICE

se the form (or a photocopy) for your order.
Please fill out all parts of the form.
Make sure you use the board reference number.

This not only identifies the board concerned but also
tells you when the project was published. The first two
numbers are the year of publication and the next two
the month. The number after the dash indicates the
particular project in that issue.

Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot
accept official orders but we can supply a pro forma
invoice if required. Such orders will not be processed
until payment is received.

Please make cheques out to ASP Ltd Payment
can also be made through Access and Visa cards by
telephone on (0442) 41221.

Send your order ta
ETI PCB Service, ASP Readers Services, 9 Hall
Road, Hemel Hempstead HPz 7BH

Miss out the mess
with ready-made
pre-drilled PCBs for
ETI projects

Name

Address

AaCEii ."i vr'sn i*;i;.,[""",-::3:.;;; l;k;; ;;io,i ;2; ii;r;
during office hours.

E8107-1 System A Disc Input board MC-MM F
E8707-2 System A pre-amplifier Main .. .. K
E8108-1 System A Power Amp .. L
E8709-2 System A PSU .. . F
E820L2 lnfant Guard . . C
E8202-5 MM Stage Disc Pre-amp (Tilsbrook) .. ...... G
E8206-5 togic Lock . F
E8208-1 Playmate Practice Amp (3bds) ,... K
E82t2-7 ELCB... ....... F
E8301-2 Analogue to digital conv ZX81lSpectrum) E
E8305-3 Dual Audio Power Supply, Linsley Hood . G
E8305-3 Balanced lnput Preamplifier .. .... F
E8307 2 Flash Tiigger-sound or FR ..... . ... F
E8308-1 Graphic Equaliser r/z Oct ... M
E8308-2 Servo Fail-safe . C
E8309-1 NICAD Charger/Regenerator . .. .. .. F
E8310-3 Typewriterlnterface -EX42. ..F
E8311-1 Mini Drum Synth . .... .. .. F
E8311-8 Moving Coil Pre-Pre-amp .. . .. F
E8312 3 Light Chaser EPROM Controlled (2 Bds) .. K
E8402-l Speech Board. . .. M
E84O2-2 Modular Pre amp Disc Input Mono ... . F
E8402-3 Modular Pre-amp Stereo Output . .. .. . F
E8402-4 Modular Pre amp Relay, PSU .... F
E8402'5 Modular Pre-amp Tone Main Mono . .. . . . . F
E8402-6 Modular Pre-amp Tone Filter, Stereo ..... F
E8402-7 Modular Pre-amp Balanced Output F
E8402-8 Modular Pre-amp Headphone A*p .. . .. F
E8404-2 Mains Remote control Receiver F
E8405-1 Auto Light Switch .. F
E8405-2 ZX81 EPROM Programmer . ... .. . N
E8405-3 Mains Remote Control Tiansmitter . ....... H
E8405-4 Centronics lnterface ., .... .. F
E8405-6 Drum Synth ,. F
E8406-1 Oric EPROM Board O
E8406 2 Spectrum Joystick E
E8406-3 Audio Design RIAA Stage . ..... G
E8406-4 AD Bdfer/Filter/Tone H
E8406-5 AD Headphone Amp . .... .... F
E8406-6 AD Preamp PSU .... ........
E8406-7 AD Power Amp ... H
E8406-8 AD Power Amp PSU ...... . . . J
E84O6-9 AD Stereo Power Meter F
E8406-10 AD lnput Clamp ,.. C
E8407-1 WarlockAlarm .,....,.......M
E8408-2 EPROM Emulator N
E8408 3 [nfra-red Alarm Transmitter ..... E
E8408-4 lnfra-red Alarm Receiver . ....... F
E8409-1 EX42 Keyboard lnterface F
E8409-2 Banshee Siren Unit .. .. F
E8410-1 Echo Unit .. . .. . F
E8470-2 Digital Cassette Deck.... .... ......... .. . N
E8410-3 Disco Party Strobe .. .. H
E8411-5 Video Vandal (3 boards) N
E84ll-6 Temperature Controller .. D
E8471-7 Mains Failure Alarm . . . D
88411-8 Knite Light . .. D
E8411-9 Stage Lighting Interface F
88411 10 Perpetual Pendulum ........ . .. E
E8412-7 Spectrum Centronics Interface . .. .. . . F
E8412-4 Active-S Protection Unit ....-..... . . ... .. . F
E8412-5 Active-S Crossover . .. ..... ... F
E8472-6 Active-S LF EQ ...... F
E8412-7 Active-S Equaliser F
E8501-3 Digital Delay (2 bds) T
E8502-1 Digital Delay Expander ... N
E8502-2 Data Logger J
88503-1 Combo Preamplifier ....... F
E8503-2 THD Meter mV & oscillator boards (2 bds) . K
E8503-3 THD Meter Mains PSU .. .. F
E8504-1 Framestore Memory M

l;.-".-",;;
-l

Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs to: (Blocx cAPIrArs PLEASE)

Total Price

LO.75

f.

V
A

I

I

price price Price Price
code (inc. code (inc'

vAT) vAT)
cf1.80Nt13.10
D L2.5O o f.15.80
E !o oE P Ll7.gO

; ;;.fi 9 r2r.8o'c ;;;; 3 ii5l,1H s5.50 i L}}.OOJ f6.62 U Lg2.2O
K L7.20 v t35.80
L f.8.80 W L37.90
M t10.6O x L4O.7O
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E8504-3 Framestore Control
E8504-4 Buzby Metrr
E8504 5 CCD Delay
E8505-5 Stereo Simularor
E8506 I Audio Mixer Main

ESs12-1 Specdrum Citnnector
E8512 2 MTE Pulse Generator
E8512 lJ Specrjrur-n
Ea60l-2 Walkmate
E8601-3 MTE Counter timer
E8602-7 Digibaro
E8603-2 Programmable logic Evaluation Board
E8603-3 Sound Sanrpler Anajogue Board
E8604-1 JLLH PA PSU
E36O4 2 Matchbox Amplifier
E8604-3 Matchbox Amp Bridging Version
;-E604 4 M1'E Analogue,/Digital probe
:8605 1 Microlight intercorrr
48605-2 Baud Rate Converter
:8605-3 Baud Rate Corrverter pSU Board
48605 4 Portable PA
rS606-1 MIDI CV Converter Board
-8606-2 MIDI,CV Converler PSU ..

lioglograph
80nr Receiver
Sound Sampler
Direction
Upgradeable Amp, MC stage (Stereo)
BBC Motor Controlicr
Digital Panel Meter'
Upgradeable Amp, MM stage (mono)
Mains Conditioner
Experimental pre dmp
Upgradeable amp, Tone board (mono)
UpgradeabJe arnp, Output board (mono)

:Sc10-1 Audto Analyser Filter Board
:ia10 2 Audio Ana)yser Display Driver
::410-3 Audio Analyser Display
:aa1C 4 Audio Analyser Power Supply
:aa1i-1 Audio Srvitcher (2 bds)
::al1-2 P[-L Frequency meter (4 bds)
::r11-3 Upgradeable Amp PSU
::-:11 4 Call meter. main board
::: i1 5 Call meter. interface board
:::12 1 Borrgo Box
'-::-r2-2 Biofeedback monitor (Free PCB)
::-:1 1 RGB Converter
:-li 2 Mains Controller
: - i-3 Flanger
:- i-4 Audio Selector main board' .

Audio Selector PSU
T"cho Dwcli
Rofemeler main board---- 2-Z Ratemerer ranging board

I 3 Photo Process Controller (3 bds)- I 4 LEDiine dispJay board (2 off)
- )1 I ET\rr---i)Crr-.-i:- 2 5 LEDlinc PSU and controller (2 bds)

:- 31 Capaci'rometer
:--3 2 Geiger Counter- -l-3 Credit Card Casino- = 1 BBC micro MID[ interface- --2 ETIFaker patch box- -'- 24Hr Sundial- r'i lvllDl Keybcard keyswitch Uoaras (g Uasi

: I Bailite

E8705-5 Budget Power Meter E
E8706,1 Hi-fi Power Meter N
E8706-2 MIDI Keyboard CpU U
E8706-3 MIDI Keyboard Front panel O
E8706-4 Flame Simulator G
E8707-1 MIDI Keyboard pSU H
E87O7-2 Telephone Alarm J
E8707-3 Nuclear Strategy Simulator J
E8708-1 Remindaljte . F
E87O8-2 Rear Wiper AJarm G
E8708-3 Rev Counter . F
E8708-4 Car Alarm
88708-5 Knight Raider 5
E8709-1 Boiler Controller G
E8709-2 Amstrad Sampler (2 bds) .. p
E8709-3 Portable PA G
E8709-4 EEG Monitor (2 bds) . . L
E8710-1 Concept CPU board N
E871O-2 Concept Power board K
E8710-3 Concept display board G
E87lO-4 Hyper-Fuzz F
E8710-5 Big Digits digit board N
E8770-6 Big Digits minute board .. F
E8770-7 Big Digjts batter.v board G
E8711-1 Quiz Controller .. E
E8777-2 256K Printer Buffer N
E871,2 1 Heating Management System ................ O
E8712-2 SWR Meter ..................... H
E8772-3 Dream Machine (free pCB) .. . D
E8801 2 Passive lR Alarm , H
E8801-3 Deluxe Mains Conditioner G
E8801-4 RGB Djssolve L
E8802,1 Ejecric Fencer E
E8802-2 Telephone lnrercom L
EEE02 3 Transistor Tester (2 bds) L
E8802-4 Spectrum Co-processor CpU N
E8803 1 Co-processor RAM board N
E8803-2 Beeb-Scope (3 bds) O
E8803-3 Jumping Jack Flash E
E8804-1 Spectrum Co-processor lnterface Board N
E8804-2 Combo-lock . E
E8804-3 Kitchen Timer E
EE805-1 Virtuoso 2U PSU M
E8805-2 Virtuoso 3U PSU N
E8805 3 Bicycle Speedometer F
E8805-4 Dynamic Noise Reduction E
88806 1 Universal digital panel meter L
E8806-2 Universal bar graph panel meter K
E8806-3 Virtuoso power amp board N
E8806 4 Virtuoso AOT board G
E8806-5 Metai detector E
E8806 6 Bicycle dynamo backup D
E8807-1 Bar Code Lock (2 bds) N
E88O7-2 Analogue Computer Power Board L
E8807-3 Bell Boy F
E8807-4 Logic Probe C
E8807-5 Updated FM stereo decoder . J
E8807-6 Breath Rate display board F
E8808-1 Breath rate main boarci H
E8808 2 Breath rate switch board C
E8808-3 Telephone recorder D
E8808 4 Analogue computer main board (2 bds) .... M
E8808-5 Random number displa;,- ....... .....,... .... O
E8809-1 Spectrum EPROM Emulator . .. . M
E8809-2 Frequency meter (2 bds) p
E8809-3 Tiavellers' Aerial Amp E
88810-1 Gerrada Manueh Bikebell . E
E8810-2 Peak Programme Meter (2bds) N
E8810-3 Variat-lon ioniser K
EBB10-4 TV-to-RGB converter .. . . E
E8810-5 Electron RGB buffer C
E8811-1 NiCd Charger ................. E
88811-2 Chronoscope (3 bds) ............................ p
E8811-3 Digital Transistor Tester G

N
E

F
F

,l
E8546-2 Audio Mixer PSU F
E8506 3 Audio Mixer RIAA D
E8506-4 Audio Mixer Tone Control D
E8506 5 EPROM PLog MKll O
88507-1 Noise Gate H

E8508 2 EX42 BBC Interfate .. E
E8508-3 EPROM Emulator L
E8509 1 Spectrum EPROM card F
E85O9-2 Direct Injection Box E
E8510 9 Sunrise Light Brightener K
E8511-1 MTE Wave{orm Generator H
E8517-2 Millifaradometet H
E8511 3 Cymbal Synth .. . J
E8511-5 Chorus Effect . H
E8511 7 Enlarger Exposure Meter F
E851i 8 Switching Regulator E
EE511 9 Second I-ine o{ f)efence M

:8606-3
:8606-4
:8606-5
:)ou/ I
--860 

t- -2
:E607-3
:3508-1
:3508 2
:J509-1
rS609-2
:4609 3
::409-4

.F
H
L
L
M
o
H
R
H
C
C
M
E

M
C
H
H
D
F

H
R
E

G

F
G
H
E

F
H
F
L
K
H
F
H
O
J

o
N
J
E

F
D
H
M
H
F
K
F
o
K
G
F
L
E

L
H
E

W
C
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The 1st Class NiCd ch;rr_q;er PCii

The Chronoscope counter PCS
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The Chrorrrrsc<:pe sensor F$B

Ti-,* [i;-;igtai Buster PCB -
{rL,tri}ebie frEe wi!h ETI nert month
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Dreanr Marhioe (December 19g7)
The transistors used in this project are STl702
BC108s can be substituted

FleatinE Ma-nagem*nt $qulero
(December 1987)
A 4116 is not a suitable alternative to the 6116
specified A 4016 RAM chip will suffice. In Fig 1
the junction of R1lD5 should connect to Dl 4/C1
and not cross The zener diodes above the
temperature sensor ICs (1C16-19) should be
deleted C4 shouldbe 220n and not 22Oy C7 -lO
should be 70y Q2-7 should be 2N3904 and not
BC3904

R.GB &nto.Dissolvr (January 1988)
In Fig. 5 there are marked two D6's The right hand
one should be D5 (they are both 1N148's anyway)
ln the text the relerence to zener diode D5 should
read ZD7.

Pcu,er {loniiitromer (January 1988)
There is confusion between the values of R7 and
R8 in the Parts List and Fig 1. These should be:
R7 -27k, R8-10k and not as given in the Parts List.
In addition, ZD1 is incorrectly orientated in Fig 3
The positive terminal should be at the southern
end

tlassit- e Ilfia'!],:i:i .Siarrrr
(January 1988)
Fig 2(a) shows the base of Q1 connected to ground
and to R14 It should be connected onlv to R14

lransist*r Toster (February 19gg)
The foil pattern for the main board was printed
reversed leftrlght on the foil pages

$pectrunr Ci+-processor: (March 19gg)
Mogul Electronics, given in the Buylines as
suppliers oI the RAM chips, have moved to: Unit
11, Vestry Estate, Sevenoaks TN14 SEU Tel:
(07321741,847

Dynaneic Ncrisc I{eqlucticri (May 19gg)
The LM1894 is no longer avaiiable from the sources
listed but it can be obtained from the author Please
address orders to Manu Mehra, 88 Gleneagle
Road, Streatham, L-ondon SW16 6AF.

QL Output Florr (Tech Tips May 19gg)
Several problems with the diagram Ior this one A5
should read AS - that is, address strobe Pins 22
and 24 should be connected to +5V and the
.)unction of the (only) resistor and diode connected
to VPA on the QL

QWT. [oudspr:;:rk,?rs ({ugust 19gg)
SomedimensionsweremissingfromFig 7 Thebass
driver port centre should be 33/ain above the base oi
the baffle panel The notches in the side ofthe tweeter
cut-out are Vzin wide. The top plate is missing from
the cutout diagram (Fig. 6) . This is 7 x 4slain.
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Heather Wust
01-437 0699 Ext 292
S ments to:H Classified Department, ASp Ltd.,1 London Wl.
Linease: lffi,ffiirr. 1s words)

Rins ror, :?Seffi + vAr

All advert sements in this section
Adve.trseme''tts a.e accepted sub and
cond tions printed on the advertis (available on request)

PBOMs-EPROMS-PALS
ANY PROGRAMMABLE IC SUPPLIED

OF BLOWN
Typical prices (excludrng VAT)

(Data Entry P&P extra)
2716 L4.20 .. .. 2732 L3 85
2764 t285 27128 L4 40

BIPOLAR PROMS ,rom 91.35
e g 825123, 183030 745288
PALS. PLDS etc. rrom €3.26
e g 825153, 1618, EP310

_FUli deSign and proloryor.g Se.v,oe
Any quanttty proqramred _ sAE or

phone ior detaits
P.L.S., 16 Central Road.

Worcester Park, Surrey, KT4 gHZ.
Phone: 01-330 6540

. Senes X M xer Kils

. !p lo I 000 npuh

a versrons for record ng
PA radio d sco

. Fmm tg 92

Send 19p lot catalogue to:

K. Tek, P.O. Box 172A, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 6HN Tel:01-399 3990

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

l!'
=a

:::: cayabte to ARGUS SPECIALTST: -:- CATIONS LTD and senttogetherwith the
::.:: sements to

The Classilied DeDi._
No. t colden Squ;re;

London W'lR 3AB.

Components
are the
biggest

selling item
in ETI so

why not
advertise

yours here?

- _+-= :'. fo re Tbursemenls fOrCancellalrOnS
l_.e- iemerls an'v,ng too latelor a paniculal
*_= a', Je rrsened in the lollowrnq rssue

s ate
tegat
ption
ness

::. i- !9-ea's (d sclosu.e, order 1gz: - -.'-s 3 Condl@.s ol Advedtsng

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and
servrce centre Ceoar E ectronrcs.
Unit i2, Statior: Drive. Bredor
Tewkesbury, Glos. Te. 0684
73127

Turn your surplus
transistors, IC's etc , into

cash lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance
Contact:

COLES HARDING & CO.
103 South Brink

Wishech, Cambs.
ESTABLISHED OVER 1O YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

FULL WORKSHOP
SERVICE MANUALS

AnyVideo Recorder- E1O0O - LSAS
Any Colour/l\y'ono TV Anv A-d,0. V:s:
System - C5.00 + LSAE Amareur Fac c

Test, Vintage, Military erc
State i,4akeli/odelflype wrth order

FFIEE Catalogue U n gJe Beparr aro Da:a
Guides with all orders

MAURITBON TECHNICAL SERVICES
(ETl).8 Cherry Tree Road. Chinnor.

Oxfordshire. OXg 4OY

VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT.
Tuneable 88115 MHz, 500 metre
range. sensitive electret micro-
phone, srze 25mm x 20mm
Special offer: complete kit only
t3.95 post free. Access orders tele-
phone 021-411 1821 (24 hours).
Cheques/POs to Quantek Etei-
tronics Ltd (Dept ETI), 45a Station
Road, Northlield, Birmingham
831 3TE.

FREE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

From Tweeters to Woofers
from Banana Plugs to W Aerials

Microphones to Multimeters
Fasl By-Retun Service Visa Cad accepled

STRACHAN ELECTRoNTCS (ETF)

9 Crcall Place, Edinbugh EHi ILT

r-?ROrf ,s
I

TOP SELLING
KITS

BUG-87 Matchbox sized surveilLance transmitter -
can be received by any EM/VHS radio . . . . . . t4. 95
R0B0-V0X Instantly transforms your voice into
Dalek/RoboE type - also amazing sound effectspossible ...011.95
R0B0l CIRCULAR Unique radio controlled robot - can
also be converted to control via computer.E1g.95
EDU-SCOPE Build your own oscilliscope wj.th solidstatedisplay.... ......e39.99
EDU-SCoPE CASE XIr ....t11.99
IHER${IN MUSIC GENERATOR An electronic device
based on an legendary mystical instrument .LL2.7S
RAD-X CONIROL A compl,e[e ready built 2 ouEpuL
MDIO CONTROL SYSTEM . . f,19. ?5
SUPER SOUND-FX MICROCOMPUTER An easy to use and
program single chip sound effects Micr-o completelyself contained - IncredibLe sound r-outinei
possj.ble with this uniE.'&*STAR VAIUET* ..09.95
souND-Fx pRo coNsoLE cAsE Krt ......s3.99

Pl,ease add l0. 95
Datapack on all

per order for Ptp. Eor FREE
our Products/xits send SAx.

Cheques/po' s payable to: -
IMAGINA-TRONICS

Aberdeen House, The S-tr^eet, Charlwood, Surrey
RH5 ODS.

ACCESS
E

and
VISA

rEl

Telephone Bookings
01-437 0699
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COMPUTER/ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

MICRO SYSTEM MAINTENANCE RD
MSM is a national independent third party maintenance company
specialising in maintenance of microcomputers and associated
peripherals.

Due to expansion we have vacancies for electronic or trainee
system service engineers and bench technicians in most areas. We
have our own training school to be able to start you in a very
interesting career in computer servicing.

Formal qualifications are welcome but not essential. If you feel
you have the experience as an amateur in electronics or computing,
you could start a rewarding career with MSM.

You will need a good basic knowledge ofelectronics, a very keen
interest in computers and a driving licence.

MSM will provide a company car, tools and an attractive employee
package, with any benefrts for secure employment.

Please write giving brief details of your qualifications and

experience to:

Alan Welbelove (National Service Manager)
Micro System Maintenance Ltd
Unit 15

Westmead Industrial Estate
Westlea
Swindon
Wiltshire
SN5 7YS

Tel: (0793) 616888 or (01) 391 2994

27512 EPROMS E7 each. Toshiba
T MM 27 512 D-20. Fu ll spec devices,
end of production run. Quantity
discounts available. Please add f1
p and p. Tel O21-Sn 6637,243
Marsh Hill, Erdington, Birmingham.

Eproms ex equip all blank and tested:
2764, t1 each, E9 for 10; 2756, E2 each, E18

for 10; 200 stepper motors, 24112 volts, i3
each Add 11 p&p

EXTECH, THE COMPUTER CENTRE,
53 Oueens Street, Morley LS27 8DB

Tel: (0532) 537219

S.H. COMPONENTS presents
18 pages of very competitive-
ly priced semi-conductors,
switches, optoelectronics, etc.
plus sample, send 85p to: 17
Beeley Road, Grimsby, S.
Humberside.

CALMA DIGITIZER, 6' x4' screen,
approx Syrs old. Any offer con-
sidered 0432274251.

AMMING GIVEAWAY . , . 40 PCE
ASSORTMENTI! + Datapack, 12
full-spec transistors, ZTXSOOI

8/9 (NPN) etc,
resistor pack.
+ 50p coin

liffe Rd, ilktey

THE SCIETTTIFIC WEE CO]TIPAilY
811 Forolt Road, London E17.

Telephono0l-531 1568
ENAMELI.ED COPPER WIRE

SWG llb I oz 4 oz 2oz8t034 363 209 I 10 088
351039 382 231 121 093
401043 600 320 225 t 61Mto47 8 67 5 80 3 49 275
48 1596 958 638 369

SITVEF PLATEO COPPER WRE
l4to30 1010 520 293 197

TINNEO COPPER WIEE
141030 397 241 139 094

Post Free Please add V AT at 15%
Orders under13.00 add 50p.

SAEior I s of copper af,d resstance wrc
Dealer enquifles welcome

3 HAHT CASSETTE Recorder Kits,
fully assembled and working, plus
4 sole solenoid operated cassette
front loading decks with stereo
heads, never been used. Worth
8275, sell for f125 ono. - Tel: 0934
513438.

FREE MEMBERSHIP
TO THE

NATIONAL COMPONENT CU,lB

For details and a free gift of
components worth over 810

send only C1 p&p to:
Higher Ansford, Castle Cary,

Somerset BA7 7JG

CASSETTE MOTORS large and
small 2 for !'1 .00. Mono and
stereo cassette tape heads. 2 for
f.1 00 Microphone small for
cass. tel. etc. 2 for f1.00 Tele-
phone buzzers at C2 50 each.
Please add 75p p&p no VAT.
Access card accepted. Golden
Orange Supplies, Brockhol-
lands Road, Woodside, Bream,
Lydney, Glos Tel:0594 563009.

. Kits
o Courses
o Surveillance
o switches
o Plans
o Designs
Market your
Expertise in
ETI by calling
()1-437 ()699

J.P.G. ETECTRONICS
Ressiors %w 5% carbon El2 lP l% meral{m E243P
Resrstor Pack 85 different El2 va ves p us ohm ink, tolal
conrent of resistor 1.000 t8 95
LED'S Red/Green 3/5mm 6p eachi Yelow llp each
Cable Tres 75mm lp ea ES 95/1,000i e49 50f0 000
Power nansstors T/T 35C, T|P36C, 100V 25A T0P3,
Plastc case tl 56 each
lmdb Plezo Buzzer 11 50i Standa.d Suzzer 80p
So ar Cells 045v 100mA t] 48j 700mA t3 50
Stepping motor 4 phase 12v 7 5 step soohms t8 95
SAA 1027 Stepping motor drive chip 13 95
Mrnrature FM Tansrstor kits l00l08MHz h gh qual ty
s@ndrdeallDrcordlessmrcrophonesorgutarsetc 17 48
Metal Latchrng XLF ine plug l1 35
Lrne So€ket t1 48
Fe..icCh oridepackformix ng wilh /. itrewater tl 40
F !x cord so der 5009 reel t4 35
Lromatic Squeeze aciion w re st pper [3 45
ffiCIAT OFFERS
Cmpute, grade capactors with screw termrnaLs 58,000
uf ffi f4j 4,700 uf 63v t] 50j 38 000 u{ 20v el 95:
37 m uf 10v ti 50
Srseo LW MWFM tuner, pre amp complete wrh
\.umelone contol and tunrng scale Brand new rn

-3ie.s hr t5 95j Fau ty [] g5
C.tutrd,4ram, description and settng up procedurelor
ilne. dsemb e descrlbed above 50p
LCDdi$lay16drgtrTx5dotsmatx t250
0'w kahd 58 key uncased good qua ty switches es
CMOS n 74 HC 74F linear ransistor kits, capacilors,
res,sirc imls etc, always n stock

gease add 75p +p pe. order VAT nc
J,PG EIECTROilICS, 276 Chatswodh Road,

Ck#ld S40 zBH Callerc welcone
Access orders (02461 211202

INVENTOR
with bnlliaii rdga in grilth market enterlainment
lield Needs 10 meet up with

ELESTRONICS BOFFIN
lor further FESEARCH ild DEVELoPIVIENT.
PAFTNERSHIP e persn with
relative experie N East area.

Write giving briel cv to
Box ETI 1

1 Golden Square,
London W'lR 3AB

AMAZING PROJECTOR turns any
size television into a 7ft TV screen!
Easy to assemble! t'|5 - quantity
rates available! Box 2296 ONO.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind
generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices,
pyro
grap
For
Plan
ord
Dymock Boad, Ledbury,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

XEIGHBOUNHOOD IIIICH
BURG1AR AIINT D.I.Y. KT

will offer a professional
system at a DIY price

Ham mini beam 10, 15, 20
metres. Parts integrated
circuits, transistors, diodes,

valves, resistors, etc.
Service Manual and parts for

Spectrum and Amstrad
Send a 8" x 5" SAE for list.

M.J. SEAWARD
(Mail Order)

Dept. (ET), St. Olafs Road,
Stratton, Nr. Bude, Cornwail.

Telephone: O2AA 4Ag2

SALE OF SURPLUS COMPONENTS
Top grade Electrolytic Capacitors 22,000 mFd 80 V 22 A ripple with
mounting clip C9.95 ea
Bridge Rectiliers
'l0A 400V ...... .. C1.50 ea
25A2OOV .. . . 82.50 ea
Plastic Mos-FET Power Transistors
Hitachi 160V 7A 100W with full data
P-Channel 2SJ 83 .. .. . e5.00 ea
N-Channel 25K227 ... ... . e5.00 ea

or e9.50 a pair
DIL PCB relays 4K ohm coil 48V
2 C/O contacts rated 2A ..99p. ea

THIS MONTH NEVER TO BE MISSED BABGAIN
Heat Sink mounting bar with 625K227 and 6 2SJ 83 Power Mos-FETs,
incorporating 4 PCBS with a wealth of assorted components

!39.95 ea 2 for C69.95
Heat Sink to fit above assembly, suitable lor fan cooling ..... 85.95 ea

Ask for list of Power Transistors - S.A.E. with all enquiries please
Please allow f2.00 towards carriage on any quantity of capacitors and
this month's bargain assembly. Other items allow Q1.00 if goods purchased

over Q500. Otherwise Post Free

OMICRON (8. J. McNauqhton)
33 Acfold Rdad, Handsworth Wood '

Birmingham 820 1ED
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Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

REF: Err.z6,z88 06267 79398 E

NAME

u

tr Telecomms
TechC&G271

RadioAmateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processorI !ntroductionto
Television

Radio & Telecommunications @
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon. TO14 gUN.

OUALITY PRINTED CIRCUITS

* Established 15 years *
* Single or double sided boards *
r Plated through hole boards *

* Personal service *
PAYNE ELECTROPRINT LTD

Marcus Road, Dunkeswell
Nr Honiton, Devon EX14 ORA
Tel: Sales 040 rt89 646/664

HAVE rcu. ebct:onic ideas b€come a reality.
Ler Highla.d lttr dgvelop and manulacture
your lw @st d
smaj rure wit e
dmu hrch incl n
lalouts. pl@anwls padmste6, solder-
masts Drtl of pads Manufacture includes:
Siz6 ip :o 3OO x 20Omm stngle ordouble-
srded F n sn Foite.-irnnqC and drilled. For
re eta ts Te: roa63l 26505 or Fa (0463)
226505

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS At
verycompetitive rates:4 pence per
square c€ntrmetre (less fororders of
10 plust 1 oifs: 100 offs Enquiries:
Watling Wires. 52 Watling Street,
Nuneaton Warwickshire. CV11 6JL
Telephone (0203) 382296.

PCB
Manufacturers

Which to
Choose

See Page 15

t., I

tt
" .-\

E
Sinpl) clipOnicmtr2 b bmrymd hi&-nordjdmmrt
m fiddliry mftsi Htrftry snrd perftrdj m il ordiMa
fM ndio up b L. mih aq. Tht mM hr tht drn h N.
b61 Elm smilbncs dsim ,mihH€.

^lo 

qdhtu 14 dtf W back CMNte
rrear MILLEAELECIR0NICS ret:

EilOUIRIfi 4M-472LEYI'OORFOAO, @81
WILCOYF HUOOEBSFIELD Hd/'OE 4frN]

REFRIGERATION
Fridges, Fridge-freezers
and Washing Machines
Stocks available, manufacturer
guarantees returns (well-known

manufacturers).
Please contact Steve on

Rhyl (0745) 3 43277 I 3 43816
Fax: 0745 343038 or write to

c.E.s.
14 Edwad HenryStrcet

, Clywdd, N. Wales

CALIBRATION
a fortune, For a free quote
, oscilloscope or kequerEy
type ol instrument. maje

and model detalls to:

372 DIGIT Calibntion Seruice.
D.M.M. ElueharrowLimited.

FROM E5
(calibrator
to BSs750)

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to foilow dia-
grams and uses only f 1 00.
ponents and P.C.B s ava
Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NI_.

TO ADVEHTISE IN ETI MAGAZINE
TELPHONE HEATHER WUST ON 01.437 0626

I

cDcenue.
electronicE

PC.B T8O
See review in Elektar magazine
At last, an affordable pCB de-
sign tool for your Amstrad pC

Plotting service available
Send SAE for further details,

or f2 lor demo disk.
Labcenter Electronics

14 Marriner's Drive,
Bradford, BD9 4JT.
Tel: O274 542868

. MAKE YOUR TNTERE'TS PAY!_
ir wofth.heir while! An ICS

ney and have more fun out of
is the largest correspondence
you wanr under the guidance
r phone today for yorir FRE E

,-J

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV Seruicing tr

Basic Electronic
Engineering (Ciry & Guilds) tr

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineering tr Car Mechanics tr
Electrical Contmcring/
lnscallation tr

Computer
Programminf tr

GCE or". +O'O'"nd 'A' tevet sublects L-l

ESt(At
EECTROilCS

LEADING MANUFACTURERS
AND SUPPLIERS OF
SURVEILI-ANCE AND

SECURITY EOUIPMENT.

M I NIATURE TRANS MITTERS,
TELEPHONE MONITORING
EOUIPMENT, AND MANY

OTHERS.

Send stamped addressed
envelope {or your free

catalogue to:
172 Caledonian Road,

London N1 OSG.

Er,'B,8li[r@
Trad e E n q u i r i e s We I c o m e
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Telephone
Heather Wust

on 01-437 0626
or write to

her at
1 GOLDEN
SQUARE,

LONDON WlR 3AB

I r ron snle tr COMPONENTS tr KITS tr PCB'S

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TEBMS &CONDITIONS

Our
and
until
(exc
Che
made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST
PUBLICATIONS LTDand senl togetherwith the
advertisemenls lo:

T Dept.,
N quire.

3AB.
There are no reimbursementsfor€ncellahons
Ad s arivrng too late lor a parltcular
iss nseded in the tollowrng tssue
un panied by instructions to the
contrary. ltis theresponsib
lo ensurethatthe first inse
is publrshed correctly, and
notified in time for the second insertion,
oth

Ail
Re
resp legal
requ flionAct, ness

advertisements (disclosure) order 1977.
Ful I Terms & Conditions ol Mve dising

availableon rcquest
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tr WANTED tr OTHERWISE STATE

FOF COMPONENTS
LOTS OF NEW DEVISES

LOTS OF LOWEB PRICES
Phone for our qalalogue:

01 452 0161/450 0995 Telex:914 977
40 Cricklewood Broadway,

London NW2 3ET.

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of elecironic components al

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 sDX

Tel:031 667 2611
Open: Mon'Fri 9am-6pm, Sal 9am-5pm
Send 2xlgp stamps for lalest catalogue

Classified advertising
could work for you.
Ring Heather Wust
Today to discuss

your plans.

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0154

47 Whilechapel. Tel:051 236 5489

Llverpool 2

' TH E ELEC TRO N ICS SPECiALlSTS'

Open: Tues-Sat I 30-5 30
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HffiWffi@HW@
I I fho plaved at Wembley this
W y"ur) Ap* irom rhe mega-gigs
that have been so prominent in the
news over the summer, some 120
exhibitors were also at the Wembley
Conference Centre to show off their
latest wares in this year's British Music
Fair All the big names in musical
instruments were there as well as most
of the lesser known companies.
although it was not always easy to find
who you were looking {or, big or
small, as the conference cenhe has a
rather confusing layout.

What this venue does have is
around 6,700 square feet of air-
conditioned exhibition space which
allowed a less cluttered Jayout thus
avoiding some of the claustrophobic
scenes from last year at Olympia.

Whos Goi What?
Leti start with the big boys shall we?
Yamaha had a wealth of new products
to show from allthe divisions At the
pro end of the market we have two
new synths designed to make FM
synthesis easy for all - the YS200
and the cut-down 8-track sequencer-
less YS100. Both are multi-timbral
and feature S-octave touch sensitive
keyboard, pitch and modulation
wheels and a control panel that looks
like a Crazy GolI course. f 790 for the
200. f70O for the 100

From the portable keyboard wing
comes the PSS-680 (below) - a
S-octave mini keyboard complete with
pitch bend wheel, eight drum pads
and MIDI capabilities all for just f 250.
Also into this category comes five
expander boxes to enhance the sound
of porta-keyboards that have come in
for some stick in the past The EMQ-1
Sequencer (L299), the EMT-I and
EMT-10 voice expanders ll22O and
f300 respectively), the EMR-1
Drumbox (1220) and the EME-1
Reverb unit (€220).

Obviously Yamaha see the portable
market as one to get serious about.

I'll Be Blowed!
By conhast, Casio seem to be taking
*re pro market by storm with products
fie the DH-100 Digital Horn (see
photo) which allows wind instru-

mentalists access to all the electronic
sound he wants Ior just f99.

Following on from the success of
their DG-20 MfD[ Guitar Casio have
now launched the PG-380 which. if
the demos on the stand were anl,thing
to go by, gives the most demanding
ofguitarists an armada ofsounds (up
to 192) tracked perfectly

Whati nice is that ihe sounds and
ROM cards are compatible with
another new product from Casio, this
time the keyboardist (just in case you
were all feeling left out) The VZ-1 flag-
ship synth certainJy leaves a keyboard
player with no complaints as far as
performance controls and options go
The sounds aren'tbad either. Further-
more, for the master keyboard
devotee, you can buy the VZ-l in rack
mounted format as the VZ10-M.

Eack [n LA
Roland's main push on theirstand was
behind the E-20 and the E-10 key-
boards which seem to be straddling
two markets. This idea seems to be
that these two keyboards willgive pro
muslcians the benefit of all the little
tricks that portable keyboard owners
have enjoyed all these years. So now
you can have the combination of the
sounds oI a D-20 synth without the
programability but with some rather
clever auto accompaniment routines
which can be stored in the on-board
sequencer and dumped onto RAM
card for long-term storage.

I can see what they're gettjng at
because a lot of musicians would like
to work out songs and arrangements
at home but dont want the hassle of
turning a room into a small studio

Also of interest was the.T110
sampled sound module which won't
record sound samples but plays ROM
cards of ready-made samples which
are available thanks to the S-10 series
As the majority of sampler users just
play with presets anyway this would
sound like a good investment to a
musician at around f600

What A Cnmbination
This is the first year the UK has seen
any evidence of the Yamaha aquisi-
tion of Korg The new catalogue

proves interesting reading with the
launch of Korg's Professional Perfor
mance series spearheaded by the M1
MIDI Workstation - a full spec master
keyboard multi-iimbral sampler,
digitaJ effeas processor and eight track
sequencer for around f2000 To add
to your sound library, Korg also has
two sound modules with specific
tasks The P3 is a sampled piano
module wirh two tlrpes of piano
onboard (titled Piano 1 and 2!)
however it will accept ROM cards as
well. Symphony is the other expander
from Korg and it has several internal
orchestral type sounds and, once
again access to that Korg ROM
Library

Street Cred Kar*'ai
It's only in the last two years that Kawai
have gained the credibtlity it needed
in the pro market This year it has
done it once again with the K1 synth
and the keyboardless K1m expander.
Atthough without the sequencing frills
of its rivals it is certainly the most easily
programmed and usable as an ex-
pander for someone who wants per-
formance control and a bit rnore than
presets

Akai - Hard To Beat?
Not a whole heap new at the Akai
stable Theres the 51000 top of the
range sampler which features 16-bit
slereo sampling and a 2Mb memory
lor f2899 For rhythmists the ME35T
Drum Pad ro Ir{lDI interface was being
thrashed bg' some prospective custo-
mers - price near)y 1260 To compli-
ment this the XE8 drum expander for
f500. gives ang' MIDI instrument a
further eight 16-bit sampled drum
voices which can be changed via cart-
ridges (wotl No ROM card?).

Akai launched one of the first
master keyboards - the MX 73 which
is stilJ popular today However, they
haue wisell' decided not to sit on their
laurels and have come up with the
MX76 rvhich has an extra three keys
on the key'board, is weighted and has
both velocitg sensitivity and after-
touch along with four programmable
sliders which could, for example, be
used to control tempo, portmento
rate. uolume and so on all vla MIDI

Akai also had a rather unusual use
for low cost sampling technology.
Instead of shoving it into a mini key-
iroard and putting kids off sampling for
life. they have put it into the U4 phase
trainer This is a sort of sampler cum
pitch shifter which allows you to
sample a riff and slow it down without
ahering the pitch It could be usefulfor
a musician who needs to practice a riff
as he can slow it down to learning
speed and keep repeating it, speeding
up as he gets better. The audio
bandwidth is none too hot, so serious

musical applications are out DJs,
Rappers and Housemasters may find
them useful for effects

tropical stand at the show with the
sounds of the jungle sound effect
record, the astro turf presumably
nicked from the local greengrocer and
of course the in{latable gorilla. Not a
lot new, though - just what! been
advertised for the last five months.

Strund Effecfs
Sound Technology, the UK distributor
for Alesis effects and analogue synth
masters Oberheim had new things for
both at the show

Alesis had two new additlons to its
Micro effect series which are the Micro
EQ and the Micro Cue Amp, both
f 125 Planned for the Autumn is the
sequel to the excellent Midiverb and
the Midiverb 2, the Quadraverb with
100 programmable effects which can
be chained together in Iours which will
get over the problem that most multi-
effect units have.

From Oberheim comes the Matrix
1000, a sound expander wjth 1000
presets on it The unit is six voice but
no mention is given to it being multi-
timbral Nevertheless f450 is stillgood
value for that many options

you may well be forgiven Ior thinking
that that's all that there was of interest
Nothing could be further from the
truth.

The Farfisa stand was showing the
Midimic an audio-to-MlDl con-
verter which not only receives a mono
sound source from the in built micro-
phone but also has a line level input
for non-MIDI instruments such as
guitars, saxophones or even old key-
boards From the demo I received the
tracking is excellent and at f200
means anyone who can even whistle
a decent tune can now get into pro-
fessional music

D*rrin Williarnson
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WHffiM ruWH@
'Fhe notential UK videotex markel
I i. hrrg". There are. after all, well

over 50 million of us living on these
fair isles and if even only a tenth of this
potential !s tapped, there's many a

fortune to be made.
Yet the present state of-the-art here

in Britain js ridiculously small Only a
few hundred thousand terminals are

in use and the aim of the services
appears to be primarily towards the
business sector I would strongly
suggest this is a short-sighted attltude
and one which must change

The Prestel service is hardly a
service at all At the risk of being
contradicted (l would dearly love to
be, if anyone can tell me otherwise)
cost is basically prohibitive to all bur the
keenest of private users and uses of
the service are limited such that it is

hardly worth the bother, anyway
This is a preposterous situation We

have, potentially, an extremely good
system - on its initiation back in 1979
(yes, nearly ten years ago) it was the
best of its kind and should have been
constantly developed to remain so
through the years British Telecom
back in the days of the Post Office.
thought it would increase telephone
revenue and were at that stage
reasonably happy to put funds into it

However, once developed. Prestel
was (and still is) allowed to rot and so
now falls at about the bottom ol the
pile compared with other systems
Where Prestel's task was to increase
the public's use of the telephone
system (it didnt, and still doesnt) other
later systems such as France's Minitel
have taken videotex to new heights
with every year of their use.

The British problem is one of sheer
mis-management and poor market-
ing Where UK users have to fork out
our hard-earned pennies (well,
hundreds oI pounds, actually) to buy
a terminal or buy software to convert
a computer into a terminal, the French
equivalent of BT (France Telecom)
gives the damned terminals away to
interested users at the rate of one
million terminals a yearl France
Telecom expects to give everyone a
terminal by the end of the century

Further, whereas we have Prestel
and its limited existing uses, France's
Minitel is based around an electronic
adaptation of the telephone directory

62

Instead of looking in a paper directory
or phoning Directory Enquiries (that
is if you can actually reach Directory
Enquiries) French users mereiy use
their free terminals This electronic
directory automatically ensures the
terminals will be adequately used and
will even pay for themselves given
time

Apart from a few technical details
(Minitelis a much easier to-use system
than Prestel it's menu-based rather
than the difficult page-based Prestel)
other services remain similar -electronic shopping. travel agencies
and so on, although a number of new
services have arisen due to Minitel's
wider acceptance by the public

Incidentally, just in case you're a bit
suspicious about whether the termi-
nals can pay for themselves, France
Telecom estimates each terminal
given away pays for itself in the extra
revenue generated, within a yearl

Minitel presently generates some
70 million calls a month, which
translates to some 84 million hours
connected to the service and that
means a lot of money - more even
than I get paid by ETI for writing this
column! Only around 3 5 million
terminals have yet been given away,
too The final figure, when everybody
has a terminal, will make BT ex-
ecutives'faces (and, I suspect, those
of the Government) go positively
green with envy.

,'t :;- ,'ai;r ll
Now come on! Can't we take a lesson
from all o{ this? What are we thinking
about? I know it's not cricket, but who
sail we weie playing a game, anyway!

We uho invented the hovercrait,
the jet engine. the computer (there
must be others but for the life of me
I can't think of any more, offhand)
can't even seem to get our act together
on this one Yes. I know the Prestel
system doesn't lend itself to the same
sort of things rhat Minitel can do but
what the heckl

lf Prestel! no good scrap it and Jet's

do it right We'ue got ten years
experience (give or take a few
months) of how our system doesn't
work and isn't much good

Now, let's do it riqht

TEST ilTCH

Lt$ltt! u sHI lflll(H ; RE$IJLI

2 EST IHDIES T0UR,....,,,,,,,,2P
3 SRI Lntrff T0UB..,,, ,,,,,,,,,, 2p

{ XEITH PROHSE HOSPITfiLITV DETftILS

k are Provrdrng uP-

f,ven orldthere
Lre- forthehi-
fi hobbyist to improve his system by
pay!ng meticulous attention to detail
Indeed, there is many a way in which
systems may be'tweaked' - allin the
name of enhancing the musical
experience!

Over the years such techniques as
tightening up cartridge bolts,
employing rigid and spiked loud-
speaker stands and using good quality
interconnection end speaker cables
have evolved into a thoroughly logical
upgrading process

However, acting as a foil to these
per{ectly sensible'tweaks' there exists
a stubborn fringe element insisting on
employing quite ludicrous methods to
improve audio performance

One of the silliest ideas to emerge
in recent years involves sticking little
black squares of metallised polyester
over everything in sight. Now. in some
cases this process might etlect a
change in the sound of a system
though whether such differences are
actually improvements has as much
to do with the placebo effect as
rational science

I shall return to this subject at a later
date but for now I would like to high
light a particularly illogical and
potentially damaging tweak' that has
surfaced in the hi-{i arena

This latest concept concerns the use
of shorting plugs to load the coaxial
digital outputs of the more up-to-date
CD players Apparently by terminat-
ing the output in this fashion, the
overall sound quality of the CD player
is said to be improved Daft but true

The tentative rationale for this
improvement is thought to be that the
plug somehow stops electricity from
leaking out the holel

Most manufacturers employ
transistor transjstor logic (TTL) to
drive this digital output either via a

resistive pad or transformer that
isolates the digital and anaJogue
ground lines Now, whether this digital
output is shorted or open circuit there
wif l always be a degree of
mistermiation that results in signal
reflection, so perhaps these outputs
are best loaded with plugs that match
the universal output impedance of
75R

According to the Red Book
standard, the peak voltage of a digital
output should be set to 0.5V with a
master clock frequency of 5 65MHz,
a signal that will be injected directly
into the earth line if a shorting plug
(loaded or unloaded) is employed.

As you might expect from TTL,
stages could be permanently
damaged by this inappropriate
Ioading In the case ofa shortingplug
this peak voltage could realise a
current of up to 6 66mA which will

itself set up voltages across common
earth lines due to small series in-
ductances

Of couyse, this effect will depend
very much on the layout of the PCB
but with interference set up between
digital and analogue earths it is not
difficult to imagine jitter effects being
exacerbated

In addition, a greater demand will
be placed on the integral power
supply as more current is drawn just
as fairly significani RF (5 6MHz)
magnetic fields may also be de-
veloped The subjective con-
sequences oI RF interference are
becoming more widely appreciated by
the more sane elements oI the hiji
industry and it is likely that this
situation will snowball once we enter
the 'RF conscious' European Market

Early research work indicates that
down-band products of very high-
order difference iniermodulation may
be responsible for certain grainy and
coarse high frequency colourations
observed during critical listening tests.
Certainly my own experiences of a
vast number of CD players point to
them sounding worse once the digital
output is shorted a logical con-
clusion considering the added stress
this imposes on the player

Other enthusiasts, unaware of the
electronic consequences of their
actions. may expecl a change in
sound quality and this ilifference may
inadvertently be interpreted as an
improvement I am quite sure that if
CD players were manufactured with
shorting plugs in place then the fringe
element would cunently be proposing
their removal

The ideal situation is presented by
those up market players which enable
the user to switch the TTL output on
or off when required Nevertheless, if
the presence oI localised RF fields is

undesirable from the subjective point
oI view then an unterminated digital
output is likely to be preferable to one
that is shorted I now wait with baited
breath for someone to suggest we
short out any redundant analogue
outputs as a way of improving sound
quality!

:--..: ,ii:t,iia
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This column is a service to readeis to provide electionic designs to order
Many a p.oject never gets further than the drawing board because of
difficuhies wilh on6 small part lf you are stuck for a circuit or a technique,
let the ETI expert help you out Send your requirements, with as much
detail as possible, to ETI Blueprint, 1 Golden Square, W1R 3AB.

The requcnt for o Blueprint design
I this ,nonrh comcs irom Herberr

Jones of Hove, Sussex

I would like to build an integrating
current n,eter which. linked to a solar
cell, wot ld give a reaCing o! average
da/ight lntensity'over a pertod lhau'e
seen a paper rit:scrihing a device
which inreLirates currcnt by plating
metalfror, one electrode to another
The: eieclre:des have ta be vtetghed to
obtain a measurement A digital
readout would be much more useful

There is a practical way to rnake a

digital integrating meter The most
versatiie soluiion would be to use a

microprocessor but this rr/ould take far
too much tjme to vvrite the program
in machine code Aiso. many people
do n':t have EPROM programmers
The circuit in Fig 1 uses 4000 series
CMOS to achieve the aim arid Lrses so

little current that a battery can be used
tu power j1

1-he systenr shown here uses a

voltage controlir:d Lrccillator (VCO) to
convert an analcrlue signaJ lo a

frequency The ciock pulses from thc
VCO are counted and the total is

displayed when required

A solar cell .onu".t, iight into elect
ricity by means of incident photons
givlng up their energy to an eiectron
on an individualbasis That is to say,
the energy of the e ler:tron freed from
ihe atom depends on the energy of
:he photon which it has absorbed
Silicon solar cells have certain bands
of possible energy levels fcr bound'
and'free'electrcns and they can only
:bsorb pholcns havlng an energy cor
:asponding to a irrmp betu,een ieveis
:: the requisite bands This means lhe

o tage generated by a solar ceil
:epends on tl-re energy band structure
,: ihe cell rather than on the incident

3ht (assuming the incident light
-:iude,. photons of the right euergy
':rge)

Although the elcctron creigv is not
: rccd indication of l.he incident light
: el the shori circuit current is a

ADJUST'SET ZERO' FOR 2 73V

reasonable indication This is because
rhe number of electrons raised to the
conduction band depends on the
n umber of photons in the right energy
range which fall on the cell This
correspondance is not perfect because
r he cell will have defects but it is very
good

,.i !r:r: :i.::::iii i::!.

To make use of this characteristic oI
solar cells, the cell is connected to a

current-to-voltage transducer ln this
circuit, so long as the op amp is not
overloaded, feedback keeps the voJt
age across the cell almost at zero The
current from the celi all flows in R1 and
RV1, so the voltage output of the
current to voltage transducer can be
calculated by Ohm s Law if you know
the current output from ihe cell

All this on19, ruorks if the cell is
connected the right way round If it is
not, the output of the op-amp will
remain stubborn ly at 0V trying but not
succeeding to reach a negative
potential

The output from the current to
voltage transducer leeds the VCO
control input of a 4046 phase locked
loop IC The frequency of the VCO is
proportionalto the control voltage A
sJight error iui I be introduced here
because the relationship is not per-
fectly Ilnear bur the enor is only small

The VCO output js fed to a dual
decade counter and from the first
decade counter to as many cascaded
stages oi counting as may be required
to count the total number of pulses
{rom the VCO

The counter outputs are fed to
BCD to-seven segment decoder/
drivers and thence to 7 segment
displays lf a Iong series of counters is

to be used, it may be unnecessary to
use displays and drivers on the least
significant digits

For many purposes, adequate reso-
lLrlion would be provided by using
displays on the four most significant
digits (assuming that measurements
in the same range are needed) More
displays on less significant digits
would, however, display a useful
reading with shorter measurement
periods The displays have been
shown with a push-to-read switch to
minimise battery consumption

CJearly, the integrating meter pait of
the circuit can be used to integrate any
analogue voltage measurement hav-
ing a range of approximately 0-4V
With the circuit shown, the Iimltation
on converting some types of signal
source to suitable range is the lack of
a negative power supply

Fig, 2 shows a suitable means of
generating a negative power supply,
and Fig 3 shows a temperature meas-
uring circuit which uses the negative
supply As an alternative, the more
complicated circuit shown in Fig 4
does not need a negative supply to
measure temperature

Both of these circuits are assumed
to be Celsius reading The tempera-
ture sensors provide a Kelvin scaled
output but this is unlikely to be of use
to determine the difference between
a warm day and a cool one

R4-10
ALL 1KO

PUSH TO
READ

SOLAB
CELL

R1 1-17
ALL lKO

RESET TO
NEXT STAGE

CLOCK TO
NEXT STAGE

NOTEr
lc1 = CA3130 or lCL761 1

tc2 = 4{t46
tc3 = 4518
1C4,5 = 4511
ICG = 7805

Fig 1
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tFhe welcome associated with lhe
I glow of a home must be as old as

are glowing homes In the days when
the glow was caused by the roaring
hearth there was not a lot you could
do to automate the glow so it would
be there on your return and not
wasting fuel all day

Come the advent of electricity (and
more importantly, electronics) and
things changed

Now it is quite possible to have a
light at your doorstep which comes on
to greet you or visitors only when
someone approaches and only when
the sun has set. You can't go much
{urther in the way of automated
welcomes and there can't be a much
more economic solution either,

It is just such a unitthat Maplin has
been selling for a while now Called
the Nite Sentry on the box and simply
lhe Outdoor PIR in Maplin's caialogue
it has the order number XG96E and
a price of f39.95

The catalogue name gives the
game away This is yet another in-
genious application of the passive
infra red detector idea based on a

pyro-electric sensor.
The Nite Sentry is mains powered

and connects up just like any outside
light. !t is similar in many ways to the
passive infra-red alarm project of the
ETI January 1988 issue

Body heat from the visitor is

collected by way of a special Fresnel
type lens onto a concave mirror where
it is focused onto the pyro-eJectric
sensor. The mirror angle can be easily
altered to change the height o{ the
detection area over a range of about
15"

The sensor responds to changes in
radiated infra-red heatreceived The
Fresnel lens creates a pattern of
detection zones so as a visitor crosses
the area covered by the unit, he will
move into and out of the array ol
sensitive zones, triggering the unit

So it is much like any passive infra-
red alarm, In this case, however,
rather than connect the unit up to an
alarm system (such as the Burglar
Buster!) it connects a built-in light
socket (up to 100W) to the mains and
powers an auxiliary output too for
extra lights (up to 600W)

Once triggered, the light stays on for
a preset period from about ten
seconds to 15 minutes The Nite
Sentry even includes a photosensitive
cellto d:sable the unit during the hours
of daylight The photocell is sensibly
mounted on the underside o{the unit
toreceive ambient light only and not
direct sunlight

The whole thing - detector and
lamp - is encased in a slightly weird
cream coloured ABS box with a
pearled light cover It is entirely
waterproof and easily mounted on a
wall with the mains cable entry
through the rear.

Once on the wall it looks rather like
a 1960s attempt at bringing the
carriage lamp up to date! However, it
is not too obtrusive and certainly
warrants a position on the wall

The sensor is rated with a range of
a quartercircle 10m in radius Once
up over the front door, the ef{ective
range seemed to be nearer 5m but as
most front gardens are about this
length and passing cars can trigger the
detector. this reduction in range is

probably a good thing
Otherwise the unit performed per-

fectly. lt is easy to install. An add-on
angled mount is provided if necessary
and even a sticker for the photocell is
included so the unit can be tested in
the daylight. It takes only about 15
minutes to put up, it means you'll
never have to leave the light on again
and even acts as a mild deterrent to
unwelcome visitors. What more can
you ask tot 840?

Malcolm Brown

CRICK t E WOOD E t E CTRON ICS
SUFFERING FROM COMPONENT

DEFICIENCY?
Symptoms: Frustrated, half-built projects, sleepless
nights, non-working equipment, out of stock blues.

The components stock centre -the fast solution to component problems,
old, new, rare and common

MAIL ORDERS, TELEPHONE ORDERS,
CREDIT CARDS, CALLERS WELCOME

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LIMITED
40 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY; LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel:01 450 0995 & 01 452 0161 Tetex: 914977

GRI OD

o mE

SEE YOUR SPECIALIST!

ff"ury"t17

One of the ways we keep a check on the
advertising that appears in the press, on
posters and in the cinema is by responding to
consumers' complaints.

Any complaint sent to us is considered
carefully and, if there's a case to answer, a full
investigation is made.

If you think you've got good reason to
complarn about an advertisement, send off
for a copy of our free leaflet.

It will tell you all you need to know to

ASA Ltd, Dept I Brook House,
Tomngton Place, LondonWClE 7HN

This space rs donated ln rhe lnterests o{ hrgh standards oi advenrsrng
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Introducing
Digital Audio:,
CD, DAT and samirling
Ian R. Sinclair
112 pages.216 x l38mm
55 line drawings . f,5.95 + 50p p&p
ISBN: 1 870775 05 8

The techniques ofdigital audio
involve methods and circuits that
are totally alien to the technician
or enthusiast who has previously
worked with audio circuits. This
book bridges the gap of
understanding and explains the
principles and methods of digiul
audiom but the mathematics and
tleory are avoided.

Digital electronics and signals.
Analogue to digital conversion.
Digital to analogue conversion.
Studio digital methods. The CD
system. Consumer digital tape
systems, S-DAI and R-DAT.
Sound synthesis.

Practical Digital
Electronics
Handbook

Mike Tooley
January 1988 .208 pages

216 x l38mm . 100 line drawings
f,6.95 + 50p p&p ISBN: | 870775 00 7

'A oeryt useJul book'
Elektor magazine

A practical introduction to digital
electronics for entlusiasts,

technicians and students.

Digital cicuits. I-ogic g'ares.
Bistables and :-ers.

M.icroprocessors. Memory and
input/output devices. RS-232C

interface. IEEE-488 and
IEEE- 1 000 microprocessor

buses. The oscilloscope.

Full constructional details for
nins tss1 gear projects. TTL and

CMOS pinouts; binary
conversion tables.
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Please supply photocopies of the following articles from
ETI (complete in block capitals):

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASp Ltd. to
the value of f150 per photocopy qrdered.

Total remittance f ........ Date ............

Add ress

Postcode

Send the completed form and your remittance to:
ETI Photocopy Service

9 Hall Road
Hemel Hempstead
Herts. HP27BIil
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Please send me

copy(ies) of Introducing Digital Audio ([6.45 each)

cop(ies) of Practical Digital Electronics Handbook
(f,7'45 each)

I enclose my cheque for 

- 

made payable to PC Publishing.

Name

Send this coupon to PC Publishing,
139-141 High Street, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 5AX
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That's what an incredibly sm_all number ntributingarticles to ETI. The rest of us have had to 
"a """"Sf,money for a couple of pints. Neverthel need your

contribu
FEATURES
If you and ithasn't to add
to our ures. If
you have a great idea for a feature or two. send
in a brief resum6. If you don't have the ideas but
youthink you have a commanding knowledge of
a suitable subject area we want to hear fromlou
too.

PROJECTS

Whatever you can contribute
We can offer a modicum of
fortune.

to ETI, take the plunge now.
fame and a very reasonable

Write in to:
The Editor

ETI
1 Golden Square

London W1R 3AB
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Based on the famous Kef
Reference Series, these three
DIY designs give the home
constructor the
opportunity to own an

- no electronic
or woodworking skill is necessary. Each kit contains all the
cabinet components (accurately machined lrom smooth
MDF for easy assembly), speaker drive units, crossover
networks, wadding, grille fabric, terminals, nuts, bolts etc.

Model CS1 is based on the Reference 101 , CS3 is
equivalent to the Ref. 103.2 and CS9 is based on the
Reference 105.2 (but in a conventionally styled encl,).

CSl e117 pair inc. VAT ptus carrlins E6
CS3 G143 pair lnc. VAT ilus carr/ins 812
CSg 8393 pair inc. VAT lrtus carrlins ClB

We also offer a kit (less cabinet)for Elector PL301

lI Ligntning service on telephonad credit card ordersl E
WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SKg 1AS Tel: 0625 529599

Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi.
(Closed all day Mondays)

DIY Speaker catalogue 81.50 post liee (exporr 96)

I
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OF ELECTRONICS TODAY ,'-tl.

Total 8...,... (Plea.€ rn kc clt€qrE p.r.Uo lo ABP Lld.)
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